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Preface to ”Soft Photonic Crystals and Metamaterials”

This Special Issue on “Soft Photonic Crystals and Metamaterials”from Materials consists of 10

papers that highlight recent advances in a broad scope of optical-wavelength and sub-wavelength

structures made of soft materials and particles. Soft matter shows plenty of unique and improved

optical properties for deep scientific understanding, thereby promoting fabrication, characterization

and device performance for potential photonic applications that include, but are not limited to,

photovoltaic cells, photodetectors, light-emitting diodes, tunable microlasers, optical filters for

biosensors, smart windows, virtual/augmented reality head-mounted elements, and high-speed

spatial light modulators in glasses-free 3D displays.
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Editorial

Special Issue: Soft Photonic Crystals and Metamaterials

Ivan V. Timofeev 1,2,* and Wei Lee 3,*

1 Kirensky Institute of Physics, Federal Research Center KSC SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
2 Siberian Federal University, 660041 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
3 Institute of Imaging and Biomedical Photonics, College of Photonics, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung

University, Guiren District, Tainan 711010, Taiwan
* Correspondence: tiv@iph.krasn.ru (I.V.T.); wei.lee@nycu.edu.tw (W.L.)

Soft matters include polymers, liquid crystals, colloids, biological tissues, and many
smart materials. Weak molecular interactions make them sensitive to tiny mechanical,
thermal, electric, optical, and other external stimuli. Photonic applications often require
soft materials with significant or, in some cases, extreme optical dispersion and non-linear
and anisotropic properties. The optical response can be structurally amplified in two
fairly distinct scales that are wavelength-comparable periods of soft photonic crystals and
subwavelength-graded soft photonic metamaterials.

The reader is invited to explore the findings of interdisciplinary materials science research
included in this Special Issue, including fresh concepts from physics, chemistry, biology, and
technology. This Special Issue presents ten original open-access articles, of which three are
editor’s choice articles. The collection can be divided into four categories. There are two papers
related to smart windows (Tseng et al. [1] as well as Yokota et al. [2]). Two papers involve
microparticle arrangement in colloidal and photonic crystalline structures (Seki et al. [3] and
Alvarez et al. [4]). There are three related to switchable or tunable liquid crystal devices (Nys
et al. [5], Yu et al. [6], and Bikbaev et al. [7]). The latter exploits light localization between
the grating and the photonic crystal. Predicted by Tamm in 1932, this localized spot of light
is called a Tamm plasmon, as it is a photon analogy of the electron state localized near the
surface of a solid crystal. Finally, there are three more articles focusing on Tamm plasmons
(Reshetnyak et al. [8], Avdeeva et al. [9], and Lin et al. [10]).

Tseng and coworkers [1] present a novel smart window utilizing salt and photochromic
dichroic dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal, that is essentially a soft photonic crystal. The
smart window provides adjustable sunlight intensity and protects the privacy of people in
a building. The functionality is based on the combination of two features: the darkening of
a photosensitive layer upon exposure to ultraviolet light, and the response of cholesteric to
voltage pulses. By independently switching both functionalities, four stable optical states
are obtained: transparent, scattering, dark-clear, and dark-opaque. The presented work
brings an interesting set of experimental data, including voltage, spectral, and temporal
dependences, along with colored photos of the achieved optical states. The smart window
offers passive automatic dimming and active haze control for privacy protection, exhibiting
significant potential for applications.

The second paper on smart windows is contributed by Yokota et al. [2]. Fréedericksz
transition in liquid crystals is one of the most classic and important concepts with real
applications for liquid crystals in the society. Optical Fréedericksz transition is free of
electrodes or wires and potentially more robust, however, it is not so popular because
of the high threshold for light intensity. The paper strives to reduce the threshold until
sunlight showing the dye doping has a great impact on the optical Fréedericksz transition,
and that the host liquid crystal type also plays an important role. This is explained by the
changes in the optical-electric torque, the elastic torque, and the dye torque. The threshold
light intensity in trifluorinated liquid crystals is shown to be 42% lower than that in liquid
crystals without fluorine substituents.
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Colloidal and photonic crystalline structures are often fabricated by the arrangement
of monodisperse microparticles. Seki and colleagues [3] report a one-pot hydrothermal
synthesis of monodisperse magnetite microparticles. By adjusting the concentration of
the reaction solution, the microparticle’s diameter is manipulated from 100 to 200 nm.
Under an external magnetic field the microparticles in aqueous suspension form a periodic
structure that possess Bragg reflection colors observed in the spectral range from 730 nm to
570 nm by increasing the magnetic field.

The paper by Alvarez et al. comes from an international research group combining
seven members from Austria, Canada, and Taiwan [4]. It presents opalescent photonic
crystals obtained via self-assembly of silica microparticles using a solvent evaporation
method. Silica microparticles are synthesized by the sol-gel method. The microparticle
diameter is precisely controlled by only changing the amount of the solvent used. Thorough
characterization of quasi-hexagonal spatial order is presented in Appendix using Voronoi
tessellations, pair correlation functions, and bond order analysis. In both Seki et al. [3] and
Alvarez et al. [4], the Bragg functionality of microparticle arrays is suggested for full-color
reflective displays, sensing materials, solar cells, and coatings.

Switchable diffraction gratings and patterns are a promising class of soft-matter meta-
surfaces for modulated electro-optic devices. Nys et al. [5] use a thin liquid crystal layer
with periodic photoalignment at the surfaces to fabricate stable two-dimensional hexagonal
diffraction patterns. The research is brilliant both in experiment and simulation. First,
the patterns between a strong scattering state and a near clear state on linear variation
in the photoalignment direction are studied by means of polarization optical microscopy
and light diffraction. Then, the numerically restored director configuration reveals a 3D
superstructure, where all the twist conflicts in the confining substrates produce out-of-plane
director reorientation without disclinations. The three-fold and six-fold twist angles yield
hexagonal ordering that can be reversibly and continuously switched by small voltage.

Yu et al. [6] have investigated the uniform lying helix texture in a polymer-network
cholesteric liquid crystal layer composed of a binary achiral mixture (of E7 and the bent-core
dimer CB7CB). This 5 μm thick soft-matter film has fascinatedly tunable helicity with its
helical axis along the substrate plane and its pitch of around 100 nm, which is shorter than the
wavelengths of visible light. Applied voltage can generate two types of helix reorientation.
At low voltage, the flexoelectric effect produces periodic splay-bend deformation of in-plain
optical axis. Beyond the threshold voltage the dielectric effect occurs and the helix is gradually
unwound until transformed to the helix-free homeotropic state. Polymer networks are used
to stabilize this state against other orientations with lower free energy, such as planar, focal
conic, and 3D-helical blue-phase states. A bifunctional monomer and a trifunctional monomer
are utilized to demonstrate the advantage of photo-copolymerization for a temperature-stable
cell. The final cell optical properties are guaranteed to be reversibly controlled by both voltage
frequency and amplitude. A detail account of the novel incorporation of the liquid crystal
dimer CB7CB is clearly stated in the paper.

Bikbaev et al. [7] are engaged in a challenge for mirrorless beam steering by generalized
diffraction in voltage-tunable metagratings. With this purpose in mind, they consider a
subwavelength grating patterned on top of a Bragg reflector. Under the metagrating strips the
electromagnetic field can be efficiently localized in above-mentioned Tamm plasmon. This
narrow resonance is extremely sensitive to refractive index of a top layer, which makes it
possible to control each strip radiation phase in a wide range. This effect can be realized
by the top layer made of transparent conductive material, such as indium tin oxide. The
bias voltage up to 5 V leads to an increase in the volume concentration of the charge carriers
in few nanometer vicinity of the layer boundary. As a result, the real part of the complex
dielectric permittivity becomes negative, acquires metallic properties, and shifts the scattering
phase by more than 200 degrees. Changing the number of strips with different applied bias
voltage allows for efficient switching in first-order diffraction. In addition, it is shown that
the reflected beam can be controlled by a continuous phase change along the metagrating.
Definitely, this method increases the beam steering angular resolution.
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Reshetnyak et al. [8] focus on the above-mentioned Tamm plasmons for the case of a
thin silver layer adjacent to a rugate filter—a dielectric thin film with a smooth periodic
profile of the refractive index, acting like a Bragg mirror. The smoothness helps to suppress
sidelobes outside of a photonic band gap and provides several extra degrees of freedom for
optimizing optical characteristics compared to multilayer Bragg mirrors. Surprisingly, the
harmonic refractive index profile allows for convenient analytical expressions in regard
to Tamm plasmon transmission and reflection peaks and dips. The analytics shows de-
pendence on refractive index contrast, the metal layer thickness, and the external medium
refractive index. As an example, it is shown that the Tamm plasmon wavelength can be at
any point within the photonic band gap determined by the refractive index profile. The
analytical approach complies quite well with exact numerical simulations in a broad range
of experimentally available parameters.

Avdeeva et al. [9] investigate chiral Tamm plasmons—a class of the aforementioned
Tamm plasmons with the broken mirror symmetry. The chirality of state originates from
cholesteric liquid crystal, a soft self-organizing photonic crystal. A crucial requirement
for such a state emergence is the presence of a polarization-preserving anisotropic mirror
instead of conventional metallic layer. This mirror is not necessarily chiral, and therefore
preserves the handedness of reflected light polarization compared to incoming one. Exten-
sive dye-doping makes cholesteric highly dispersive material leading to spectral splitting of
resonant features, such as the edge and defect modes of photonic crystal. The paper proves
that chiral Tamm state spectral peak can be resonantly split as well, which is important
for tunable chiral microlasers. The splitting is most pronounced when dye resonance
frequency coincides with the frequency of the Tamm state. In this case, the reflectance,
transmittance, and absorptance spectra show two distinct Tamm modes. For both modes,
the field localization is at the interface of the polarization-preserving anisotropic mirror
and the cholesteric.

Chiral Tamm plasmon was for a long time considered as a fantastic theoretical mon-
ster because of serious experimental restrictions imposed by the polarization-preserving
anisotropic mirror. Lin et al. [10] proudly win the challenge of in-principle experimental
realization of this chiral monster. They adopt a recently suggested 200 nm thick reflective
half-wave phase plate implemented as a golden metasurface. Simultaneously they use
an extremely birefringent stable cholesteric liquid crystal (Δn = 0.33). The 3 μm thick
cholesteric layer provides almost optimal coupling of chiral Tamm plasmon when re-
flectance falls down to 20%. Moreover, the suggested design renders both phase and
polarization matching. Furthermore, by temperature-changing the center wavelength of
the cholesteric band gap with different pitches, the resonance wavelength of Tamm plas-
mons is tuned flexibly. This phenomenon is essential for advancing technical applications
in novel types of optical switches, biosensors, polariton microlasers, and mirrorless lidars.

We would like to thank all the international teams of creative intellectuals and spe-
cialists who have made this Special Issue possible. First are the authors who have kindly
prepared their contributed or invited papers. In addition, we would like to thank all the
peer reviewers who participated in this Special Issue for their invaluable time to offer
professional and constructive comments, which definitely helped promote the quality of
the scientific content of each published paper. Our gratitude is extended to the people we
interacted with at MDPI for their hard work and considerate coordination throughout the
entire editorial process.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Dimming and scattering control are two of the major features of smart windows, which
provide adjustable sunlight intensity and protect the privacy of people in a building. A hybrid photo-
and electrical-controllable smart window that exploits salt and photochromic dichroic dye-doped
cholesteric liquid crystal was developed. The photochromic dichroic dye causes a change in
transmittance from high to low upon exposure to sunlight. When the light source is removed, the
smart window returns from colored to colorless. The salt-doped cholesteric liquid crystal can be
bi-stably switched from transparent into the scattering state by a low-frequency voltage pulse and
switched back to its transparent state by a high-frequency voltage pulse. In its operating mode, an
LC smart window can be passively dimmed by sunlight and the haze can be actively controlled by
applying an electrical field to it; it therefore exhibits four optical states—transparent, scattering, dark
clear, and dark opaque. Each state is stable in the absence of an applied voltage. This smart window
can automatically dim when the sunlight gets stronger, and according to user needs, actively adjust
the haze to achieve privacy protection.

Keywords: smart window; cholesteric liquid crystal; photochromic dichroic dye

1. Introduction

Global warming has become the most important environmental issue. Smart windows are very
important in energy-saving buildings, where they save energy and contribute to the reduction of
carbon emissions [1–3]. A smart window allows the transmission of light to be adjusted; it can
protect against sunlight and thermally insulate, effectively reducing the need for lighting and air
conditioning. Liquid crystal has been used to manufacture various light shutters and switchable
windows. Methods for controlling liquid crystal smart windows are divided into two types—electrical
control and photo control. The advantage of an electrical-controllable liquid crystal smart window is
that the user can freely set the transmittance or the degree of transmittance by adjusting the applied
voltage (see, for example, the dynamic scattering mode [4,5], polymer-dispersed liquid crystals [6–9],
polymer-stabilized cholesteric texture [10–12], and dye-doped liquid crystals [9,13]). Since the general
nematic liquid crystal has dielectric anisotropy, its liquid molecules rotate in an applied electric field,
so electrical control is an ordinary driving method for a liquid crystal smart window. The advantage
of a photo-controllable liquid crystal smart window is that it can automatically adjust transmittance
from high to low upon exposure to UV, as in sunlight, and so self-adjust without extra energy input.
The photo-controllable liquid crystal smart window requires additional photo-sensitive material
(such as photosensitive chiral azobenzene [14,15], photochromic dye [16], or azo dye [17]). Most of
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the photo-controlled liquid crystal smart windows perform the sole function of either absorption
or scattering. A single device with multiple states to meet different haze and tint needs is highly
desired but challenging to develop. Most liquid crystal smart windows cannot have both photo- and
electrical-controllable capabilities, and their transmittance cannot be adjusted to meet user needs.

Cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) is a smart window material that exhibits bi-stability [18,19].
This bi-stable characteristic eliminates the need for the continuous application of a voltage, as is
required with ordinary smart windows. A voltage pulse has only to be applied when switching,
so power consumption is very low. CLC has two stable states, which are associated with different
optical properties. The first state is the planar state [18], in which CLC virtually functions as a chiral
Bragg grating with a photonic bandgap that is centered at wavelength λc = (no + ne)p/2 and has
band width Δλ ≈ (no – ne)p, where no is the ordinary refractive index, ne is the extraordinary index,
and p is the helical pitch. The band gap is easily tunable by adjusting the concentration of the chiral
agent. Inside the band gap, the incident light is reflected by the CLC; outside the band gap, the light
directly passes through the CLC without scattering. The other stable state is the focal conic state, in
which the helical axes are randomly distributed, forming a multi-domain structure with strong light
scattering. The CLC must generally have a particular cell gap-to-pitch ratio (d/p) and surface alignment
to maintain its stability [13,20]. In a vertical alignment film with large d/p, the cholesteric liquid crystal
cannot be easily be put into the planar state, disfavoring transparency; in a homogenous alignment
film with small d/p, the cholesteric liquid crystal cannot easily enter the focal conic state, disfavoring
scattering and resulting in a poor contrast ratio. In recent researches, a cholesteric liquid crystal light
shutter has been developed. This shutter has a cholesteric liquid crystal with negative dielectric
anisotropy; it is switched by a high-frequency voltage pulse switched into the transparent planar state
and by a low-frequency voltage pulse back into the scattering focal conic state [21–23]. This operation
increases the tolerance of the CLC for d/p and boundary conditions, and a high-frequency voltage can
be used to obtain good planar states even when the cell gap is large or pitch is short (large d/p).

In this work, a photochromic dye is added to a salt-doped cholesteric liquid crystal.
The photochromic dye is photo-controllable and automatically darkens when irradiated by UV
light. It can regulate the transmittance without sacrificing transparency. The electrical controllability
of the CLC is used to control the translucency of smart windows to provide privacy protection.
Finally, four optical states are realized—transparent, scattering, dark clear (chromatic and transparent),
and dark opaque (chromatic and hazy).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of Materials and Measurements

The cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) mixture was made from 96 wt.% negative dielectric anisotropy
nematic liquid crystal DNM-9528 (extraordinary index ne ≈ 1.5792, ordinary index no ≈ 1.4808, dielectric
anisotropy Δε = ε// – ε⊥ ≈ –4.8, rotational viscosity coefficient γ1 = 96 mPa·s, splay elastic constant
K11 = 12.4 pN and bend elastic constant K33 = 12.8 pN), doped with 4 wt.% chiral agent R-5011
(HTP ≈ 100 μm−1, from HCCH, Jiangsu, China), whose chemical structure is presented in Figure 1; the
pitch of the CLC was approximately 250 nm. Then, 97.65 wt.% CLC mixture was further homogeneously
blended with 0.35 wt.% tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate ((CH3CH2CH2CH2)4N(BF4)) salt
(TBATFB, from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, United States), and 2 wt.% photochromic dichroic dye
molecule ethyl 8-((4’-pentylcyclohexylphenyl)-difluoromethylphenyl-4-yl)-2-phenyl-2-(4-pyrrolidinyl
phenyl)-2H-naphtho[1,2-b]pyran-5-carboxylate (from ITRI, Hsinchu, Taiwan), the chemical structure
presented in Figure 2. All of the mixture was sandwiched between two glass substrates without any
alignment treatment; the inner surfaces of both substrates were pre-coated with indium tin oxide to
cause them to function as transparent conductive layers. The cell gap was approximately 12 μm.
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Figure 1. Chemical structure of chiral agent R-5011.

Figure 2. Chemical structure of photochromic dichroic dye ethyl 8-((4’-pentylcyclohexylphenyl)-
difluoromethylphenyl-4-yl)-2-phenyl-2-(4-pyrrolidinyl phenyl)-2H-naphtho[1,2-b]pyran-5-carboxylate.

Spectra were obtained using a USB4000 spectrometer (from Ocean Optics, Largo, FL, USA).
The source of the incident light was a parallel tungsten halogen light HL-2000 (from Ocean Optics).
The haze was measured using a haze meter NDH2000 (from Nippon Denshoku, Tokyo, Japan).

2.2. Driving Method and Principle

The smart window herein can be made to enter four optical states by exposure to UV light and
the application of various voltages. Figure 3 shows a schematic switching diagram. In the absence
of UV light, the sample is initially in the planar state, in which the liquid crystal molecules are all
parallel to the substrate; the reflection wavelength of this cholesteric liquid crystal is modulated in the
UV light region, so it is transparent in the visible light region, as shown in Figure 3a. Since the salt
TBATFB is doped into the CLC, it disassociates into positive and negative ions and changes the electric
conductivity of the liquid crystal. When a low-frequency voltage is applied to an LC with negative
dielectric anisotropy (Δε < 0) and positive conductivity anisotropy (Δσ > 0), the turbulence effect
can be observed. The ions will move parallel to the electric field [24]. The motion of the ions creates
turbulence and tends to align the liquid crystal along the direction of movement. This turbulence
effect distorts the helical structure in the planar state relative to that in the focal conic state. When the
electric field is removed, the cholesteric liquid crystal remains in the focal conic state. The focal conic
state displayed scattering because of its multi-domain structure, as shown in Figure 3b. To switch the
CLC from the focal conic state to the planar state, a high-frequency voltage is applied. Because of the
limited mobility of the ions, the high-frequency electric field cannot generate turbulence. Owing to the
negative dielectric anisotropy of the cholesteric liquid crystal, the electric field tends to align the liquid
crystal molecules perpendicular to the electric field. The helical twisting power that is generated by
the chirality causes the CLC to enter the planar state. Therefore, the CLC can be switched between
the planar and focal conic states by applying high-frequency and low-frequency pulse electric fields.
Both of these states are stable at 0 V, in which the material is transparent and scattering, respectively.

The smart window is colorless when it is not irradiated by UV, but rapidly darkens when it is
irradiated by UV. Photochromic dichroic dye naphthopyran-based materials undergo photo-induced
conformational changes in molecular structure from closed form to open form. The structure of
the dichroic dye is elongated and planar in its open form. The absorbance spectra of dichroic dye
undergoes a red-shift from ultraviolet to the visible range upon UV light irradiation. Photo-induced
conformational changes are short-lived and reversible. When the UV light source is removed,
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the material spontaneously returns to its closed, colorless form in a few minutes. Since the helical
structure in the planar state has the helical axes perpendicular to the substrate, incident light of any
polarization will be strongly absorbed by the photochromic dichroic dye, reducing transmittance;
this state is the dark clear state, as shown in Figure 3c. Similarly, in the dark clear state, a low-frequency
pulse voltage can be applied to cause ionic turbulence and formed focal conic state. In this state,
the absorption by the doped photochromic dichroic dye and multi-domain scattering characteristics
cause the smart window to be dark and opaque; in this state, the smart window has the lowest
transmittance, as shown in Figure 3d. The smart window becomes colorless after the UV irradiation
has been removed for a short period.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram and operation of photo- and electrical-controllable smart window.
(a) Transparent planar state in visible region. (b) Scattering focal conic state. (c) Dimming (absorption)
planar state. (d) Absorption scattering focal conic state.

3. Results

The degree of absorption of visible light by photochromic dichroic dye can be controlled by
exposure to, or the absence of, UV light. Scattering can be controlled by applying voltage pulses of
different frequencies. Therefore, this smart window could adopt four optical states—transparent,
scattering, dark clear, and dark opaque; each state was stable at 0 V. Figure 4 shows the transmission
spectra in these four states, which are compared in Table 1 with respect to average transmittance and
haze. The transmittance in the transparent state was high in visible region and almost no scattering
occurred; the average transmittance exceeded 83%, and the haze was less than 6%; in the scattering
state, the haze was uniform; the average transmittance was only 32.2% and the haze as high as 70.4%.
When the dye was irradiated for 1 min with UV light with a wavelength of 365 nm and an intensity of
10 mw/cm2, the dye photochromic dichroic transitioned from closed form to open form and absorbed.
Since the absorption peak of the photochromic dye is around 560 nm, the transparent state had deep
purple discoloration. The average transmittance of the dark clear state was 30.3%, and the haze was
8.3%, slightly higher than in the transparent state; in the dark clear state, the average transmittance
was lowest at 14.2%, and the haze was highest at 74.9%.
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Figure 4. Transmission spectra in different optical states.

Table 1. Comparisons of optical states.

Optical Properties Transparent State Scattering State Dark Clear State Dark Opaque State

Average
Transmittance (%) 83.35 32.3 30.3 14.2

Haze (%) 5.9 70.4 8.3 74.9

Transmittance versus frequency of voltage pulse is shown in the Figure 5. The CLC was initially in
the planar state with high transmittance, then a 60 V voltage pulse with different frequency was applied
to measure the transmittance. When a low-frequency voltage was applied across the cell, the motion of
the ions created turbulence and tended to align the liquid crystal along the direction of movement.
This turbulence effect distorted the helical structure and turned the CLC from the focal conic state to the
planar state, where we chose 200 Hz as the low-frequency voltage pulse. When the frequency increased,
the turbulence became weak and the dielectric effect of LC dominated the alignment. Therefore,
it maintained in the planar state with high transmittance. Here we chose 3000 Hz as the high-frequency
voltage pulse.

Figure 5. Normalized transmission as a function of the frequency of applied voltage (60 V).

The electro-optical characteristic of the smart window was measured before and after irradiation
by UV light; a voltage pulse with a duration time of 3 s was applied and the transmission was measured
10 s after the end of the pulse. Hence, all transmissions were measured at 0 V. Figure 6 plots the
transmittance of the smart window after the removal of the applied voltage vs. the amplitude of
the applied voltage pulse. A parallel tungsten halogen was the light source and a spectrometer was
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used as the detector. Figure 6a plots the T–V curve of the smart window in the absence of UV light.
The transparent state switched into the scattering state as shown in Figure 6a (black line). Voltage
pulses with a frequency of 200 Hz switched the liquid crystal from the transparent planar state to
the scattering focal conic state. When the voltage pulse was below 40 V, the turbulence that was
generated by the ions was not enough to cause a transition of the liquid crystal; when a voltage
pulse over 40 V was applied, the turbulence effect was against the dielectric interaction because of
the negative dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal; the helical structure in the planar state was
disturbed, and ultimately switched to the focal conic state. As the voltage was increased, the turbulence
effect became stronger, and the focal conic domain size became smaller, close to the wavelength of
visible light. Therefore, more scattering reduced transmittance. When a voltage pulse of 50 V was
applied, the transmittance was at its minimum, and the ionic turbulence was greater than the dielectric
interaction. The scattering then switched into the transparent state as shown in Figure 6a (red line).
Voltage pulses with a frequency of 3000 Hz switched the liquid crystal from the focal conic into the
planar state. Pulses of 50 V and a frequency of 200 Hz were applied to reset the sample into the focal
conic state before applied measurement voltage pulses. A voltage pulse with a duration time of 3 s
was applied and the transmission was measured 10 s after the end of the pulse. Voltage pulses with a
frequency of 3000 Hz yielded very weak ionic turbulence because the high-frequency voltage limited
their mobility, so only negative dielectric anisotropy contributed to all of the electrical properties.
When the voltage pulse was less than 20 V, the liquid crystal molecules were not arranged in parallel as
the substrate, and the focal conic state was maintained. As the applied voltage pulse increased, some
regions adopted the parallel substrate alignment due to the negative dielectric anisotropy of liquid
crystal molecules and the formation of a planar structure as a result of the helical twisting power that
arose from the chiral doping. When the voltage pulse exceeded 70 V, all liquid crystals were arranged
in a planar state as a result of the electric field, and this state was stably maintained after the voltage
was turned off.

Figure 6. Transmittance versus amplitude of voltage pulse (a) before irradiation by UV light and (b)
after irradiation by UV light.

Figure 6b plots the T–V curve of the smart window that was exposed to UV light. The sample
was exposed for 1 min to UV light with a wavelength of 365 nm and an intensity 10 mw/cm2 before
the transmittance was measured as a function of the amplitude of the voltage pulse. Irradiation by
UV light changed the sample from colorless to deep purple. Owing to the structure in the planar
state and the dichroic absorption of the photochromic dye, the transmittance decreased to about 30%.
The focal conic state was dark and hazy with a lower transmittance of 14.2%. Switching completely
from the dark clear state to the dark opaque state required a 52 V voltage pulse with the frequency of
200 Hz. Switching from the dark opaque state to the dark clear state required a 70 V voltage pulse with
a frequency of 3000 Hz.

Table 2 compares the response time before and after irradiated by UV light. A 52 V voltage pulse
with a frequency of 200 Hz was used to switch from the planar state to the focal conic state before and
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after irradiation by UV light. The response times before and after the color changed were 292 ms and
277 ms, respectively. A 70 V voltage pulse with a frequency of 3000 Hz changed the focal conic state
to the planar state. The response times before and after the color changed were 16.8 ms and 23.6 ms,
respectively. When the smart window was switched from the transparent state to the scattering state,
the competition between the turbulence effect and the negative dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal
caused the response time to be much longer than that associated with switching from the scattering
state to the transparent state. Based on the above results of the experiments on the electro-optical
characteristics, both in the presence and the absence of UV light, the photochromic dichroic dye only
affects the optical properties, whereas the electrical properties do not significantly change.

Table 2. Comparisons of response time before and after irradiation by UV light.

Response Time Form Transparent to Scattering Form Scattering to Transparent

Before Color Change (ms) 292 16.8
After Color Change (ms) 277.2 23.6

Figure 7 plots the time-dependence of the optical response to exposure UV light. The smart
window in the planar state was irradiated by UV light with a wavelength of 365 nm and an intensity
of 10 mw/cm2 for 42 s, and thus changed from colorless to deep purple. The response time for the
normalized transmittance to decline from 90% to 10% was 5.5 s. The UV light was then turned off and
the light transmittance of the smart window returned to high. The response time for the normalized
transmittance to increase from 10% to 90% was 53.9 s.

Figure 7. Optical response time under irradiation by UV light with wavelength of 365 nm and an
intensity of 10 mw/cm2.

Figure 8 presents photographs of the proposed smart window. Each state existed stably without
the application of a field. Figure 8a,b show the transparent state and scattering state without exposure to
UV light. The transparent state is colorless and allows the background to be seen clearly. The scattering
state is white and blocks the background. Figure 8c,d present the dark clear state and the dark
opaque state under irradiation by UV light. In the dark clear state, since the absorption peak of the
photochromic dye is around 560 nm, the sample has deep purple discoloration. The dark opaque state
exhibits absorption and scattering, and so has the lowest transmittance and provides the best shielding.
Figure 9 shows microscopic images of each optical states.

Figure 10 shows photographs of this smart window irradiated by real sunlight at noon at National
Sun Yat-sen University. Before it is exposed to sunlight, the sample is in the transparent planar state and
colorless, as displayed in Figure 10a. Figure 10b shows this smart window covered by a checkerboard
mask and exposed to sunlight for five minutes. The part that was irradiated by sunlight entered the
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dark clear state. Finally, the mask was removed and the sample was exposed to sunlight for five
minutes; a uniform dark clear state was obtained across the entire surface, as shown in Figure 10c.

 

Figure 8. Photographs of (a) transparent state, (b) scattering state, (c) dark clear state, and (d) dark
opaque state.

Figure 9. Microscopic images of (a) transparent state, (b) scattering state, (c) dark clear state, and
(d) dark opaque state.

Figure 10. Photographs of this smart window (a) in planar state before exposure to sunlight, (b) covered
by a checkerboard mask and exposed to sunlight for five minutes, (c) after the removal of the mask and
exposed to sunlight for five minutes.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, this work demonstrated a photochromic dye and salt-doped cholesteric liquid crystal
smart window that has four different optical states—transparent, scattering, dark clear, and dark
opaque. The smart window can be switched from the transparent state (planar state) to the scattering
state (focal conic state) by applying a 52 V voltage pulse with a frequency of 200 Hz, causing the
transmittance to decrease from 83.35% to 32.3%; it can be switched back to the transparent planar state
by applying a 70 V voltage pulse with a frequency of 3000 Hz, each state is stable over 48 hours or even
longer in the absence of an applied voltage. Exposure to natural sunlight or artificial UV light changes
its chromatic properties. The dimming transmittance is 30.3% and 14.2% in the dark and dark opaque
states, respectively. After the UV source is removed, the smart window returns to its colorless state.
Therefore, this smart window, which provides passive automatic dimming and active haze control for
privacy protection, has great practical potential.
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Abstract: The optical Freedericksz transition (OFT) can reversibly control the molecular orientation
of liquid crystals (LCs) only by light irradiation, leading to the development of all-optical devices,
such as smart windows. In particular, oligothiophene-doped LCs show the highly sensitive OFT due
to the interaction between dyes and an optical-electric field. However, the sensitivity is still low for
the application to optical devices. It is necessary to understand the factors in LCs affecting the OFT
behavior to reduce the sensitivity. In this study, we investigated the effect of the host LC structure on
the OFT in oligothiophene-doped LCs. The threshold light intensity for the OFT in trifluorinated LCs
was 42% lower than that in LCs without fluorine substituents. This result contributes to the material
design for the low-threshold optical devices utilizing the OFT of dye-doped LCs.

Keywords: optical Freedericksz transition; dye-doped liquid crystal; molecular reorientation

1. Introduction

The Freedericksz transition is a phenomenon to reversibly change the molecular ori-
entation of liquid crystals (LCs) by external stimuli, such as an electric, magnetic, and
optical-electric field above a certain intensity. This phenomenon is applicable to functional
optical devices, such as displays and smart windows [1–3]. In particular, the optical Freeder-
icksz transition (OFT) induced only by an optical-electric field has attracted much attention
due to the potential for the development of energy-saving devices driven by sunlight.
However, the OFT still requires high light intensity above 102 W/cm2 [4–8]. Therefore,
enhancing the sensitivity of OFT, that is, the sensitivity of the molecular reorientation of LC
is essential for the application to all-optical devices.

One approach to improve the sensitivity of the molecular reorientation is doping
the LCs with small amounts of certain dichroic organic dyes. This approach was first
reported by Jánossy et al., where the sensitivity of the molecular reorientation of LCs
was enhanced by the addition of anthraquinone dyes, resulting in inducing the OFT at a
ten-times lower light intensity than LCs without dyes [9–11]. The rod-like dyes excited
by the irradiation with a linearly polarized laser beam are aligned parallel to the incident
polarization direction due to the interaction with the optical-electric field. Consequently,
LC molecules are also reoriented along the same direction as the dye molecules due to the
cooperative interaction.

Instead of the anthraquinone dyes, Zhang et al. reported the usage of oligothio-
phene dyes to enhance the sensitivity of the LC molecular reorientation [12]. To further
decrease the light intensity required for the OFT in oligothiophene-doped LCs, various
approaches focusing on the incident light, alignment processing, and materials have been
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proposed [13–19]. Recently, we focused on the material design and achieved the effec-
tive molecular reorientation by doping oligothiophene dyes with ester moieties [17,18].
In addition, we found that incorporating a polymer into dye-doped LCs caused the en-
hancement and stabilization of the molecular reorientation compared to conventional
low-molecular-weight LCs [19,20]. However, the effect of host LCs, which determines the
physical properties of the LC systems, on the OFT remained unexplored in oligothiophene
dye-doped LCs. Investigation of the effect of host LCs gives an insight into the material
design for enhancing the sensitivity of the OFT.

In this work, we explored the OFT behavior in oligothiophene dye-doped LCs using
fluorinated host LCs in terms of the effect of the electron withdrawing group. The OFT was
measured by observing the diffraction rings caused by the molecular reorientation of LCs.
The light intensity at which the molecular reorientation occurred depended on the structure
of the host LCs. The dye-doped LCs using host LCs with three fluorine substituents induced
the OFT at a lower light intensity than previously reported dye-doped LC. Furthermore,
the dye-doped LCs containing host LCs with two fluorine substituents required a higher
light intensity than those with three fluorine substituents. We revealed that the number of
fluorine substituents of host LCs greatly affected the sensitivity of the OFT. This result can
provide important knowledge for designing highly sensitive dye-doped LCs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

Figure 1 shows the chemical structures of the compounds used in this study. As
host LCs, we used 4-cyano-4′-pentyl biphenyl (5CB) obtained from Merck Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan, and four types of fluorinated LCs (F-LCx, x = 1–4) obtained from Tokyo Chemical
Industry Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. F-LCx are as follows: trans-4-(3,4-difluorophenyl)-trans-
4′-ethylbicyclohexane (F-LC1); trans,trans-4′-ethyl-4-(3,4,5-trifluorophenyl)bicyclohexyl
(F-LC2); 3,4-difluoro-4′-(trans-4-propylcyclohexyl)biphenyl (F-LC3); and 3,4,5-trifluoro-4′-
(trans-4-propylcyclohexyl)biphenyl (F-LC4). A dichroic oligothiophene dye molecule, 5,5′′-
bis-(5-butyl-2-thienylethynyl)-2,2′:5′,2′′-terthiophene (TR5), was synthesized as reported
previously [12].

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the compounds used in this study.

Pure 5CB or mixtures of 5CB and F-LCx (5CB:F-LCx = 75:25, molar ratio) were mixed
with a TR5 solution (0.01 mol/L in tetrahydrofuran (THF)) in brown vials, diluted in THF,
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and stirred for 1 h. After stirring, the solvent was completely removed under vacuum. The
TR5 concentration was adjusted for each host mixture to show the same absorbance. The
details are described in the “Result & Discussion” section.

Glass cells with homeotropic alignment layers were fabricated according to the proce-
dure shown in Figure 2. Glass substrates (25 mm × 25 mm) ultrasonicated in 2-propanol
were treated with an ultraviolet (UV)-ozone cleaner (NL-UV42, Nippon Laser & Electronics
Lab Co. Ltd., Nagoya, Japan) for 10 min to make the glass surface hydrophilic. A polyimide
solution (SUNEVER, Nissan Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was spin-coated on the
glass substrates at 4000 rpm for 40 s with a spin-coater (MS-A100, MIKASA, Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan), and heated at 120 ◦C for 2 h to obtain surface-treated glass substrates, which
aligns LC molecules homeotropically (out-of-plane direction). Two surface-treated sub-
strates were bonded with 100-μm-thick polyimide tapes to manufacture a glass cell. The
thickness of the glass cell was measured using a micrometer (MDC-25MX, Mitutoyo Co.,
Kanagawa, Japan).

Figure 2. Preparation procedure for homeotropic-aligned oligothiophene-doped LC cells.

The dye-doped host LCs were injected into glass cells by capillary action. The glass
cells were heated up to 70 ◦C to remove the disturbance of the molecular orientation
by injection and then cooled down to room temperature at a cooling rate of 2 ◦C/min.
We defined the five prepared cells depending on the compounds as follows: TR5/5CB;
TR5/(5CB F-LC1); TR5/(5CB F-LC2); TR5/(5CB F-LC3); and TR5/(5CB F-LC4).

2.2. Evaluation of Initial Molecular Orientation

The initial molecular orientation in the samples was evaluated by conoscopic polar-
ized optical microscopy (POM) and polarized ultraviolet (UV)–visible (vis) absorption
spectroscopy. The conoscopic micrographs were obtained using a polarized optical mi-
croscope (BX53-P, Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an interference filter at
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550 nm. The absorption spectra were measured with a UV–vis spectrophotometer (V-750,
JASCO Corp., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a rotatable film holder. Absorbances par-
allel and perpendicular to the direction of the sample injection were defined as A‖ and
A⊥, respectively.

2.3. Self-Diffraction Ring Measurement

Photoinduced molecular reorientation was analyzed from self-diffraction rings. The
diffraction ring is formed by the refractive index change of molecular reorientation caused
by light irradiation above certain intensity. Irradiation of a homeotropic-aligned cell with a
low-intensity Gaussian beam does not cause molecular reorientation (Figure 3a). When
the light intensity exceeds the threshold of the molecular reorientation, the diffraction ring
occurs due to self-focusing and self-phase modulation (Figure 3b) [8]. The number of rings
(N) depends on the photoinduced refractive index change (Δn’) of the samples, given by

N = |Δn′|Lλ−1 (1)

where L and λ denote the cell thickness and the wavelength of the laser beam, respec-
tively [21]. Δn′ is the change in the refractive index of the sample. Rod-shaped LC molecules
have an anisotropic refractive index in the short and long axes of the molecule. When
photoinduced molecular reorientation from perpendicular to parallel to the polarization
direction occurs, the refractive index becomes large, resulting in an increase in the number
of rings.

Figure 3. Principle of self-diffraction ring formation: (a) below and (b) above the threshold
light intensity.

The optical setup for self-diffraction measurement is shown in Figure 4. We used a
linearly polarized direct diode (DD) laser beam (EXLSR-488C-200-CDRH, Spectra-Physics,
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) with a wavelength of 488 nm where TR5 has an absorption band. The
beam diameter was expanded from 700 μm to 1.7 mm via lenses L1 and L2. Spatial filtering
of the laser beam was performed with a pinhole (ϕ = 50 μm) and lenses L3. The laser beam
was incident on the sample cell placed at the focal point of L4. The beam diameter at the
focal point was 54 μm. The light intensity was controlled using a variable neutral density
filter. The light intensity at the irradiation spot was defined as

I = I0πw2 (2)
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where w and I0 are the beam waist and incident light power, respectively. I0 was measured
using a power meter and a beam splitter with a definite ratio (Transmittance:Reflectance = 1:1).
Transmitted light was projected onto a screen as self-diffraction rings. As the light intensity
increases, the molecular reorientation is further induced, resulting in the increase in the
number of rings. We counted the self-diffraction rings manually to evaluate the molecular
reorientation of LCs in the cell. The threshold intensity of the molecular reorientation was
defined as the light intensity at which the first ring appears. The first ring was monitored
with a beam profiler (BGP-USB-SP620, Ophir-Spiricon LLC., North Logan, UT, USA).

Figure 4. Optical setup for self-diffraction ring measurement. VND, variable neutral density filter;
Sh, shutter; M, mirror; L1, plane concave lens (f = −80 mm); L2, plane convex lens (f = 150 mm); I,
iris; L3, plane convex lens (f = 70 mm); PH, pinhole; BS, beam splitter; PM, power meter; P, polarizer;
L4, biconvex lens (f = 150 mm); S, sample.

2.4. Elastic Constant Measurement

A Frank elastic constant of the samples was measured with an elastic constant measure-
ment system (EC-1, TOYO Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Glass cells coated with indium-tin-oxide
(ITO) electrodes (KSRP-25/B111P1NSS) required for elastic constant measurement were
obtained from EHC Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. The glass substrates (25 mm × 20 mm) with
the electrode area (10 mm × 10 mm) were treated with a homogeneous alignment layer
(in-plane direction). The cell gap was 25 μm. Each sample was injected into the glass cells
by capillary action. The glass cells were heated up to 70 ◦C and then cooled down to room
temperature at a cooling rate of 2 ◦C/min.

3. Results and Discussion

The prepared samples exhibited an optically transparent yellow color due to the ab-
sorption of TR5 (Figure 5a). Conoscopic micrographs of the samples showed a clear isogyre
(Figure 5b). This means that the optic axes of LC molecules in the samples are perpendicular
to the glass substrate. Furthermore, the UV–vis absorption spectra perpendicular (A⊥) and
parallel (A‖) to the direction of the sample injection were identical in the wavelength range
from 350 to 600 nm (Figure 5c). TR5 is a dichroic dye with anisotropic absorption in the
short and long axes of the molecule. Therefore, this result demonstrates that the long axis
of the TR5 molecules are perpendicular to both incident orthogonal polarizations and that
both host LCs and TR5 in each cell are aligned uniformly and homeotropically.
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Figure 5. (a) Photographs, (b) conoscopic POM images, and (c) polarized UV-vis absorption spectra of
prepared samples: (i) TR5/5CB, (ii) TR5/(5CB F-LC1), (iii) TR5/(5CB F-LC2), (iv) TR5/(5CB F-LC3),
and (v) TR5/(5CB F-LC4). Blue solid and red dash lines in (c) denote the absorption perpendicular
(A⊥) and parallel (A‖) to the direction of sample injection, respectively.

Table 1 shows the concentration of TR5 in each sample and the absorbance at a
wavelength of 488 nm obtained from absorbance spectra of an average of the A⊥ and A‖.
An increase in the absorbance at 488 nm decreases the threshold intensity [17]. Therefore,
the concentration of TR5 in each sample was adjusted so that the absorbance at 488 nm was
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almost the same for each sample: the absorbance of TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC1), TR5/(5CB
F-LC2), TR5/(5CB F-LC3), and TR5/(5CB F-LC4) were 0.155, 0.155, 0.162, 0.161, and 0.158,
respectively.

Table 1. The TR5 concentration and absorption at 488 nm of the samples.

Sample Concentration of TR5 (mol%) Abs. at 488 nm

TR5/5CB 0.10 0.155
TR5/(5CB F-LC1) 0.13 0.155
TR5/(5CB F-LC2) 0.10 0.162
TR5/(5CB F-LC3) 0.12 0.161
TR5/(5CB F-LC4) 0.10 0.158

The OFT was investigated from the diffraction rings. Figure 6 displays the transmitted
light from the TR5/5CB cell. The incidence of a laser beam with a low light intensity
did not cause the molecular reorientation, thus no diffraction ring appeared (Figure 6a).
When the intensity exceeded 20.1 W/cm2, the first diffraction ring appeared on the screen
(Figure 6b). Furthermore, the number of the rings increased as the light intensity increased
up to 54.6 W/cm2 (Figure 6b–d), and became constant.

Figure 6. Diffraction ring images of TR5/5CB with the incident light intensity of (a) 15, (b) 20, (c) 27,
and (d) 55 W/cm2. Blue arrows indicate the polarization direction of the incident light.

The threshold light intensity inducing the diffraction rings depended on the host
LCs. Figure 7 shows the diffraction patterns of each sample formed on a screen at a light
intensity of 18 W/cm2. Diffraction rings appeared in TR5/(5CB F-LC2) and TR5/(5CB
F-LC4); in contrast, they did not appear in TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC1), and TR5/(5CB F-
LC3). This indicates that the sensitivity of light-induced molecular reorientation is different
in each sample.
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Figure 7. Typical diffraction patterns of all samples induced by a multi-mode laser beam formed at
18 W/cm2. Blue arrows indicate the polarization direction of the incident light.

Figure 8 shows the number of diffraction rings as a function of light intensity, and
Table 2 summarizes the threshold intensity, the maximum number of rings, and K33 elastic
constant of the samples. The threshold intensities of TR5/(5CB F-LC2) and TR5/(5CB
F-LC4), which contain the LCs with three fluorine substituents, were 12.0 W/cm2 and
11.7 W/cm2, respectively. These are 42% lower than that of TR5/5CB (20.1 W/cm2).
Furthermore, TR5/(5CB F-LC1) and TR5/(5CB F-LC3), which contain the LCs with two
fluorine substituents, exhibited higher threshold intensities than TR5/(5CB F-LC2) and
TR5/(5CB F-LC4). This threshold intensity difference indicates that the sensitivity of light-
induced molecular reorientation is affected by the number of fluorine substituents in the
host LCs. Furthermore, the maximum number of rings of TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC1),
TR5/(5CB F-LC2), TR5/(5CB F-LC3), and TR5/(5CB F-LC4) were 23, 18, 18, 23, and 22,
respectively. TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC3), and TR5/(5CB F-LC4), which showed a larger
number of diffraction rings, have biphenyl mesogenic structures.

Figure 8. Number of diffraction rings of TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC1), TR5/(5CB F-LC2), TR5/(5CB
F-LC3),and TR5/(5CB F-LC4) as a function of light intensity.
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Table 2. Threshold intensity, the maximum number of rings, and K33 elastic constant for TR5/5CB,
TR5/(5CB F-LC1), TR5/(5CB F-LC2), TR5/(5CB F-LC3), and TR5/(5CB F-LC4).

Sample
Threshold Intensity

(W/cm2)
Maximum Number

of Rings
K33 (pN)

TR5/5CB 20.1 23 9.1
TR5/(5CB F-LC1) 25.5 18 11.1
TR5/(5CB F-LC2) 12.0 18 3.1
TR5/(5CB F-LC3) 18.9 23 10.1
TR5/(5CB F-LC4) 11.7 22 6.0

We discuss the OFT of each sample. The number of rings is governed by a sample
cell thickness, wavelength of the incident light, and refractive index change, as shown in
Equation (1). In this experiment, the cell thickness (100 μm) and the wavelength (488 nm)
are the same for all samples. Therefore, the difference in the maximum number of rings
is derived from the maximum refractive index change Δn′

max of the sample. The value
of Δn′

max of 5CB, F-LC1, F-LC2, F-LC3, and F-LC4 was estimated to be 0.11, 0.09, 0.09,
0.11, and 0.11, respectively. 5CB, F-LC3, and F-LC4 with a biphenyl structure have longer
conjugation lengths than F-LC1 and F-LC2 with a phenyl ring. The biphenyl structure
tends to have a larger birefringence because of the anisotropic delocalization of electrons.
This may lead to the difference in the maximum refractive index change of the sample even
with the similar molecular reorientation.

The difference in the threshold intensity, which reflects the sensitivity of molecular
reorientation, is derived from the dielectric anisotropy of each sample. According to
previous work, the threshold intensity is determined by a balance of four torques: optical-
electric torque, elastic torque, dye torque, and surface anchoring [15]. The increase in the
optical-electric torque promotes the molecular reorientation. The optical-electric torque
correlates with the dielectric anisotropy of LCs [10]. In general, the dielectric anisotropy of
LCs becomes positive and increases by fluorine substitution [22]. In fact, the three fluorine
substituents at the terminal position of a mesogen core enhance the dielectric anisotropy
along the long axis of the LC molecule [22,23]. In our materials, the dielectric anisotropy of
F-LC2 and F-LC4 modified with three fluorine substituents is larger than that of F-LC1 and
F-LC3 modified with two fluorine substituents, which could increase the optical electric
torque. Thus, the threshold intensity of TR5/(5CB F-LC2) and TR5/(5CB F-LC4) became
lower than that of TR5/(5CB F-LC1) and TR5/(5CB F-LC3).

In addition to the optical-electric torque, the elastic torque of LCs contributes to the
sensitivity of the OFT. The elastic torque is proportional to a Frank elastic constant, Kii [11].
In particular, the K33 elastic constant of LCs has a large effect on the OFT threshold in a
homeotropic cell. Table 2 shows the K33 elastic constant of each sample. The values of K33
elastic constant of TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC1), TR5/(5CB F-LC2), TR5/(5CB F-LC3), and
TR5/(5CB F-LC4) were 9.1, 11.1, 3.1, 10.1, and 6.0, respectively. This result indicates that a
lower K33 elastic constant enhances the sensitivity of the OFT.

Furthermore, we assume that the dye torque was changed by the substituents of host
LCs. Marrucci reported that the intermolecular interaction between the anthraquinone dye
and the host LC changes according to the substituents of the dye, leading to a change in
the dye torque [10,24,25]. Although the mechanism of enhancing the OFT sensitivity in
oligothiophene and anthraquinone systems may be different, intermolecular interactions
between the oligothiophene dye and host LCs could vary depending on the terminal
substituents of the host LCs, resulting in the dye torque change. This study focused
on the optical-electric torque, the elastic torque, and the dye torque, while the effect of
the optical-electric torque and the dye torque on the OFT sensitivity is not identified
experimentally. Surface anchoring may also affect the OFT sensitivity. Detailed analysis
is under investigation. The experimental identification of the mechanism will aid in the
development of high-performance optical devices.
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we investigated the OFT of oligothiophene-doped LCs using various
host LCs with fluorine substituents. The molecular reorientation was induced by the
irradiation with a linearly polarized laser beam. We found that the maximum number of
rings of TR5/5CB, TR5/(5CB F-LC3), and TR5/(5CB F-LC4) with biphenyl structures was
more than TR5/(5CB F-LC1) and TR5/(5CB F-LC2) with a phenyl ring. The difference in
the conjugation length depending on the number of biphenyl rings affected the maximum
number of rings. Furthermore, the threshold intensities of TR5/(5CB F-LC2) and TR5/(5CB
F-LC4) became 42% lower than that of TR5/5CB. The reduction of the threshold can be
explained by the changes in the optical-electric torque, the elastic torque, and the dye
torque. The study revealed that the structure of the host LCs affected the sensitivity of
the OFT.
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Abstract: Colloidal crystals (CCs) are periodic arrays of monodisperse microparticles. Such CCs are
very attractive as they can be potentially applicable as versatile photonic devices such as reflective
displays, sensors, lasers, and so forth. In this article, we describe a promising methodology for
synthesizing monodisperse magnetite microparticles whose diameters are controllable in the range of
100–200 nm only by adjusting the base concentration of the reaction solution. Moreover, monodisperse
magnetite microparticles in aqueous suspensions spontaneously form the CC structures under an
external magnetic field, leading to the appearance of Bragg reflection colors. The reflection peak can
be blue-shifted from 730 nm to 570 nm by the increase in the external magnetic field from 28 mT
to 220 mT. Moreover, the reflection properties of CCs in suspension depend on the microparticle
concentration in suspension and the diameter of the magnetite microparticles. Both fine-control of
microparticle diameter and investigation of magneto-optical properties of CCs would contribute
to the technological developments in full-color reflective displays and sensors by utilizing these
monodisperse magnetite microparticles.

Keywords: colloidal crystals; magnetite; microparticles; Bragg reflection; magnetic response

1. Introduction

Colloidal crystals (CCs) are periodic arrays of monodisperse microparticles [1–5].
Such CCs can be regarded as one of the three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystals that
show the forbidden regions for photons in the dispersion spectrum, that is, the photonic
bandgaps (PBGs), due to the spatial periodicity of the refractive indices between the
colloidal microparticles and dispersion media [6–8]. One of the most important properties
of CCs is their ability to show visible reflection using colloidal microparticles with diameters
of several hundred nanometers. The reflection peak wavelength (λ) of CCs is approximately
calculated according to the following Bragg’s equation [8,9].

λ = 2nd sin θ (1)

where n is the effective refractive index of materials, d is the interparticle spacing of CC,
and θ is the angle of incident light, that is, the Bragg angle. When the value of λ is
comparable to the wavelength range of visible light, the PBGs of CCs can be observed as
Bragg reflection colors. Introduction of stimuli-responsive materials in the microparticles
and/or the background encompassing them ensures the on-demand control of reflection
peaks of CCs by external stimuli such as temperature, ionic strength, mechanical force,
and so forth [10–13]. Owing to this unique optical property, the CCs are very attractive as
they can be potentially applicable in versatile photonic devices as color reflective displays,
sensors, lasers, and so forth.
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Previously, some types of methods for preparing monodisperse magnetite micropar-
ticles have been reported [14]. These microparticles can be applied to CCs, which can be
categorized into two types: 3D or one-dimensional (1D) CCs [15–19]. For instance, Asher
and co-workers reported that highly charged monodisperse polystyrene (PS) micropar-
ticles encapsulating superparamagnetic nanoparticles can self-assemble into the 3D CC
structures due to their highly charged surface [19]. The attractive force between micropar-
ticles induced by applying an external magnetic field was not strong because of the low
content of the magnetic component in the microparticles, leading to the limited tuning
range of Bragg reflection wavelength and insufficient magnetic responsivity of the CCs.
On the other hand, Yin and co-workers developed an intriguing strategy for synthesizing
polyelectrolyte-capped monodisperse superparamagnetic magnetite microparticles that
can be directly used as the building blocks of the 1D CC structures [17]. These magnetite
microparticles are advantageous in the following three aspects. First, they can show higher
saturated magnetizations and superior magnetic responsivity because they only consist
of magnetite. Second, the magnetite microparticles can be easily dispersed in water due
to their highly negatively charged surface offered by polyelectrolyte surfactants. Finally,
magnetite microparticle diameters can be controlled in the range between 30 nm and
180 nm with narrow size distribution. By utilizing these characteristics, the magnetite
microparticles in aqueous suspensions spontaneously form the 1D chain-like CC structures
under an external magnetic field, leading to the appearance of Bragg reflection colors due
to the spatial modulation of the refractive indices between magnetite microparticles and
water as a dispersion medium. It has been considered that the 1D chain-like CC structure
can be formed by the balance of attractive force induced by magnetic dipole–dipole in-
teractions and electrostatic repulsive force between the microparticles [14]. This means
that the interparticle spacing, corresponding to d in Equation (1), can be controlled by
changing the attractive force, accompanied by the increase in magnetic field strength. Thus,
the Bragg reflection wavelength of the CCs can be easily tuned by the external magnetic
field strength. Although there have been numerous precedents with regard to the CC
structures of magnetite microparticles, the 1D CC structures are more likely assembled by
applying a magnetic field according to the review by Chen [14]. However, the synthetic
method of monodisperse magnetite microparticles is very limited. In addition, there have
been few reports on the control of microparticle diameter. Considering the possibility of
applying these magnetite microparticles to magnetically responsive photonic devices, it is
highly demanded that a procedure to synthesize them with desired microparticle diameters
is found.

In this article, we report on a promising methodology to synthesize monodisperse
magnetite microparticles with diameters of 100–200 nm by adjusting the base concentration
of the reaction solution. This size-controllable synthesis procedure is very simple. These
magnetite microparticles self-organize the CC structures with visible reflection, even in
aqueous suspensions, by applying external magnetic field. The reflection peak wavelength
of the CCs can be tuned by the external magnetic field strength, microparticle diameter,
and microparticle concentration. Such tunability of magnetically responsive CCs would
contribute to the technological developments of next-generation photonic devices such as
full-color reflective displays and sensors.

2. Experimental Section

Anhydrous ferric chloride (FeCl3) was obtained from Nacalai Tesque (Kyoto, Japan).
Ethylene glycol, anhydrous sodium acetate, and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were purchased
from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation (Osaka, Japan). Poly(4-stylenesulfonic acid-
co-maleic acid) sodium salt (PSSMA) with weight average molecular weight of ~2.0 × 104 was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Japan (Tokyo, Japan). The molar ratio of poly(4-styrenesulfonic
acid) unit and poly(maleic acid) unit was 1:1, according to the data sheet of the manufacturer.

Monodisperse magnetite microparticles were prepared by one-pot hydrothermal
synthesis using FeCl3 as a precursor. In this study, NaOH concentration was varied in
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the range of 0.28–0.38 M, as shown in Table 1. Here, a typical synthesis procedure of the
monodisperse magnetite microparticles at an NaOH concentration of 0.28 M is described
as follows (Table 1, sample code: M-1).

Table 1. Amounts and concentrations of NaOH in the hydrothermal synthesis and size properties
and saturation magnetization (Ms) values of the resultant magnetite microparticles.

Sample
Amount of
NaOH (g)

NaOH
Concentration (M)

Reaction
Temperature (◦C)

Diameter
(nm) 1 CV (%) 1 D 2

(nm)
Ms

3

(emu/g)

M-1 0.36 0.28 190 106 10.8 7.3 58.1
M-2 0.40 0.31 190 111 10.4 24 60.5
M-3 0.44 0.34 190 150 6.4 37 63.0
M-4 0.48 0.38 190 200 7.0 44 82.3
M-5 0.48 0.38 210 226 25.8 – 4 – 4

M-6 0.48 0.38 230 226 18.6 – 4 – 4

1 Determined by SEM observation. 2 Determined by Debye–Scherrer equation using the (311) diffraction peak in
the XRD pattern. 3 Determined by SQUID measurement. 4 Not measured.

A mixture of FeCl3 (0.52 g, 3.2 mmol), ethylene glycol (32 mL, 0.58 mol), anhydrous
sodium acetate (2.4 g, 30 mmol), PSSMA (0.80 g, 4.5 mmol, monomer equivalent), and
120 μL of ultrapure water was vigorously stirred for 20 min at room temperature. After
that, NaOH (0.36 g, 12 mmol) was added to this mixture and stirred at room temperature
until completely dissolved. The resulting mixture was transferred into a 50 mL Teflon-
lined stainless-steel autoclave and heated at 190 ◦C for 16 h. After cooling down to room
temperature, the products were collected by a handheld magnet and washed three times
with a mixture of water and ethanol at a volume ratio of 2:1, and finally dried in a vacuum
for 24 h.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of magnetite microparticles were acquired by an
X-ray diffractometer (RINT2500, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) using Cu Kα radiation under the
acceleration voltage of 40 kV. Morphological size and shape of as-prepared magnetite
microparticles were characterized by a field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM;
JSM-7800F Prime, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operated at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. The
samples for SEM observation were prepared by depositing the dilute suspensions of mag-
netite microparticles on a silicon wafer and subsequent drying them at room temperature.
Before SEM observation, the sample surface was coated with a thin layer of osmium oxide.
Coefficients of variation (CV) in microparticle diameter, which are numerically defined as
the ratio of the standard deviation to the average diameter, were calculated from the SEM
images. Magnetic properties of magnetite microparticles at 27 ◦C were measured by using
a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (MPMS-XL7AC,
Quantum Design, San Diego, CA, USA). Zeta potential measurements were conducted
using a microparticle charge analysis system (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Panalytical Ltd.,
Worcestershire, UK).

Reflection spectra of aqueous suspensions of magnetite microparticles were taken on a
compact charge-coupled device spectrometer (USB 2000, Ocean Optics, Orlando, FL, USA)
equipped with a halogen light source (HL-2000, Ocean Optics) and an optical fiber with a
reflection probe (R200-7-UV-VIS, Ocean Optics). After the aqueous suspension of magnetite
microparticles was placed in a quartz glass cuvette with an optical path length of 1.0 cm,
the reflection spectra were measured upon applying the external magnetic field, which was
generated by an NdFeB magnet with a size of 4 × 4 × 1 cm (NK066, Niroku Seisakusho,
Kobe, Japan). The magnetic field strength was tuned by adjusting the distance between the
cuvette and the NdFeB magnet and measured using a tesla meter (TM-801, KANETEC Co.,
Ltd., Nagano, Japan).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. XRD Measurements of Magnetite Microparticles

As-prepared colloidal microparticles exhibited intrinsic color of dark brown, arising
from light absorption of magnetite. Therefore, we measured XRD patterns of the mi-
croparticles in order to characterize their chemical identity. Figure 1 shows XRD patterns
of a series of microparticles of M-1–M-4 synthesized at different NaOH concentrations
in the hydrothermal synthesis. All the peak positions in each XRD pattern were almost
identical, regardless of the difference in synthetic conditions of magnetite microparticles.
It is plausible that the peaks at 2θ of 30.0◦, 35.3◦, 36.9◦, 42.9◦, 53.2◦, 56.7◦, and 62.3◦ are
assigned to the diffractions of (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511), and (440) lattice planes
of the face-centered cubic lattices of magnetite, respectively. In addition, these XRD peaks
can be indexed to the JCPDS file, No. 19-0629. Therefore, from these XRD results, we
concluded that the colloidal microparticles consisting of magnetite can be prepared by the
hydrothermal synthesis of FeCl3 at NaOH concentrations of 0.28–0.38 M.

 
Figure 1. XRD patterns of the magnetite microparticles of M1–M4 with different diameters prepared
by the hydrothermal synthesis.

3.2. Size Control of Magnetite Microparticles

Morphological size and shape of the magnetite microparticles were analyzed by SEM
observation. The SEM image of M-1 is shown in Figure 2A. The average diameter and the
CV value were determined to be 106 nm and 10.8%, respectively. In general, the monodis-
persity of microparticle diameter is indispensable to the formation of well-ordered CC
structures. For instance, it has been reported that the CV values of colloidal microparticles
used for the fabrication of CCs were 5.5% in the case of silica microparticles and 4.2% for
PS microparticles in the previous studies [20,21]. By considering the empirical facts, we
anticipated that M-1 can be used for the preparation of CCs owing to its moderately low
CV value. However, the detailed SEM observation revealed that the surface of M-1 is not
smooth, in contrast to the conventional colloidal microparticles of silica or PS. This mor-
phological result infers that M-1 consists of spherically shaped clusters of small magnetite
particles with a diameter of several nanometers [22]. The mechanism for the formation
of monodisperse magnetite clusters can be explained as follows. The growth process of
magnetite microparticles can be divided into two sequential steps according to the previous
work by Yu and co-workers [23]. The first step is nucleation, in which primary magnetite
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nanocrystals (NCs) are formed by the hydrolysis of FeCl3. Subsequently, these magnetite
NCs aggregate into clusters to reduce their surface energy. Because this growth process
of magnetite microparticles, that is, the aggregation of magnetite NCs, selectively occurs
inside the PSSMA network, magnetite microparticles with narrow size distribution can
be synthesized [24]. From these results, the magnetite microparticles exhibited reasonable
monodispersity by the hydrothermal synthesis of FeCl3 under this reaction condition.

   
(A) (B) (C) 

   
(D) (E) (F) 

Figure 2. (A–F) SEM images of a series of magnetite microparticles of M-1–M-6. All white scale bars
represent 100 nm.

Subsequently, we attempted to control the magnetite microparticle diameter by chang-
ing the reaction conditions. This is because the control of microparticle diameter is of
paramount importance from both scientific and technological perspectives of CC structures.
Because the Bragg reflection wavelength of CCs is dependent on the lattice constant, which
is affected by the difference in microparticle diameter, in this work, another series of mag-
netite microparticles were synthesized at the different NaOH concentrations from 0.31 M
to 0.38 M. These magnetite microparticles, noted as M-2, M-3, and M-4 in Table 1, were
spherically-shaped clusters of small magnetite microparticles similar to M-1, as confirmed
from SEM images (Figure 2B–D). Although M-1 showed 106 nm in the microparticle diame-
ter of, as mentioned above, the average diameters of M-2–M-4, these increased from 111 nm
to 200 nm, accompanied by an increase of NaOH concentrations. However, the CV values
were approximately 6–10%, regardless of the NaOH concentrations (Table 1). Therefore,
M-2–M-4 were also found to be magnetite microparticles with relative monodispersity.
When the NaOH concentration was further increased to 0.44 M, magnetite microparticles
also showed ~220 nm in diameter. However, these magnetite microparticles have poor
dispersibility in ultrapure water, probably due to the sedimentation caused by the increase
in microparticle weights or by the enhancement of van der Waals attractive force induced
by the increase in particle diameter. The increase in magnetite microparticle diameter can
be explained by the increase in the size of primary NCs. Here, the size of primary NCs (D)
was estimated by the following Debye–Scherrer equation:

D =
0.9 × λ

β1/2 × cos θ
(2)

where λ stands for the wavelength of Cu Kα radiation, corresponding to 0.154 nm, θ is
the diffraction angle, and β1/2 is the full width at half maximum value of a diffraction
peak. In this work, we focused on an outstanding diffraction peak of (311) lattice planes
at 2θ of 35.3◦. By applying the β1/2 values of (311) diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns
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into Equation (2), the D values of M-1, M-2, M-3, and M-4 were estimated to be 7.3 nm,
24 nm, 37 nm, and 44 nm, respectively (Table 1). In addition, the diffraction peaks were also
intensified owing to the increase in the size of primary NCs. Thus, it can be anticipated
that the increase in magnetite microparticle diameter is triggered by the increase in the
size of primary NCs. We also considered that the higher alkaline conditions accelerate the
hydrolysis of FeCl3, which result in the formation of larger primary magnetite NCs.

Finally, we tried to further increase the microparticle diameter by elevating the reaction
temperature. Figure 2E,F show the SEM images of M-5 and M-6, which were prepared
by the hydrothermal synthesis conducted at 210 ◦C and 230 ◦C, respectively. M-5 and
M-6 were also found to be magnetite microparticles, as confirmed from XRD measure-
ments (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1). However, the diameters of each magnetite
microparticle were almost unchanged when compared to M-4. Moreover, as evident from
SEM images, the CV values of M-5 and M-6 deteriorated to around 20%, probably because
the nucleate growth of magnetite NCs was uncontrollable. From these results, we found
that the appropriate temperature for the synthesis of monodisperse magnetite micropar-
ticles is 190 ◦C and the microparticle diameter can be controlled by changing the NaOH
concentration from 0.28 M to 0.38 M.

3.3. Water Dispersibility and Magnetic Properties of Magnetite Microparticles

The magnetite microparticles of M-1–M-4 could be easily dispersed in ultrapure water.
This was achieved by the removal of excess ions by washing with a mixture of ethanol
and water as well as the surface modification of magnetite microparticles with PSSMA. As
mentioned in the Experimental Section, PSSMA is a copolymer of poly(p-styrenesulfonic
acid) and poly(maleic acid). The sulfonic groups in poly(p-styrenesulfonic acid) moieties
are completely ionized in aqueous solutions while the carboxy groups in poly(maleic
acid) moieties can strongly coordinate with iron cations on the magnetite microparticle
surface. Thus, the outermost surface of magnetite microparticles is highly negatively
charged to offer high dispersibility in water. To evaluate the dispersibility of magnetite
microparticles, we measured the zeta potential of M-3. As a result, the zeta potential of
M-3 was determined to be −45 mV. This value of zeta potential is comparable to that of
monodisperse silica microparticles used for the fabrication of CCs in a previous study [25].
Thus, it can be anticipated that the magnetite microparticles hardly aggregate in water
owing to the large electrostatic repulsive force offered by the highly negatively charged
surface. By considering these facts, we concluded that the magnetite microparticles are
suitable for the fabrication of CCs owing to their monodispersity and high dispersibility
in water.

The magnetic properties of magnetite microparticles of M-1–M-4 were analyzed by
SQUID measurements. Figure 3 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops of M-1–M-4 measured
at 27 ◦C. The magnetite microparticles showed no remanence and coercivity, indicative
of their superparamagnetic feature. As the external magnetic field increases, the induced
magnetization saturates at a certain value, which is so-called saturation magnetization
(Ms). From the measurements, the Ms values of M-1, M-2, M-3, and M-4 were 58.1 emu/g,
60.5 emu/g, 63.0 emu/g, and 82.3 emu/g, respectively. The Ms values were monotonously
increased in the order of microparticle diameter. The increase in Ms value can be explained
by the large magnetic domains caused by the increase in microparticle diameter. Previously,
it has been reported that the Ms value of polystyrene encapsulating superparamagnetic
microparticles used for the fabrication of CCs was 38.6 emu/g, which is much lower than
those of M-1–M-4 [26]. Thus, it can be anticipated that these magnetite microparticles of
M-1–M-4 can show superior magnetic responsivity when they are applied to CCs.
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(A) (B) 

Figure 3. (A) Magnetic hysteresis loops of magnetite microparticles measured at 27 ◦C. (B) An
enlarged profiles of M-1 and M-2 in the range of 5 kOe to 10 kOe for comparison of their magnetiza-
tion difference.

3.4. Optical Properties of Magnetite Microparticle Suspensions

Under an external magnetic field, the magnetite microparticles were quickly self-
assembled into CC arrays in fluid aqueous suspensions owing to their highly charged
surface, resulting in the appearance of visible Bragg reflection. Monodisperse magnetite
microparticles in suspensions are known to spontaneously form the 1D chain-like CC
structures under an external magnetic field, which can be formed by the balancing of the
interaction of magnetic dipole–dipole attractions and electrostatic repulsive force between
microparticles [14]. As the force balance fluctuates by tuning the magnetic field strength,
the Bragg reflection wavelength shifts immediately triggered by changes in the spacing
between the lattice plane of the 1D chain-like CC structures.

Figure 4A,B show the changes in snapshot image and the reflection spectrum of an
aqueous suspension of M-3 at the microparticle concentration of 0.30 wt%, respectively,
upon changing the external magnetic field in a continuous way. The Bragg reflection
colors were observed only along the direction of external magnetic field, implying that
magnetite microparticles in suspensions form the 1D chain-like CC structures under an
external magnetic field. The reflection spectra were measured for magnetite microparticle
suspensions placed in a quartz glass cuvette. The external magnetic field was generated
by an NdFeB magnet, and its strength was controlled by adjusting the distance between
the NdFeB magnet and the cuvette. The reflection color was changed from red to green
by moving the magnet at a distance from 4.0 cm to 0.5 cm (Supplementary Materials,
Figure S2), corresponding to the external magnetic field from 28 mT to 220 mT, respectively
(Figure 4A).

We also observed that the Bragg reflection peak blue-shifts from 730 nm to 570 nm
in a continuous way upon increasing the magnetic field (Figure 4B). Such a blue-shift of
reflection peak wavelength can be explained as follows. Applying the aqueous suspension
of M-3 at relatively high external magnetic field brings about enhancement in attractive
forces between the magnetite microparticles, thereby leading to the geometric decrease in
interparticle spacing of the 1D chain-like CC structure. As a result, the Bragg reflection
wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths as the interparticle spacing decreases. Thus, the
Bragg reflection wavelength of the 1D chain-like CC structure was found to depend on the
external magnetic field strength. Notably, the magnetic response of the Bragg reflection
color changes of magnetite microparticle suspension was very quick and fully reversible,
as can be seen in the demonstration video (Supplementary Materials, Video S1), which
enabled the on-demand tuning of the Bragg reflection peak of the CC by applying with the
magnetic field.
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(A) (B) 

Figure 4. Changes in snapshot image (A) and reflection spectrum (B) of a suspension of M-3 as a
function of the external magnetic field of 28 mT (a), 36 mT (b), 48 mT (c), 65 mT (d), 90.4 mT (e), and
220 mT (f). All black scale bars in the images represent 0.5 cm.

According to another finding, the Bragg reflection wavelength was also affected
by the microparticle concentrations. To demonstrate this ability, three different kinds
of suspensions of M-3 were prepared at the concentrations of 0.30 wt%, 0.45 wt%, and
0.60 wt%. The dependences of the Bragg reflection wavelength on the microparticle
concentration are shown in Figure 5A. By comparing the Bragg reflection wavelength
under the same magnetic field strength in the range from 36 mT to 125 mT, it turned out
that the Bragg reflection wavelength shifts to a shorter wavelength as the microparticle
concentration increases. For example, when an external magnetic field with 125 mT was
applied to each suspension, the Bragg reflection wavelength shifted from 473 nm to 582 nm
by diluting the microparticle concentration from 0.60 wt% to 0.30 wt%. This happened from
the geometric decrease in lattice constant between the magnetite microparticles caused
by the reduction in the filling ratio of magnetite microparticles [27]. Thus, the Bragg
reflection wavelength of 1D chain-like CC structure was found to be dependent on the
microparticle concentration in suspension similar to the 3D CC structures composed of
non-magnetic spherical microparticles such as silica, PS, and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
hydrogel [13,27].

  
(A) (B) 

Figure 5. (A) Changes in the reflection peak wavelengths of aqueous suspensions of M-3, whose
concentrations were adjusted to 0.30 wt%, 0.45 wt%, and 0.60 wt%, as a function of the external
magnetic field in the range between 36 mT and 125 mT. (B) Changes in the reflection peak wavelengths
of aqueous suspensions of M-1, M-2, and M-3 at same concentration of 0.30 wt% as a function of the
external magnetic field in the range between 91 mT to 220 mT.
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As addressed in Section 3.2, one-pot hydrothermal synthesis of FeCl3 adopted in this
study enabled the preparation of magnetite microparticles with a diameter of 106–200 nm.
Finally, we attempted to examine the dependence of Bragg reflection wavelength observed
for aqueous suspension of magnetite microparticles on the particle diameter. This is because
the lattice constant is dependent on the microparticle diameter. However, it is unclear in the
case of 1D chain-like CC structures of the magnetite microparticles. To reveal the effect of
magnetite microparticle diameters, the suspensions of M-1, M-2, and M-3 were prepared.
At this time, the concentration of each suspension was fixed to 0.30 wt%. Figure 5B shows
the Bragg reflection wavelength of each suspension as a function of magnetic field strength.
By comparing the Bragg reflection wavelength under the same strength of the external
magnetic field in the range from 90 mT to 220 mT, the Bragg reflection wavelength shifts
to shorter wavelengths as the microparticle diameter increases. For example, as applying
an external magnetic field of 125 mT, the suspensions of M-1, M-2, and M-3 showed the
Bragg reflection wavelengths of 657 nm, 638 nm, and 582 nm, respectively. Such a shift of
Bragg reflection wavelength can be ascribed to the difference in the Ms value. The Ms value
increases with the magnetite microparticle diameter, as noted in Table 1. This suggests that
larger magnetite microparticles have stronger attractive forces between microparticles, and
the reflection wavelength of suspension can shift to shorter wavelengths when an external
magnetic field large enough to saturate the magnetization is applied. Therefore, the Bragg
reflection wavelength of the 1D chain-like CC structure of the magnetite microparticles was
found to depend on the microparticle diameter.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have established a promising methodology to synthesize monodis-
perse magnetite microparticles with diameters of 100–200 nm by adjusting the base concen-
tration of the reaction solution. By applying an appropriate external magnetic field, the
magnetite microparticles were immediately self-assembled into the CC structures, even in
fluid aqueous suspensions, owing to their highly charged surface, thereby leading to the
emergence of Bragg reflection peak in the visible wavelength range. The Bragg reflection
peak could be continuously tuned from 730 nm to 570 nm by the increase in the external
magnetic field from 28 mT to 220 mT. Such visible reflection characteristics of CC structures
of magnetite microparticles in suspensions were found to depend on the microparticle
concentration in suspension and the size of the magnetite microparticles. The present
report provides the fine control of microparticle diameter as well as the investigation of
these reflection properties of CC structures, which would contribute to the technological
developments of full-color refractive displays and sensors by utilizing these monodisperse
magnetite microparticles.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ma15144943/s1, Figure S1: XRD patterns of the magnetite
microparticles of M-5 and M-6 prepared by hydrothermal synthesis; Figure S2: Spatial dependence
of the magnetic field strength of the NdFeB magnet used in this work; Video S1: Demonstration of
reflection color changes observed for a 0.30 wt% aqueous suspension of M-3 by applying the external
magnetic field.
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Abstract: The natural occurrence of precious opals, consisting of highly organized silica particles,
has prompted interest in the synthesis and formation of these structures. Previous research has
shown that a highly organized photonic crystal (PhC) array is only possible when it is based on
a low polydispersity index (PDI) sample of particles. In this study, a solvent-only variation method
is used to synthesize different sizes of silica particles (SiPs) by following the traditional sol-gel
Stöber approach. The controlled rate of the addition of the reagents promoted the homogeneity of
the nucleation and growth of the spherical silica particles, which in turn yielded a low PDI. The
opalescent PhC were obtained via self-assembly of these particles using a solvent evaporation method.
Analysis of the spatial statistics, using Voronoi tessellations, pair correlation functions, and bond
order analysis showed that the successfully formed arrays showed a high degree of quasi-hexagonal
(hexatic) organization, with both global and local order. Highly organized PhC show potential for
developing future materials with tunable structural reflective properties, such as solar cells, sensing
materials, and coatings, among others.

Keywords: silica particles; opals; polydispersity index; photonic crystals; disLocate; Voronoi
tessellations; bond order parameters

1. Introduction

The dimensional periodic arrangements capable of controlling photo propagation
are known as photonic crystals (PhC) [1]. They have been found to be responsible for
the coloration involving keratin formation for a variety of animals, such as in structures
found in the butterfly wings [2] or guanin crystal arrangements in chameleon skin [3].
However, perhaps the best known natural occurring photonic crystals are precious opals,
which consist of highly ordered silica particles [4]. Thus, there is significant interest in silica
particles (SiPs) thanks to their natural occurrence and high biocompatibility. There are
reports of different methods to fabricate SiPs, however among them, the typical approach
is the Stöber method [5,6]. This well-known procedure utilizes the ammonia-catalyzed
hydrolysis of silicon alkoxides, specifically tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), in an alcohol
solution, to produce the particles.

Since the first description of the reaction, there has been considerable effort made
to uncover the factors affecting the final size of the particles and the conditions for high
homogeneity [7]. The temperature [8,9] of the reaction as well as the concentration of
the reagents have been investigated. However, in recent years it has been discussed that
a key factor to the limits of the reaction lies in the nucleation process [10], which is highly
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sensitive to the order and time of the addition of TEOS, pH, vortex of reaction, and viscosity
of solvent, among others.

Homogeneity of the final particles can be measured in terms of the polydispersity index
(PDI), where less than 0.05 is considered monodisperse [11,12]. Low PDI is particularly
important for the formation of highly organized arrays such as PhC, which have become
of increasing interest due to their infinite applications where tunable structural reflective
properties are required, such as biological sensors, medicine [13–15], structural colored
materials, textiles [16–18], electronics, and solar cells [19,20].

Research on synthetic PhCs was advanced with the work of Yablonovich and John,
who engineered and detailed three types of PhCs: one, two and three dimensional [21].
After this categorization, many different approaches to produce synthetic photonic crystal
were developed [22]. The primary method used is the self-assembly of monodisperse
particles, such as by sedimentation, vertical deposition, physical confinement, spin coating,
and most recently the dip drawing method [23]. The aim of all these methods is to yield
the most hexatic lattice as possible, which in a tridimensional level translates to the face-
centered cubic (FCC) or the hexagonal close packing (HCP). Both configurations have the
highest packing factor of 0.74. However, the FCC is the most round-like, which improves
the prospect of the photonic band gap (PBG) [24].

The aim of the present study is to use an efficient and reproducible method of silica
particle synthesis, that yields low PDI, such that the particles are suitable for the formation
of highly organized photonic crystals arrays. Once the PhC are obtained, we propose
a quantifiable way of characterizing their degree of organization via Voronoi tessellations
and spatial statistical analysis, and provide further information about the hexatic lattice.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals

Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%), and ammonia (NH3, 28% w/w) from Alfa Aesar
(Karlsruhe, Germany). Ethanol (EtOH, ABS) used for the different stages of the synthesis
and work-up was purchased from ChemLab (Zedelgem, Belgium). The water (18 MΩ cm
pure water) was of Milli-Q Gradient system (Millipore Corp) to keep conditions constant.
For the glass slides treatment, a 1:4 piranha solution (H2O2/H2SO4) was used. Hydrogen
peroxide (33.3%) was purchased from VWR Chemicals and sulphuric acid (95–97%) was
received from Merck. All reagents were used as received.

2.2. Instruments for Syntehsis and Sample Preparation

During the fabrication of the silica particles (SiPs), a syringe pump (KDS 100 Legacy
Syringe Pump, KD Scientific Inc., sourced from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Deutschland)
was used for the controlled addition rate of TEOS. After 3 h of stirring, the solution was
centrifuged (Thermo Heraeus Multifuge 1S Centrifuge, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Linz,
Austria) for 15 min at 5000 rpm, and the same settings were used for washing the particles.
An ultrasonic cleaner (with digital timer—VWR International, Vienna, Austria) was used
during the different steps of the synthesis and the characterization, to fully disperse the
particles. Before analysing the samples under the scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
the fabricated silica particles and photonic crystals were gold coated (Sputter Coater and
Carbon Coater for TEM/SEM, S series, Instrument Futurism, Linz, Austria) with an average
layer of 7 nm.

2.3. Characterization Methods

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Zetasizer Nano ZSP from Malvern Instruments,
Worcestershire, UK) measurements were carried out to determine the average hydro-
dynamic diameter (Dh) and the polydispersity index (PDI). In this study, the PDI refers to
the uniformity of the particles (where a value close to 0.0 is a perfect homogeneity of the
sample, while a 1.0 is a sample with a large variety of sizes). The samples were prepared in
0.1 M solution with Milli-Q water as dispersant in disposable cuvettes (DTS 0012), sonicated
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for 30 min. The DLS measurements via intensity were performed at 25 ◦C without filtration
before the measurements. SEM images were obtained with a Jeol 6400 (Jeol, Peabody,
MA, USA). The optical observation of the SiPs was carried out with an optical microscope
at ×200 magnification (ZEISS axio imager A1m—Carl Zeiss AG, Vienna, Austria). The
reflection spectra were measured using a spectrometer (LAMBDA 1050+ UV/VIS/NIR
Spectrometer with 150 mm InGaAs Int. Sphere and UV WinLab software—PerkinElmer
Inc., Linz, Austria). To characterize the organized silica arrays, the same coating conditions
and SEM were used. The degree of organization was determined with Voronoi tessella-
tion, using Mathematica package disLocate, a suite of tools to rapidly quantify the spatial
structure of a two-dimensional dispersion of objects [25].

2.4. Synthesis of SiPs

The SiPs were synthesized using the Stöber method [5], through the controlled hydrol-
ysis and condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate in an alcohol medium. With the purpose
of maintaining all conditions uniform for all experiments, the only variant to the synthesis
of the different sizes of SiPs was the amount of solvent used, i.e., ethanol, while the molar
amount of ammonia and of water was kept constant in relation to the used TEOS. The
amount of EtOH used were 100 mL, 80 mL, 60 mL, and 40 mL.

The different amounts of ethanol were mixed with 8 mL of ammonia (80 mmol) and
3 mL of water in a 250 mL round bottom flask at 60 ◦C for 10 min. 6 mL of TEOS (26 mmol)
were added slowly with the addition pump set to 18 mL/h. Constant and controlled
addition speed allows reproducibility of the particles size. After the full addition of all
reagents, the reaction was stirred for 3 h and then stopped by centrifugation to prevent
further nucleation. It was then washed three times with 50 mL of EtOH to remove all
unreacted monomers. This synthesis yielded the-so-called samples SiPs100, SiPs80, SiPs60,
and SiPs40, in relation to the amount of solvent used during their preparation.

2.5. Preparation of SiPs Based PhC

The opalescent PhC were prepared by means of the evaporative deposition self-
assembly method using the suspension of the SiPs in EtOH. To start with, the glass slides
were made hydrophilic by immersing them into a 1:4 piranha solution (H2O2/H2SO4)
while stirring the solution for 1 h. The glass slides were then rinsed with several aliquots of
Milli-Q water to remove the piranha solution. The slides were then dried with a stream of
nitrogen. This treatment further activates the -OH groups on the surface of the glass.

The glass slides were then inserted vertically in conical-bottom centrifuge tubes.
Figure 1 exemplifies the formation of the opalescent films on the piranha solution treated
glass. These tubes contain colloidal SiPs suspensions of the different concentrations (0.5%,
1%, 2% and 4% w/w of the SiPs). The conical shape of the tubes was necessary to prevent
a thicker formation of opal on the bottom of the slide. This is expected to occur since the
concentration of SiPs increases as the solvent evaporates. After the ethanol was evaporated
completely, the SiPs organized array was obtained on both sides of the glass slides, which
appeared as an opalescent structure.
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Figure 1. Setting to obtain organized an opalescent array of SiPs. The particles were fully suspended in
ethanol at different concentrations, within a conical bottom centrifuge tube. The conical bottom was
necessary to avoid a drastic thickening of the arrays at the bottom of the slide. A piranha solution
treated glass slide is carefully placed vertically in the tube. The system is placed in a quiet, vibration free
environment, where the ethanol evaporates at constant rate. The suspended particles self-assemble on
the glass due to capillary forces in an organized manner as the evaporation takes places.

3. Results and Discussions

To begin with, we synthesized a library of different sizes of silica particles. To keep
control of the reproducibility, only the solvent amount was changed to obtain different silica
particle sizes [26]. The SiPs were characterized via SEM and DLS, where the diameter and
the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) were obtained; the latter here is usually a larger number,
since it refers to moving particles in a solution. To ensure the quality of the subsequent PhC,
only samples with PDI lower than 0.05 were considered. For the formation of the opalescent
organized arrays, the particles of different sizes were dispersed in ethanol, which was later
evaporated leaving the arrays of sedimented particles. This material was characterized
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Additional to this characterization method, we
analyzed the lattice using Voronoi diagrams, with the purpose of obtaining a quantifiable
method of degree of organization.

3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of SiPs

By maintaining all conditions uniformly in all experiments and only varying the
amount of solvent used, the reproducibility capability was maximized. This includes the
use of the same oval stirrer as the different vortexes affected the nucleation and thus the
final average particle size. The average SiPs diameter size was measured via SEM, and the
average hydrodynamic diameter was measured via DLS. For significant validation of the
results obtained from the SEM, 50 different points were measured of 5 different samples of
SiPs for each experiment. In the case of DLS, 5 aliquots were measured from 15 different
samples.

As an example of the sensitivity of the reaction, Figure A1, of the appendix shows the
hydrodynamic diameter obtained using 100 mL of solvent and a 20 mm oval stirrer as on
average 135.6 ± 2.5 nm, however using a 25 mm oval stirrer the hydrodynamic diameter
is 178.8 ± 0.6 nm. All the experiments carried out in this research were performed using
a 25 mm oval stirrer.

The varying amounts of ethanol used were 100 mL, 80 mL, 60 mL, and 40 mL,
which yielded an average particle diameter of 150 ± 3.1 nm, 233 ± 2.6 nm, 365 ± 2.4 nm,
and 490 ± 4.3 nm, and a hydrodynamic average diameter (Dh X) of 178.8 ± 0.6 nm,
242.7 ± 2.2 nm, 396.3 ± 2.3 nm, and 518.5 ± 4.2 nm for SiPs100, SiPs80, SiPs60, and SiPs40,
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respectively. Table 1 summarizes the experiments carried out, together with the results
obtained from measuring the diameter ( ) and hydrodynamic diameter (Dh).

Table 1. Impact of the different amounts of EtOH used for the synthesis of SiPs on the diameter.

Experiment Code EtOH (mL)
Average Diameter 1

(nm)
Hydrodynamic Average

Diameter 2 Dh (nm)
PDI 2

SiPs100 100 150 ± 3.1 178.8 ± 0.6 0.002
SiPs80 80 233 ± 2.6 242.7 ± 2.2 0.020
SiPs60 60 365 ± 2.4 396.3 ± 2.3 0.022
SiPs40 40 490 ± 4.3 518.5 ± 4.2 0.034

1 Measured via SEM. 2 Measured via DLS.

The scheme in Figure 2a shows the reaction that takes place when synthesizing the
SiPs from TEOS. After the start of the addition of TEOS to the reaction, hydrolysis takes
place to form silanol monomers, which later condense giving way to a siloxane network,
which allows the formation of nuclei and subsequently growth. This step takes place
during the 3 h that the reaction was stirred. By consistently stopping the reaction at a set
time, further formation of nuclei and growth is prevented, thus controlling the size of the
synthesized SiPs while keeping a low PDI. Figure 2b represents the inversely proportional
relationship that the amount of solvent has to the final size of particles and shows the
respective SEM images.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Synthesis and characterization of the SiPs. (a) Scheme of the SiPs synthesis. After the
adhesion of TEOS to the ethanol solution, hydrolysis takes places promoting the formation of the
silanol network. This in turn starts the nucleation for the formation of the SiPs. (b) SEM images of the
obtained SiPs, and the representation of the inversely proportional relationship between the amount
of EtOH and the final diameter of the SiPs. (c) Hydrodynamic sizes of the SiPs measured via DLS.
The hydrodynamic diameter is usually a higher value than the diameter since it refers to moving
particles in a solution.

A monodisperse sample of SiPs is necessary for a highly organized lattice; this required
the PDI to be lower than 0.05. This index was measured together with the Dh using DLS.
The results show that the previously explained procedure for the synthesis of the SiPs yields
particles with the desired range of PDI. All samples used for the consecutive organizing
sedimentation showed a PDI between 0.002 and 0.05. Figure 2c shows the graphs obtained
from the DLS analysis displaying the Dh and the PDI.

3.2. Formation and Characterization of the SiPs PhC

The opalescent organized arrays were formed using different initial concentrations of
SiPs in ethanol (0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 4% w/w). The solvent evaporation method used for the
formation of the opals on the glass slides (2 × 2 cm), translated to a constant increase of
the suspended particles concentration as the solvent evaporated, because of -this, all the
samples were thicker on the lower part than on the upper part. Therefore, the thickness
considered for this study was only taken from the middle of the sample.

The following two subsections explore the characterization of the PhC via SEM and
the degree of organization with the help of statistical spatial order parameters.

3.2.1. Visual Characterization

SEM was used for characterizing the top and side view of the formed PhC. The top
view shows the morphology and the high degree of organization. Visually it is possible
to recognize the hexagonal pattern formed by the SiPs (shown in Figure 3 on the SEM top
view of the SiPs40). This is a characteristic trait of the FCC and HCP arrangement. This
is also supported by the coordination cloud or fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the image,
pictured in the insert in the top right-hand corner (Figure 3a), showing six distinct equally
spaced lobes as expected for good hexagonal close packing. SiPs60 have less distinct lobes,
suggesting that it is less well ordered than the other three films.
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Figure 3. SEM and optical microscope observation of the SiP photonic crystals and their reflected
wavelengths. The samples used for these figures were made using 1% of suspended particles in
EtOH via solvent evaporation method. (a) SEM top view of the silica particle based photonic crystals,
the inserts in the images show the correlation map or fast Fourier transform. These self-assembled
organized layers were formed after the evaporation of the solvent. Qualitatively, they show a high
level of hexagonal organization, as marked in the red frame. (b) SEM side view of the formed PhC.
The thickness of the layers does not seem to follow any trend related to the particle size. (c) Optical
microscope view of the same samples showing different colors. (d) The reflected wavelength that
aligns with the results of part c. The wavelength of SiPs80 and SiPs60 are very close, which explains
the similar coloration seen in the optical microscope.

These kinds of organization are the most desirable for photonic crystals since a close
packing factor is most suited for wavelength propagation. A further examination and quan-
tifiable reasoning of the hexagonal configuration of the SiPs is found on the next section.

The thickness of the formed opals was not found to follow a specific pattern and
did not seem to be influenced by the particle size. Our reasoning to this occurrence is
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that after a certain number of stacked layers, the integrity is compromised due to weight
causing the most recently sedimented layers to slide down possibly bringing some of the
older sedimented layers with them. This occurrence also explains the source of cracks seen
specially on the bigger particles (Figure 3b, SEM side view of the SiPs40).

By placing the samples in an optical microscope, it was possible to observe the reflected
wavelength, of which the source is the microscope beam. The smallest particles (SiPs100)
reflected an intense homogeneous blue, similar to what is commonly known as “cobalt
blue”. The second smallest particles showed shades of green combined with domains of
blue, giving up a color that could be describe as “dark teal”. The SiPs60 give up a more
purple like appearance as it shows domains of blue, and at the same time of red, this could
be recognized as a “cyber grape” appearance. The biggest particles reflected a darker red
like tone that could be seen as a “plum” color. Similar visual coloration was obtained by W.
Gao [26], however their method of self-assembly was gravitational sedimentation, instead
of evaporation deposition.

This color observation matched the results obtained from the UV/Vis spectrometer,
shown Figure 3d. For this characterization, the samples were place horizontally in the
machine for the measurements. The closeness of the measured wavelengths of SiPs60 and
SiPs80 is attributed to the blue domains found in both samples.

3.2.2. Spatial Statistics Characterization

To describe quantitatively the structure and assign a value to the relative order, the
formed PhC arrays were characterized from SEM micrographs with spatial statistics ob-
tained using the Mathematica package, disLocate (Detecting Intermolecular Structure
Located at particle positions) [25].

Order on the local scale can be sub-categorized into three distinct types: translational,
entropic and angular. Translational order occurs when every particle in the system has an
exact position that repeats at a specific distance, defined by a specific translation period.

Entropic order is achieved when the amount of free volume (sections unoccupied by
particle mass) encompassed by the system is the lowest possible such that the system is at
maximum density. Angular order is related to the relative arc-separation of the “bonds” or
touching contacts between a particle and its neighbors.

Complete periodicity is seen when the neighbors for any particular particle have
the same angular arc symmetry, as well as being equidistant, with maximized covering
area due to the equivalent position of each particle relative to all others. If any one of
these types of order are not met, the system can be considered to be in a mesophase [27],
such as that observed for plastic crystals (limited orientational or rotational order, but long-
range translational order [28]) or liquid crystals (limited translational order but long-range
angular order) [29].

To assess each type of order for the silica particles opal arrays, different spatial order
metrics were applied to the images, as shown schematically in Figure 4.

Local free volume and the complementary metric, covering area [30] can be calculated
by partitioning the substrate into a Voronoi tessellation around each individual particle
(Figure 4a,d) [31]. To define each cell of the tessellation, a perpendicular line at the mid-
point along the line-of-sight vector connecting nearest neighbors around every particle
is calculated. The intersection of these lines defines the unit cell surrounding each parti-
cle. The covering area is then extracted and compared to that expected for a hexagonally
close-packed system, to show the distribution of hexagonally packed regions. As there
is an entropic driving force that aligns faceted or functionalized particles so as to maxi-
mize the system entropy by minimizing the free volume, analogous to chemical valence
states [32–34], it is possible to define a coordination number from the number of Voronoi
cell facets which contain the particle (see Figure 4d). To show the various local order states,
the Voronoi tessellation maps can be colored by the cell area deviation from that expected
for perfect hexagonal packing, by the coordination number, or by the deviation of the bond
order parameter from the expected symmetry value (discussed below).
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Figure 4. Schematic of order metrics used to characterize the morphology located at particle positions:
(a) Voronoi tessellations (b) pair correlation function (c) bond order parameter, for each category of
order possible in a 2D pattern. (d) Voronoi tessellation of a planar pattern of particles with coloring
scheme representing the Voronoi shell description of neighbors. The coloring scheme of outlier cells
reflects the deviation of covering area from that of a hexagonal lattice. (e) The pair correlation function
separated by the Voronoi shells, showing the connection between local and global order metrics. The
sum of finite shellular descriptions leads to an approximation of the configurational average g(r). At
large values, the value of the pair correlation goes to uniform probability (a value of 1 shown by the
dotted horizontal line). (f) Voronoi tessellation of a planar pattern of particles showing the “bonds”
connecting adjacent particles, where the angle between bonds compared against the expected angle
for hexagonal packing can be used to determine the local bond order for each cell, as well as the
ensemble average global bond order.

Going beyond the first neighbor, it is possible to quantify the positional order prob-
abilistically using the pair correlation function [35]. The pair correlation function g(r)
describes the number of objects within a small shell at a distance away from a central
particle and averaged over all particles in the system (Figure 4b,e). Imagining the neighbor
distances as a series of Voronoi cells radiating out from each particle, the ensemble sum of
each Voronoi cell leads to an approximation of the configurational average radius (r). In
a periodic lattice, the objects are evenly spaced out at specific distances by lateral transla-
tions of a repeated unit (unit cell). The degree of order can be determined by the number
of peaks in the pair correlation function, with predictable spacing between peaks for each
Bravais lattice. At large distances, the pair correlation function converges to uniform
probability (shown by the horizontal dotted line in Figure 4e). The convergence of the pair
correlation function is related to the extent of spatial periodicity, with high periodicity show-
ing many multiple shells before there is equal chance of finding a particle at any distance.
By contrast, a system with complete spatial randomness would have a uniform probability
for all values of distance, above the nearest neighbor distance (or particle diameter for
particles in contact).

Angular orientation order describes the likelihood of finding an object at a given
angular arc-separation between neighboring particles, most commonly thought of as the
symmetry state of a system. Angular order can be calculated by using the bond order
parameter [36], which compares the angle between the central particle and its closest
neighbors against a specified set of symmetry basis vectors (Figure 4c,f). In the aggregate
across all particles, this can be collapsed down into a coordination cloud or fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the image [37,38]. For close-packed systems of circles, hexagonal
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configurations have the highest density, so the 6-fold bond order values (q6) are the most
crucial ones. All of these methods have been widely used to characterize disorder, identify
polycrystalline and disordered sections, and extract the probability of intermolecular
spacings [39,40]. The complete spatial statistic description for each of the formed PhC
arrays are summarized in Figures A2–A5.

Figure 5 shows the pair correlation function for the particle centroids for the SiPs
arrays. As can be seen in Figure 5a, the pair correlation functions are misaligned for the
various arrays, confirming that the average spacing between particles is inversely correlated
with the amount of solvent addition. Normalizing the distance to the average spacing
(2rhex) of a hexagonal lattice with the same number density of particles (located at particle
positions), as seen in Figure 5b, collapses the distributions into a shared spatial reference
frame where peak positions can easily be compared.

 

Figure 5. Pair correlation functions g(r) of centroids obtained from SEM images of PS inverse
opals. Colored arrows show the corresponding SEM image resulting in the pair correlation function
(a) Measurements of objects shows that the peak positions are misaligned. This confirms how the
average spacing between particles is inversely correlated with the amount of solvent addition. The
expected g(r) for a hexagonal lattice with similar intensity (average particles per unit area) as SiPs100
is shown for comparison. (b) Normalizing the distance to the average spacing (2rhex) of a hexagonal
lattice with the same number density (located at particle positions) collapses the distributions into
a shared spatial reference frame where peak positions can easily be compared. The smallest and
largest diameter particles show correlation with the hexagonal lattice of similar intensity (average
particles per unit area) for more than 4 degrees of order (peaks in the correlation function). For the
intermediate diameters only one or two degrees of order are observed, indicating a larger amount of
disorder in those systems. (c) The differences in g(r) are shown as the grey sections on an overlay
of pcf from SiPs100 particle distributions and that of the matched hexatic lattice. The widths of
these peaks correspond to the average mean displacement each particle has relative to this expected
spacing. The inserts above (b,c) show the difference spectrum, which is the subtraction between
a pair correlation function and the hexatic lattice.

For SiPs80 and SiPs40, the nearest neighbor distance (maximum of the first peak of
the pair correlation) is slightly larger than the average particle diameter (252 ± 2.3 nm and
531 ± 1.6 nm, respectively), consistent with the visible cracks observed in various regions
increasing the average distance between particles.

For SiPs60, where there are no visible cracks, this spacing is smaller than the particle
diameter (327 ± 3.5 nm), and there is even a small feature before the first peak around
100 nm. Typically for touching close-packed particles in a single layer, it is not possible
for the particles to be closer than the particle diameter, and the pair correlation function
is zero for values of distance less than the mean particle size. These features for SiPs60
suggest that there is some vertical disorder in the film, and what is visible in the SEM image
is more than the top layer of the film. This is supported by the significantly thinner film
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thickness observed for this solvent addition. With densification of the film, particles have
greater disorder vertically, and appear to pack more tightly. Overall, this film appears to be
more disordered, with the pair correlation function having only two broad peaks before
becoming featureless and converging on uniform probability. This type of behavior is
typically associated with mostly disordered films, with a small degree of short-range order.
This is also consistent with the coordination cloud or fast Fourier transform (FFT) shown in
Figure 3, where the six lobes showing hexagonal packing are smeared, suggesting a loss of
angular order. The higher level of disorder in this film could explain the inhomogeneous
coloration for SiPs60, with both red and blue patches and even darkened regions visible.
The periodicity is disrupted, and the reflected color is non-uniform.

Though SiPs100 also have an average spacing (131 ± 1.1 nm) less than the predicted
particle diameters, the features of the pair correlation function are very different. Unlike for
SiPs60, this film shows good correlation with a hexagonal lattice of similar intensity (average
particles per unit area) for more than 6 degrees of order (peaks in the correlation function).
The average spacing is consistent with that of a hexagonal lattice, as shown in Figure 5a.
However, there is some positional disorder from a perfect hexagonal close packing, shown
by a broadening of the peak widths. Slight deviations of the particle positions close to the
global lattice positions will not change the mean particle spacings, but the small fluctuations
increase the chance for neighbors to be found at slightly different distances, yielding peak
broadening. Using our tool set, we can determine the extent of these fluctuations using an
“hexatic” lattice, determined through an ensemble average of a hexagonal lattice matched
to the particle spacing which has been modified by randomly displacing the particles from
their center with a mean distance relative to a normal probability distribution [23]. In
this way, the lattice retains the angular symmetry of the hexagonal lattice but relaxes the
condition of maximal density. An overlay of the pair correlation function from SiP100
particle distributions and the matched hexatic lattice is shown in Figure 5c. The widths of
the peaks correspond to the average mean displacement each particle has relative to its
expected spacing. The insert above shows the difference spectrum, which is the subtraction
between a pair correlation function and the hexatic lattice. These comparisons are also
shown in Figure 5b. For films other than SiPs60, the pair correlation function shows good
correlation with a hexatic lattice, with SiPs40 also showing a high degree of order with
many peaks in the correlation function.

A critical feature of the hexatic lattice is that each particle has six-fold symmetry,
with six nearest neighbors. This local order can be observed with Voronoi tessellations
of the films (see Appendix A Figures A2–A5). All four systems show greater than 70%
regions with Voronoi cells of high hexagonal entropic order (uncolored cells in Figure 6),
within a larger area that is not globally perfectly hexagonal, (as already seen from the
pair correlation analysis). This suggests roughly hexagonal symmetry arrangements, but
with some relaxation of strict hexagonal packing. With defects or local disorder, the steric
frustration at the boundaries between large hexagonal sections typically forms pairs of
Voronoi cells with alternating 5 and 7 sides (green and orange regions). These are the
so-called “disclination” defects [7], where the local number of neighbors is violated. In
an analogy with dislocations, which are positional defects, a collection of 5/7 declination
pairs are used to define “grain boundaries” between entropically ordered sections of 2D
colloidal crystals [41,42]. The visible spacing or cracks between particles in certain regions
for the films do not correspond well to the 5/7 declination pairs. This suggests that the
cracks are not low-angle grain boundaries. They disrupt the periodicity of the lateral
spacing (i.e., are not close-packed) but retain high hexagonal order, as would be expected
for a hexatic system.
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Figure 6. Overlay of Voronoi tessellation of the particle centroids over the corresponding SEM
image of the particles for (a) SiPs100 (b) SiPs80 (c) SiPs60 and (d) SiPs40. Cells are colored by the
number of shared facets and by the normalized bond order parameter for the type of symmetry for
six neighbored cells. Whiter areas indicate particles that have high angular order in that symmetry
basis. Particles with 5 and 7 neighbors typically highlight the grain boundaries and dislocation
lines in their respective symmetry basis, but are not consistent with the cracks visible in the SEM
images. Incorporating normalized bond order between 60% and 90% of that expected for a hexagonal
lattice for 6 neighbor domains highlights the cracking observed in the films. SiPs60 in part c showed
no correlations.

The bond order showcases the regions that have the correct angular spacing but lack
translational symmetry, i.e., that are hexatic rather than perfectly hexagonal. The global q6
bond order yields the average hexagonal nature of the film as a whole, and the local bond
order shows how close each Voronoi cell is to being perfectly hexagonal. For the SiPs films,
the global bond order parameter scales as SiPs60 < SiPs80 < SiPs100 < SiPs40. The values
for SiPs100 and SiPs40 are similar, likely to within error. This behavior is supported by the
pair correlations shown in Figure 5b, where both SiPs100 and SiPs40 showed regular peaks,
with good correlation to a matched hexatic lattice, though SiPs40 seemed less so. This can
be explained through the Voronoi analysis, where there is a region on the right-hand side
of the image which contains a higher number of defects than the rest of the film. As the
particle density is much lower for the SiPs40 film compared to SiPs100, the mean global
values are more affected by such outliers with a smaller overall number of particles. For
systems of similar intensity, the global values would be expected to be similar for both
films. The lower value of global bond order for SiPs80 is likely due to the presence of more
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cracks in the system (as discussed below). The outlier is the SiPs60 film, which is the least
hexatic (only 73% as much as a pure hexagonal system).

The localized bond order of each particle is lower in the crack regions, separating
highly ordered domains where the local bond order is higher (white domains in Figures
A2, A3, A4 and A5e,f). For SiPs100 and SiPs40, the local bond order between 0.8 and 0.9
roughly follows the regions where cracks are visible in the film, when combined with the
5/7 neighbor domains, as shown in Figure 6. These sections separate the larger domains
where there is almost perfect hexagonal packing. SiPs40 appears slightly more ordered
than SiPs100 (crack domains 33% vs. 39%, respectively), but this value could be skewed by
the low number of particles. Likely within error, both structures are similarly ordered.

The SiPs80 film requires a combination of 5/7 domains plus 6-fold domains with local
bond order down to 60% of that expected for a pure hexagonal lattice to accommodate
(imperfectly) the cracks. These together with the 5/7 declination pairs make up 56% of all
domains. There seem to be more cracks visible in this film compared to SiPs100 and SiP40s,
and those crack regions are more disordered.

The SiPs60 film has no correlation, as the overall film is disordered, rather than ordered
with cracks. This is also supported by the FFT (coordination cloud) which is smeared out
for SiPs60, compared to the bright six-fold distinct lobes for the other solvent additions.

Overall, the spatial statistical analysis of the different opalescent films suggests that
SiPs100 and SiPs40, with the smallest and largest diameter particles, are similarly ordered.
They consist of large hexatic domains, separated by cracks in the film that are not acting as
grain boundaries, but show some loss of angular symmetry. The SiPs40 film is slightly less
close-packed, with the average spacing between particles larger than the measured particle
diameters. SiPs80 is less ordered, with more visible cracks and a greater number of Voronoi
domains that have both relaxed translational and angular periodicity. However, the film
is uniform with hexatic ordered domains between the cracked regions. SiPs60 has some
short-range order but lacks both translational and angular periodicity over much of the
film. Unlike the other SiPs films, it is likely also disordered vertically, without clear layered
lattice-like planes, as the SEM image from the top of the film likely shows more than one
layer, resulting in a thinner film and inhomogeneous opalescence.

4. Conclusions

The different sizes of silica particles were synthesized by only changing the amount of
solvent used. This suggests that, although the reaction between ammonia and TEOS re-
mains the same, the concentration of both reagents is changed. This, in turn, caused
the growth process to be affected. In the case of 100 mL of EtOH used, there was
a large nucleation, but the growth was diminished due to the distances between nuclei. In
contrast, with a higher concentration, as in the case of the 40 mL of EtOH, the growth was
enhanced due to the proximity of the forming silanol network. By closely monitoring the
rate of addition of TEOS, we promoted a constant supply of the reagent and a controlled
consumption of the same. This was the substantial reason for the low PDI, which is a key
point for the formation of the PhC.

During the formation of the organized arrays on the piranha-solution-treated glass
slides, it was of key importance that the evaporations took place in quiet, vibration free
environment. These little disturbances cause wavelike shapes to appear on the dried PhC,
which showed different thickness and proved unreliable for characterization. The assembly
of the particles on the slides is largely due to the capillary forces at the meniscus area of the
evaporating solvent and the glass slide.

The spatial statistics of the organized arrays yielded a quantifiable comparison of the
degree of spatial, angular, and entropic organization. By simple visual observation, it is
possible to perceive some hexagonal packing, typical of FCC and HCP lattices, however
it is very difficult to determine to what extent and be able to compare different pathways
of organizing particles, especially when the experiments are similar, and the positional
differences are similar. In this study, we were able to observe that both 100 mL of EtOH
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and 40 mL of EtOH addition yielded highly organized films, with good correspondence
to a quasi-hexagonal (hexatic) lattice, where some positional symmetry is relaxed, but
with high angular symmetry, resulting in good opalescent films. The addition of 60 mL of
EtOH resulted in a more disorganized film, with only 73% the character of a hexagonal
close-packed lattice, with some loss of periodicity in the vertical direction as well, yielding
non-uniform reflectance. The use of such statistics can drive the formation of highly ordered
self-assembled arrays.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Hydrodynamic average diameter of particles measured via dynamic light scattering (DLS)
using two different stirrer sizes. The different samples were fabricated with two sizes of stirrers,
20 and 25 mm. The vortex created by the stirrers resulted consistently in different particles sizes,
although all the other conditions were carefully maintained constant.
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Figure A2. Spatial statistics of sedimented SiPs100. (a) SEM image with insert of coordination map or
fast Fourier transform (FFT) showing six distinct lobes as expected for hexagonally packed systems.
(b) pair correlation function for the particle distributions (blue) and that of the matched hexatic
lattice (grey). Using the average spacing (2rhex) of a hexagonal lattice with the same number density
(located at particle positions), the matched hexatic lattice is determined by randomly displacing the
particles from their center with a mean distance relative to a normal probability distribution. The
widths of these peaks correspond to the average mean displacement each particle has relative to this
expected spacing, described by the lattice disorder parameter, σ. The nearest neighbor distance can
be determined from the maximum of the first peak in the g(r). The insert above shows the difference
spectrum, which is the subtraction between the pair correlation function and the hexatic lattice.
(c) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by percent deviation of the expected cell
area produced from hexagonal packing. (d) Histogram of the probabilities of various percent
deviations of the Voronoi cell areas from those produced from hexagonal packing. Taking into
account cells with packing of less than 15% of a perfect hexagonal lattice (three blue bars), the film
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shows ~87% hexagonal packing regions. (e) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by
the normalized bond order parameter. Whiter areas indicate particles that have high angular order in
a hexagonal (q6) symmetry basis. (f) Histogram of the probabilities for various values of the bond
order parameter. The extracted global bond order parameter is 0.831 q/q6 (i.e., 83% of perfect
hexagonal symmetry). Expectation value for individual cells (maximum of histogram) is 90% of
hexagonal symmetry (g) Voronoi tessellation of the particle centroids colored by the number of
shared facets (coordination number). (h) Histogram of the probabilities for each coordination number.
Almost 89% of particles have six nearest neighbors, with only ~5% of matched 5/7 declination pairs.

 

Figure A3. Spatial statistics of sedimented SiPs80. (a) SEM image with insert of coordination map or
fast Fourier transform (FFT) showing six distinct lobes as expected for hexagonally packed systems.
(b) pair correlation function for the particle distributions (blue) and that of the matched hexatic lattice
(grey). Using the average spacing (2rhex) of a hexagonal lattice with the same number density (located
at particle positions), the matched hexatic lattice is determined by randomly displacing the particles
from their center with a mean distance relative to a normal probability distribution. The widths of
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these peaks correspond to the average mean displacement each particle has relative to this expected
spacing, described by the lattice disorder parameter, σ. The nearest neighbor distance can be
determined from the maximum of the first peak in the g(r). The insert above shows the difference
spectrum, which is the subtraction between the pair correlation function and the hexatic lattice.
(c) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by percent deviation of the expected cell area
produced from hexagonal packing. (d) Histogram of the probabilities of various percent deviations
of the Voronoi cell areas from those produced from hexagonal packing. Taking into account cells with
packing of less than 15% of a perfect hexagonal lattice (three blue bars), the film shows ~83% hexagonal
packing regions. (e) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by the normalized bond
order parameter. Whiter areas indicate particles that have high angular order in a hexagonal (q6)
symmetry basis. (f) Histogram of the probabilities for various values of the bond order parameter.
The extracted global bond order parameter is 0.791 q/q6 (i.e., 79% of perfect hexagonal symmetry).
Expectation value for individual cells (maximum of histogram) is 80–90% of hexagonal symmetry (g)
Voronoi tessellation of the particle centroids colored by the number of shared facets (coordination
number). (h) Histogram of the probabilities for each coordination number. Almost 84% of particles
have six nearest neighbors, with ~8% of matched 5/7 declination pairs.

Figure A4. Cont.
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Figure A4. Spatial statistics of sedimented SiPs60. (a) SEM image with insert of coordination map
or fast Fourier transform (FFT) showing six lobes as expected for hexagonally packed systems.
However, the smearing suggests a more powder like disordered configuration rather than sharp lobes.
(b) pair correlation function for the particle distributions (blue) and that of the matched hexatic
lattice (grey). Using the average spacing (2rhex) of a hexagonal lattice with the same number density
(located at particle positions), the matched hexatic lattice is determined by randomly displacing the
particles from their center with a mean distance relative to a normal probability distribution. The
widths of these peaks correspond to the average mean displacement each particle has relative to
this expected spacing, described by the lattice disorder parameter, σ. The nearest neighbor distance
can be determined from the maximum of the first peak in the g(r). The insert above shows the
difference spectrum, which is the subtraction between the pair correlation function and the hexatic
lattice. (c) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by percent deviation of the expected
cell area produced from hexagonal packing. (d) Histogram of the probabilities of various percent
deviations of the Voronoi cell areas from those produced from hexagonal packing. Taking into account
cells with packing of less than 15% of a perfect hexagonal lattice (three blue bars), the film shows
76.5% hexagonal packing regions. (e) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by the
normalized bond order parameter. Whiter areas indicate particles that have high angular order in
a hexagonal (q6) symmetry basis. (f) Histogram of the probabilities for various values of the bond
order parameter. The extracted global bond order parameter is 0.727 q/q6 (i.e., 73% of perfect
hexagonal symmetry). Expectation value for individual cells (maximum of histogram) is 70–80%
of hexagonal symmetry (g) Voronoi tessellation of the particle centroids colored by the number of
shared facets (coordination number). (h) Histogram of the probabilities for each coordination number.
Almost 74% of particles have six nearest neighbors, with ~13% of matched 5/7 declination pairs.

Figure A5. Cont.
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Figure A5. Spatial statistics of sedimented SiPs40. (a) SEM image with insert of coordination map or
fast Fourier transform (FFT) showing six distinct lobes as expected for hexagonally packed systems
(b) pair correlation function for the particle distributions (blue) and that of the matched hexatic
lattice (grey). Using the average spacing (2rhex) of a hexagonal lattice with the same number density
(located at particle positions), the matched hexatic lattice is determined by randomly displacing the
particles from their center with a mean distance relative to a normal probability distribution. The
widths of these peaks correspond to the average mean displacement each particle has relative to this
expected spacing, described by the lattice disorder parameter, σ. The nearest neighbor distance can
be determined from the maximum of the first peak in the g(r). The insert above shows the difference
spectrum, which is the subtraction between the pair correlation function and the hexatic lattice.
(c) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by percent deviation of the expected cell
area produced from hexagonal packing. (d) Histogram of the probabilities of various percent
deviations of the Voronoi cell areas from those produced from hexagonal packing. Taking into account
cells with packing of less than 15% of a perfect hexagonal lattice (three blue bars), the film shows
63.5% hexagonal packing regions. This is likely due to the disorganized region visible at the right
hand side. (e) Voronoi tessellations of the particle centroids colored by the normalized bond order
parameter. Whiter areas indicate particles that have high angular order in a hexagonal (q6) symmetry
basis. (f) Histogram of the probabilities for various values of the bond order parameter. The extracted
global bond order parameter is 0.834 q/q6 (i.e., 83% of perfect hexagonal symmetry). Expectation value
for individual cells (maximum of histogram) is 90% of hexagonal symmetry (g) Voronoi tessellation
of the particle centroids colored by the number of shared facets (coordination number). (h) Histogram
of the probabilities for each coordination number. Over 84% of particles have six nearest neighbors,
with ~8% of matched 5/7 declination pairs.
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Abstract: Highly efficient optical diffraction can be realized with the help of micrometer-thin liquid
crystal (LC) layers with a periodic modulation of the director orientation. Electrical tunability is
easily accessible due to the strong stimuli-responsiveness in the LC phase. By using well-designed
photoalignment patterns at the surfaces, we experimentally stabilize two dimensional periodic LC
configurations with switchable hexagonal diffraction patterns. The alignment direction follows a one-
dimensional periodic rotation at both substrates, but with a 60◦ or 120◦ rotation between both grating
vectors. The resulting LC configuration is studied with the help of polarizing optical microscopy
images and the diffraction properties are measured as a function of the voltage. The intricate bulk
director configuration is revealed with the help of finite element Q-tensor simulations. Twist conflicts
induced by the surface anchoring are resolved by introducing regions with an out-of-plane tilt in
the bulk. This avoids the need for singular disclinations in the structures and gives rise to voltage
induced tuning without hysteretic behavior.

Keywords: nematic liquid crystal; 2D periodic structures; hexagonal diffraction patterns; photoalignment;
out-of-plane reorientation; flat optical elements

1. Introduction

Thanks to the remarkable combination of fluidity and long-range ordering in the
liquid crystal (LC) phase, LC-related research has continued to attract attention over many
decades [1–4]. The long-range ordering of the anisotropic molecules in the LC phase
leads to macroscopic anisotropy, with directional dependence of the optical, electrical,
magnetic, mechanical, etc. properties. The fluidity, on the other hand, gives rise to strong
stimuli-responsiveness, resulting in easily accessible tunability with the help of electric
fields, heating, illumination, etc. During the last few decades, high-resolution photoalign-
ment techniques became available to pattern the anchoring of the LC at the confining
substrates [4–6]. This offers the possibility to steer the self-organization of complex 3D LC
configurations in the bulk and in this way engineer devices with desired functionality. In
many applications, the LC is used for its electro-optical functionality. The most well-known
example is the LC display (LCD), but nowadays LC is also being used to an increasing
extent in beam splitters, lenses, diffraction gratings, lasers, beam shaping elements, spa-
tial light modulators, etc. [4,7–17]. Photoalignment is an important enabling technology
to design these kinds of flat optical components, where efficient light manipulation is
obtained in micrometer-thin LC layers. Molecules in the photoalignment layer typically
tend to orient perpendicularly to the polarization direction of the illuminating light, and
a well-designed alignment pattern can be imposed by using structured illumination. To
do so, different illumination methods have been developed: interference illumination,
direct write illumination, plasmonic patterning, structured illumination with the help of
a spatial light modulator, etc. [18–22]. The cell can be assembled before or after doing
the illumination and in this way different alignment patterns can be imposed at the top
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and bottom substrate. This offers additional possibilities to design LC components with
complex director configurations and advanced optical functionalities.

We here impose a 1D periodically rotating alignment pattern at the top and bottom
substrate, with a deviating rotation direction at both substrates (Figure 1). The cells are
filled with nematic liquid crystal (NLC) with a positive dielectric anisotropy. The complex
alignment configurations at the interfaces give rise to intricate periodic director arrange-
ments in the bulk and electrically tunable 2D diffraction patterns. We investigate the effect
of different rotation angles ψ (60◦, 90◦, 120◦) between the top and bottom alignment pattern
on the bulk director configuration and on the diffraction characteristics, by comparing
experiments with numerical simulations.

Figure 1. Alignment configuration at the bottom (z = 0) and top (z = d = 5.5 μm) substrate for ψ = 60◦

(a,b) ψ = 120◦ (c). One simulated unit cell is shown. Periodic boundary conditions are applied at the
edges with a fixed x- or y-coordinate. (b,c) Indication of regions with parallel (green) and anti-parallel
(yellow) director alignment at the top and bottom substrate when a vector representation of the
director is used. The unit cell for the bulk LC director configuration is shown in dashed lines, together
with the unit cell for the alignment pattern in full lines.

A similar alignment configuration has been investigated before, but only for crossed
assembly of both substrates (ψ = 90◦) [22–27] or anti-parallel assembly (ψ = 180◦) [28,29].
Somewhat different from the other alignment configurations, ψ = 180◦ gives rise to a 1D con-
figuration. Regarding the 2D configurations, Crawford et al. in 2005 and Provenzano et al.
in 2007 were the first to study the crossed alignment configuration (ψ = 90◦) experimentally
(in static conditions) [22,23]. Wang et al. used this alignment configuration in 2017 in
combination with sliding substrate assembly [24]. We were the first to investigate the
director configuration in detail for the crossed assembly of rotating planar alignment
patterns [25–27]. We demonstrated that surface-induced twist conflicts can be elegantly
resolved by introducing a region with vertical director orientation in the bulk, a possibility
that was overlooked before. Although the alignment pattern induces planar anchoring at
the substrates, the director becomes vertical in a region in the bulk to avoid the creation of
disclination lines and minimize the free energy. In order to do so, symmetry breaking takes
place, leading to a LC superstructure with a larger period (unit cell 2Λ × 2Λ) than defined
by the boundary conditions (unit cell Λ × Λ). In this article, we demonstrate that this con-
cept can be generalized to other (non-90◦) rotation angles between the alignment patterns
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at both substrates. The self-organization of disclination-free LC configurations with local
regions with vertical director orientation is demonstrated experimentally and with the help
of numerical simulations. The regions with close-to-vertical mid-plane director orientation
are approximately lines along a bisector between the axes of director variation on both
substrates. The voltage-induced tunability of the director configuration and the diffraction
characteristics are also discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

To prepare the cells, two ITO-coated glass substrates are covered with a photoalign-
ment layer and illuminated with the help of an SLM based illumination setup. As a
photoalignment layer, we use Brilliant Yellow (BY, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA,
0.2 wt %) dissolved in dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich). After cleaning, the substrates
are treated with an ozone-plasma and the photoalignment layer is spincoated (3000 rpm,
30 s). The substrates are subsequently dried on a hotplate for 5 min at 90 ◦C and the
photoalignment procedure is followed before the substrates are glued together. Spherical
spacers with 5.5 μm diameter are mixed in the glue (NOA 68) and only the glue edges are
illuminated by UV light for curing, while the rest of the cell is protected by aluminum foil.
After gluing the substrates together, the cell is filled with nematic LC E7 at 80 ◦C (above the
transition temperature) and cooled down to room temperature. For the photoalignment
procedure, a blue laser (Cobolt Twist, 200 mW, λ = 457 nm) is combined with a spatial light
modulator (Holoeye Pluto 2) with a resolution of 1920 by 1080 pixels and a pixel pitch of
8 μm. With the help of the necessary quarter-wave plates, the pattern that is displayed on
the SLM defines the (linearly polarized) polarization pattern projected on the substrate.
The setup itself is discussed in more detail in previous articles [16,20].

After illumination, the substrates are assembled so that there is a ψ rotation between
the 1D rotating alignment pattern at the top and bottom substrate. The azimuthal angle ϕ

w.r.t. the x-axis is varying at the substrates as

ϕ(r) = ϕ0 − K.r

Kt,b = π
Λ cos ψ

2 1x ± π
Λ sin ψ

2 1y
(1)

with Kt and Kb respectively being the grating vector at the top and bottom substrate.
The alignment period Λ was equal to 10 μm. To obtain alignment configurations with
different ψ in the same cell, the alignment patterns imposed by the SLM are rotated over the
appropriate angle for different illuminated areas. In our convention, the alignment patterns
are rotated over ±ψ/2 around the z-axis for the top and bottom substrate (Figure 1). The
bisectors between the rotated axes are along the x- and the y-axis. With these definitions,
we find linear regions parallel to the x-axis in which the top and bottom alignment are
parallel, indicated by yellow and green in Figure 1. The boundary conditions are periodic
in the y-direction with period Λy

Λy =
Λ

sin
(
ψ
2

) (2)

and in the x-direction with period Λx

Λx =
Λ

cos
(
ψ
2

) . (3)

2.2. FE Q-Tensor Simulations and Simulations of Optical Microscope Images

To simulate the 3D director configuration in the bulk of the cell, finite element
Q-tensor simulations are used [30,31]. The representation of the LC in terms of the
Q-tensor—combining information about the LC order and orientation—can simulate con-
figuration with and without singular disclinations. The simulation program is looking for
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a stationary solution that minimized the Landau De Gennes free energy, being the sum of
the elastic distortion energy, electric energy (when a voltage is applied), surface energy,
and thermotropic (or Landau) energy [32,33]. The energy contributions are expressed in
terms of the Q-tensor and its spatial derivatives and material parameter of the LC E7 are
taken into account (K11 = 11.1 pN, K22 = 6.5 pN, K33 = 17.1 pN, εperp = 5.2, εpara = 19). The
values of the bulk thermotropic coefficients A, B, and C (A = −174 N/m2, B = −2120 N/m2,
C = 1740 N/m2) are based on the experimentally measured values for 5CB at a reduced
temperature of −2 ◦C [34]. Smaller values for these constants are used to increase the
natural length scale of variations in the order parameter and to obtain faster numerical
convergence [35]. A tetrahedral mesh is used to describe the volume of the LC and a
voltage can be applied between the z = 0 and z = d coordinate (uniform electrodes at the
substrates). Periodic boundary conditions are used at the edges of the simulation domain
for constant x- or y-coordinate, and fixed anchoring is imposed at the substrates z = 0 and
z = d = 5.5 μm. Since we can only impose periodic boundary conditions for a rectangular
unit cell, with edges for a fixed x- and y-coordinate, we simulated a rectangular unit cell as
shown in Figure 1.

Based on the simulation results for the director configuration, optical simulations for
the microscopy images are performed with the help of the open source software Nemaktis
(https://github.com/warthan07/Nemaktis (accessed on 25 March 2022)). This software
implements part of the generalized beam propagation method for birefringent media
described by Poy et al. and can include the focusing optics of the microscopy and the
spectrum of the illuminant [36]. Simulations are done for 15 different wavelengths equally
distributed over the visible wavelength range and the spectrum of a CIE. An illuminant is
used to weight the different contributions and obtain a color image.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Microscopy Images

Experimentally measured polarizing optical microscopy (POM) images are shown in
Figures 2 and 3 for gratings with a different rotation angle between the top and bottom
substrate. Results without applied voltage are shown in Figure 2 (for ψ = 60◦, 90◦, 120◦)
while measurements for different applied voltages are shown in Figure 3 (for ψ = 60◦
and 120◦). The frequency of the applied electric field is 1 kHz. The simulated unit cell is
indicated in the microscopy images. In all cases, a disclination-free director configuration
is observed in the bulk of the cell. The structure smoothly varies when a voltage is applied
and no hysteresis behavior occurs.

Figure 2. Experimental polarization optical microscopy images for gratings with ψ = 60◦, 90◦, 120◦,
from left to right (a–c). The polarizer and analyzer are crossed and oriented along the x- and y-axes
respectively. The grating vectors at the top and bottom substrate are indicated with white arrows.
The simulated unit cell, with dimension 2Λx × 2Λy, is shown in a white dotted rectangle while the
unit cell for the bulk director configuration is indicated in yellow.
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Figure 3. Experimental polarization optical microscopy images for gratings with ψ = 60◦ (a)
ψ = 120◦ (b). The applied voltage is increasing from left (0 V) to right (7 Vpp). The polarizer and
analyzer are crossed and oriented along the x- and y-axes respectively. The simulated unit cell, with
dimension 2Λx × 2Λy, is shown in a white dotted rectangle (for 0 V and 7 Vpp) and the bulk unit cell
is shown in a white diamond (for 3 Vpp).

The microscopy images immediately show that similarities exist between the align-
ment configurations with different rotation angles ψ. Although the dimensions of the unit
cell are stretched for different alignment configurations, horizontal bands of darker and
brighter appearance can be clearly recognized in all images (Figure 2). The spacing along
the y-direction becomes smaller for increasing ψ. The dark bands correspond to the regions
with (anti-)parallel alignment at the top and bottom substrate as indicated in Figure 1.
Within the simulated area with 2Λx × 2Λy dimension, four brighter and four darker hori-
zontal bands appear. Without applied voltage, a clear distinction can be seen between two
types of dark bands, occurring alternatingly. One of them is wider and consists of dark
and slightly more bright regions next to each other (along x) with little variation. The other
type is shifted along the y-direction over a distance Λy/2 and contains a thin dark line. The
different bright horizontal bands (shifted along the y-direction over a distance Λy/2) are
less easily distinguished at 0 V. For slightly increased voltages the distinction becomes more
clear and the unit cell can be better recognized (Figure 3). The exact optical appearance and
the observed colors depend on the alignment configuration and cell thickness.

At sufficiently high voltages (>6 Vpp), the symmetry in the POM images increases and a
grid of bright points is observed (Figure 3). The director is oriented close-to-vertically in the
bulk and appreciable deviations from the vertical direction are only present close to the pho-
toaligned interfaces. Between crossed polarizers, no light is transmitted when the azimuthal
anchoring at the top and bottom substrate is in perpendicular directions. Bright areas in the
POM images correspond to regions where the director at the top and bottom substrate is
parallel and under an angle (of ~45◦) with respect to the crossed polarizers. For the tested
alignment configuration, the lines with parallel top and bottom alignment are running
parallel to the x-axis, with a spacing along the y-direction equal to Λy/2 = Λ/(2 sin(ψ/2)).
The spacing between bright points along the x-axis is Λx/2 = Λ/(2 cos(ψ/2)). For ψ = 90◦,
as studied before [25], the structure becomes centro-symmetric at high voltages with a
periodic pattern along the x- and y-axis with a Λ/√2 periodicity in both directions).

3.2. Diffraction Measurements

The intricate 2D alignment configuration, composed of 1D periodically rotating align-
ment patterns at both substrates, gives rise to interesting diffraction behavior. The working
principle can be understood in terms of the geometric phase or so called Pancharatnam–
Berry phase of light [37,38]. Very efficient geometric phase gratings, working in transmis-
sion or reflection, have been demonstrated before [11–14]. The focus is often on 1D gratings
or lens configurations, but here we investigate 2D gratings with different symmetry. The
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voltage-dependent diffraction characteristic was measured for an alignment configuration
with ψ = 60◦ and 120◦ and important features are explained. These particular rotation an-
gles between the alignment patterns at the top and bottom substrate give rise to diffraction
patterns with hexagonal symmetry.

Experimentally observed diffraction patterns for different applied voltages are shown
in Figure 4 for ψ = 60◦ (a,b) and ψ = 120◦ (c). The incident light from a helium-neon
laser (λ = 633 nm) was circularly polarized in (a) and linearly polarized along the y-axis
in (b) and (c). A polarizer was used to improve the degree of linear polarization and an
additional quarter-wave plate was inserted for the experiments in Figure 4a. A circular
area with a diameter of approximately 1 mm was illuminated and the incident beam power
was 1120 μW. The light was captured on a screen behind the LC cell (in transmission) and
images of the screen were taken with a smartphone camera. The cell was mounted so
that the incident light beam first hits the top substrate and leaves the cell through the
bottom substrate. For these geometric phase gratings, the diffraction pattern is asymmetric
(with respect to inversion of kx and ky) for circularly polarized incident light. For incident
light with the opposite circular polarization the same results are obtained but rotated over
180 degrees. For a plane monochromatic wave incident on a purely periodic structure, the
projection of the wave vector on the xy-plane for each diffracted beam is given by

kxy(i, j) = i 2Kt + j 2Kb (4)

with Kb and Kt being the vectors indicating the rotation of the photoalignment at the
bottom and top substrate as defined in Equation (1). The indices i and j indicate the order
of diffraction. Diffraction order (−1, 0) corresponds with diffraction in the −1st order asso-
ciated with the top substrate, while (0, −1) corresponds to −1st order diffraction associated
with the bottom substrate (Figure 4d). Because the period of the bulk configuration is larger
than the period at the substrate, indices with halve integers are also found in the diffraction
pattern (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Experimental diffraction images at different voltages for a grating with ψ = 60◦ (a,b) and
ψ = 120◦ (c). The incident light was circularly polarized in (a) and linearly polarized in (b,c). A
schematic representation of the diffraction orders for ψ = 60◦ is shown in (d). The measured power in
four different diffraction orders is shown in figure (e) for ψ = 60◦ and circularly polarized incident
light (corresponding to experiment (a)).
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The symmetry of the alignment configuration can clearly be recognized in the diffrac-
tion patterns (Figure 4). The distribution of light into the different orders is rather complex
and non-monotonous behavior is observed as a function of the voltage since the cell is
relatively thick (Δnd/λ = 0.2 × 5.5 μm/0.633 μm >> 1/2). For the experiments shown in
Figure 4a, the experimentally measured power into the most important diffraction orders
is summarized in Figure 4e. The diffraction order that is strongest at 0 V is diffracted
towards the negative ky-axis. This order (denoted (−1/2, 1/2) in Figure 4d) first decreases
for increasing voltages, but shows an additional maximum around 4 Vpp before going to
zero at high voltages. The zero-order transmission is small at low voltages but becomes
dominant at high voltages.

4. Simulation Results

To understand how the LC director is oriented in the bulk of the layer, numerical simulations
are performed. The simulated area is a rectangle with dimension 2Λx ∗ 2Λy = 8 × Λ2/sinψ
(Figures 1 and 2). This is two times larger than the unit cell of the bulk LC configuration
(Figure 2), since our simulation tool can only impose periodic boundary conditions in
a rectangular volume with bounding plates parallel to the coordinate planes. In the
rectangular unit cell with basis 2Λx and height 2Λy periodic boundary conditions apply
(Figure 1).

In Figures 5 and 6, the simulation results are summarized for different applied voltages
for ψ = 60◦ and ψ = 120◦ respectively. The details of the director configuration depend on
the parameters Λ, d, and ψ, but some general observations can be made. When observing
the mid-plane cross-section (Figures 5a and 6a) it is clear that alternating regions with high
and low tilt angle appear along the y-axis with period Λy. In the simulated area, two line-
like regions appear with close-to-vertical mid-plane director orientation at 0 V for y = Λy/2
and y = 3Λy/2. This corresponds to positions in the alignment configuration where the
director at the top and bottom substrate is anti-parallel as shown in Figure 1. In between,
for y ≈ 0 or y ≈ Λy, the alignment at the top and bottom substrate is parallel (Figure 1)
and the director in the bulk remains roughly parallel to the substrates (Figures 5 and 6),
with the same azimuthal angle as defined at the substrates. Some deviation from the
planar alignment in the bulk is observed in these regions, with modulation of the tilt-
angle along the x-direction (Figures 5d and 6d). This phenomenon was also observed
before in cells with ψ = 90◦ and the deviations from the planar orientation are in this
case related to the Λ/d ratio. Decreasing Λ/d leads to increasing deviations from the
horizontal mid-plane alignment and an increased asymmetry in the unit cell [25–27]. The
fact that these line-regions at y ≈ 0 or y ≈ Λy appear rather dark in the POM images at 0 V
(Figures 2, 5b, and 6b) is linked to the retardation in the LC layer. By also looking at the
results for other voltages, the regions with azimuthal orientation along one of the polarizers
(dark) or under ~45◦ angle w.r.t. the polarizers (bright) can be better recognized.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Simulated director configurations (a,c,d) and transmission images (b) for ψ = 60◦. The
mid-plane (z = d/2 = 2.75 μm) director configuration is shown in (a) for different applied voltages
(root mean square values). Cross-sections for constant x- and y-coordinate are shown in (c,d) at 0 V.
The color of the director indicates the tilt angle with respect to the xy-plane. The alignment period Λ
is 10 μm.

Figure 6. Simulated director configurations (a,c,d) and transmission images (b) for ψ = 120◦. The
mid-plane (z = d/2 = 2.75 μm) director configuration is shown in (a) for different applied voltages
(root mean square values). Cross-sections for constant x- and y-coordinates are shown in (c,d) at 0 V.
The color of the director indicates the tilt angle with respect to the xy-plane. The alignment period Λ
is 10 μm.
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5. Discussion

In general, very good agreement is observed between experimental POM images
(Figures 2 and 3) and simulated microscope images (Figures 5b and 6b). This agreement
proves that the complex bulk director configuration is well-understood. Minor changes
between both can be related to small changes in the exact cell thickness, illumination
conditions, imperfections in the SLM photoalignment illumination, and focusing effects
in the microscope. Moreover, strong anchoring is assumed in the simulations while finite
anchoring strength will slightly influence the optical properties.

For the studied alignment configurations, local out-of-plane reorientation of the di-
rector can resolve the twist-conflicts induced by the substrates. In order to do so, the unit
cell for the bulk director configuration needs to be enlarged with respect to the alignment
configuration at the substrates. The unit cell for the alignment configuration has area
1
2 × Λx × Λy (Figure 1) while the unit cell of the bulk structure has a parallelogram shape
with area 2 × Λx × Λy. Neighboring horizontal lines spaced over Λy/2 in the y-direction,
with equal top and bottom alignment, correspond with another bulk director orientation.
This can be intuitively visualized by representing the alignment pattern with the help of a
vector, having a head and tail (Figure 1). Although the alignment pattern itself imposes pla-
nar anchoring without pretilt, out-of-plane reorientation is present in the bulk. Therefore,
regions with parallel or anti-parallel surface orientation of the vector are non-equivalent.
In the bulk, these two-line regions (e.g., at y = 0 and y = Λy/2) behave differently, with an
alteration of line regions with approximately parallel director and line regions with close-
to-homeotropic orientation in the mid-plane. These observations are similar to what we
observed before in cells with crossed assembly (ψ = 90◦) of the alignment patterns [25–27].
Although the details of the director configurations are obviously different, the general
concept behind the structural formation in the bulk can be generalized. Local out-of-plane
director orientation in the bulk can resolve twist conflicts at the aligning substrates for all
tested rotation angles ψ.

The fact that symmetry breaking takes place to form the bulk LC configuration is
inherently linked to the existence of multiple equivalent solutions within the unit cell. In
an experimental device, different shifted domains can exist. A disclination line is present
between two shifted domains, as can be seen in Figure 7. These borders between the
domains break the periodicity and lead to some background of light between the integer
(or half integer) diffraction orders. In general, the fact that the boundary conditions can
lead to multiple equivalent bulk structures offers potential for multi-stable devices that can
be switched electrically or optically with low power consumption [28,39,40].

Figure 7. POM image showing the existence of two shifted domains separated by a disclination line.
ψ = 60◦ in this example.

It is worth noting that for a similar alignment configuration with ψ = 90◦, Wang et al.
reported the formation of a web of twist-disclination lines in the bulk when using sliding
substrate assembly [24]. To avoid the need for these kinds of singular disclinations in the
structure, regions with a close-to-vertical mid-plane director orientation are necessary. In
our experiments with fixed substrates (with d = 5.5 μm and Λ = 10 μm) we did not observe
a web of disclination lines for any of the studied alignment configurations (ψ = 60◦, 90◦,
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120◦). A defect-free director configuration, with regions with vertical director orientation,
is naturally favored after going through a voltage cycle (shortly applying a high voltage).
In our experiments, this disclination-free configuration was stable for months and this
structure was also formed immediately after cooling from the isotropic phase without
applied voltage. This is different from the results reported by Honma et al. in a cell with
large alignment period Λ = 80 μm and rotation angle ψ = 180◦ (1D configuration). In
this case, bistable switching between different configurations (with and without singular
disclinations) was observed [28].

The patterned structures with ψ = 60◦ or 120◦ give rise to hexagonal diffraction
patterns with easy electrical tunability. The application of a small voltage between the
uniform electrodes at the top and bottom substrate can redistribute power into different
orders. Numerical simulations are necessary to predict the diffraction efficiency and its
voltage dependence (see [25] for ψ = 90◦), but the general concepts can be understood from
a theoretical basis as outlined below.

The behavior of 1D gratings with the same periodically rotating alignment pattern
at the top and bottom substrates, is theoretically well-described. For 1D LC polarization
gratings working in transmission, the diffraction efficiency can be estimated theoretically
based on the paraxial approximation for an infinite grating with 2πλd/

(
n0 Λ2 ) 	 1 [41,42].

For circularly polarized input light, a very high (theoretically 100%) efficiency into the first
diffraction order is obtained when the half-wave condition is satisfied Δnd

λ = 1/2. Left-
and right-handed circularly polarized light is diffracted in opposite directions (positive
and negative diffraction order) and linearly polarized light is equally diffracted in both
directions. The polarization state is conserved in the zeroth order while the handedness of
the incident circular polarization is inversed for diffraction into the first order. This also
holds when the half-wave condition is not satisfied.

At sufficiently high voltages, the 2D gratings studied here can be seen as a combination
of two rotated 1D gratings that are decoupled by a layer of z-oriented LC in the bulk. The
region with vertical director orientation in the middle of the cell (at high voltages) can
approximately describe the behavior based on the two gratings associated with the top
and bottom substrate respectively. Therefore at high voltages, the theoretical description
presented above (for 1D gratings) can be used to understand the diffraction in the first
diffraction orders (±1, 0) and (0, ±1), associated with the top and bottom substrate, and
in the zero order (0, 0). The amount of light that is diffracted into the different orders
depends on the voltage via the retardation. For vanishing retardation (at high voltages)
light is concentrated in the zero order, with a polarization that is conserved. For circularly
polarized incident light, light diffracted in the first diffraction orders is circularly polarized
with a handedness that is inverted. These diffraction spots, associated with first order
diffraction at the top and bottom grating respectively, are observed in position (−1, 0) and
(0, −1) respectively. As can be seen in Figure 4a, a small amount of light is also diffracted
towards (0, +1). This side effect might be related to small changes in the light polarization
upon propagation through the LC layer, before reaching the grating associated with the
bottom substrate. Diffraction into the (−1, +1) order, as can be seen in Figure 4 (at higher
voltages), results from a combined effect from the grating at the top and bottom substrate:
since the handedness is inversed by the diffraction towards the −1st order associated with
the top substrate, the light can be diffracted a second time towards the +1st order associated
with the bottom substrate. Thanks to this combined effect, the light diffracted into the
(−1, +1) order has again the same polarization as the incident light. This diffraction spot is
oriented along the ky-axis (Figure 4).

The other diffraction spot (−1/2, +1/2) that appears along the ky-axis, is especially
important at lower voltages. The (−1/2, +1/2) diffraction order is dominant at 0 V and
results from the Λy periodicity along the y-axis that is present at 0 V (Figures 2 and 3).
As can be observed in the POM images in Figure 3, a structure with period Λy along the
y-axis is formed at 0 V while the observed period at high voltages is Λy/2. This intuitively
explains the presence of a strong diffraction order (−1/2, +1/2) along the ky-axis at low
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voltages. To quantitatively describe the distribution of light into the different orders,
detailed numerical simulations are necessary.

6. Conclusions

The diffraction characteristics and the observed microscopy images can be well under-
stood with the help of numerical simulations for the director configuration. The formation
of a 2D LC superstructure without disclinations is driven by energy minimization. Twist
conflicts in the confining substrates are resolved with the help of out-of-plane director
reorientation in the bulk of the layer and this concept is generally applicable for different
rotation angles ψ between the alignment patterns at both substrates. Alternating line
regions with (anti-)parallel top and bottom alignment lead to bulk regions with respectively
close-to-vertical and roughly planar director orientation. Rotation angles ψ = 60◦ and 120◦
give rise to hexagonal diffraction patterns that can be reversibly switched with the help of
small electric fields.
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Abstract: A polymer network (PN) can sustain the uniform lying helix (ULH) texture in a binary
cholesteric liquid crystal (LC) comprising a calamitic LC and a bimesogenic LC dimer. Upon copoly-
merization of a bifunctional monomer with a trifunctional monomer at a concentration of 5 wt% to
create the desired polymer network structure, the PN-ULH was obtained with high stability and
recoverability even when cycles of helical unwinding-to-rewinding processes were induced after
the electrical or thermal treatment. Utilizing dielectric spectroscopy, the flexoelectric-polarization-
dominated dielectric relaxation in the PN-ULH state was characterized to determine two frequency
regions, f < f flexo and f > f di, with pronounced and suppressed flexoelectric effect, respectively. It is
demonstrated that the cell in the PN-ULH state can operate in the light-intensity modulation mode by
the flexoelectric and dielectric effects at f < f flexo and phase-shift mode by the dielectric effect at f > f di.
Moreover, varying the voltage frequency from f < f flexo to f > f di results in a frequency dispersion
of transmittance analogous to that of flexoelectric-polarization-dominated dielectric relaxation. The
unique combination of the bimesogen-doped cholesteric LC with a stable and recoverable PN-ULH
texture is thus promising for developing a frequency-modulated electro-optic device.

Keywords: cholesteric liquid crystal; uniform lying helix; polymer network; frequency modulation;
electro-optic response; mesogenic dimer; flexoelectric effect; dielectric effect

1. Introduction

Uniform lying helix (ULH) is a kind of cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) texture whose
helical pitch is shorter than the wavelengths of visible light and is uniformly aligned along a
preferred direction in the substrate plane of confining geometry. When a voltage is applied
across the ULH helix, two types of helix reorientation can be generated by voltage-induced
flexoelectric and dielectric effects. At a moderate voltage where the dielectric effect is
negligible, the flexoelectric coupling of LC molecules with the electric field produces a
periodic splay-bend deformation, giving rise to the in-plane deviation of the ULH optic
axis. The magnitude of such a deviation angle induced by the flexoelectric effect is in
principle a linear function of the voltage amplitude and is also in positive correlation with
the average value of the splay and bend flexoelectric coefficients [1]. If the voltage is beyond
a critical threshold such that the dielectric effect is electrically induced, the helix of the
CLC with positive dielectric anisotropy is gradually unwound with ascending voltage
amplitude, and the LC configuration is eventually sustained in the helix-free homeotropic
state at high voltage, leading to the change in effective birefringence from (ne + no)/2 in the
field-off ULH state to no in the voltage-sustained homeotropic state, where ne and no are
the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices of the LC, respectively [2]. Owing to the
uniqueness, a CLC in the ULH state can be regarded as an electrically tunable birefringent
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medium with the optic axis along the helical axis in the field-off state for modulating the
intensity and phase retardation of polarized light under a pair of crossed polarizers. Since
the chiral-flexoelectric effect with sub-millisecond response time was first exploited by
Patel and Meyer in 1987 [3], short-pitch CLCs with ULH alignment have drawn a great deal
of interest as promising fast-response optoelectronic materials for high-definition displays
with a field-sequential color driving scheme, virtual/augmented reality head-mounted
elements, and high-speed spatial light modulators in glasses-free 3D displays, as well as
light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors [4–7]. Potential applications of ULH with
positive dielectric anisotropy based on the voltage-induced dielectric effect have also been
suggested as electrically tunable phase retarders [8] and lasers [9].

From the point of view of device fabrication, the formation of a stable and defect-free
ULH configuration in a sandwich-type cell is problematic, in that a CLC enclosed in such a
simple confining geometry favors stabilization in the Grandjean planar state or the focal
conic state to minimize the free energy. The most widely used aligning technique is to
apply AC voltage across a cell upon cooling through the isotropic-to-CLC phase transi-
tion [3]. The uniformity of ULH formed with this electric field approach has been improved
by mechanically shearing the cell substrates simultaneously [10,11] or by modifying the
surface alignment conditions with alternate stacking of planar and homeotropic align-
ment [12], or with helical-pitch-matched cholesteric alignment layer [13]. Other electric
field approaches—including those based on voltage-induced electrohydrodynamic insta-
bility [14,15], flexoelectric effect [16], textural transition [17], electro-thermal effect [18],
and adoption of tri-electrode configurations [19,20]—have been successively proposed for
generating ULH alignment in a planar-aligned cell. Nevertheless, most ULH textures as
prepared by the above-mentioned voltage pretreatments would be irreversibly destroyed
or even transferred back to the most stable Grandjean planar texture after the CLC helix is
partially or completely unwound by external voltages or the phase transition often occurs
unwantedly by thermal variation; hence, making them incompatible for utilization of
the flexoelectric or dielectric switching in extensive electro-optic applications. As such,
attention has been paid to adding photocurable precursors into CLCs for forming poly-
mer networks via photopolymerization to effectively stabilize the ULH structure for the
flexoelectro-optic effect [2,21–25].

In a practical situation, the flexoelectric coefficients of conventional rod-like LCs are
relatively small, so the extent of flexoelectric switching would be insufficient, and the
electro-optic characteristics are dominated primarily by the dielectric effect. To promote
flexoelectro-optic performance, specific bent-core and bimesogenic LCs with inherently
high flexoelectric coefficients and low dielectric anisotropy have been synthesized to
lower the operating voltage and enlarge the voltage-driven deviation angle of the optic
axis [11,21,26,27]. While these bimesogenic compounds are not as ubiquitous or universal
as rod-like LCs and their LC mesophases exist mostly at high temperatures, pronounced
flexoelectric effect has alternatively been revealed at room temperature in a binary CLC
mixture consisting of bent-core bimesogens incorporated into a commercial rod-like CLC
with low dielectric anisotropy [16,22,28]. As the material properties required are a trade-off,
it seems difficult to embrace comparably strong flexoelectric and dielectric effects in a CLC
ULH cell.

The bent-core LC dimer CB7CB, offering alluring material properties of high flex-
oelectric coefficients and low bend elastic constant, is the first bimesogneic compound
discovered to exhibit the twist-bend nematic phase [29]. More attractively is the fact that
mixing CB7CB with a given rod-like CLC has been proven unique, allowing the resultant
binary CLC mixture to exhibit the desired flexoelastic ratio in a wide temperature range.
Superior features based on CB7CB-doped CLCs have been suggested for a diverse range of
photonic and electro-optic applications, especially fast and pronounced flexoelectro-optic
responses in the ULH state of CB7CB-doped short-pitch CLCs with promoted flexoelectric
coefficients [21,22] and the electrically tunable reflection bandgap in a wide range (from UV
to visible and infrared) in the heliconical state of a CB7CB-doped long-pitch CLC whose
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elastic ratio of bend to elastic constants smaller than 1 [30]. Recently, we have developed a
binary CLC mixture containing a bimesogenic LC dimer (CB7CB) with large flexoelectric
coefficients, a conventional rod-like nematic LC (E7) with large dielectric anisotropy, and a
chiral dopant. By means of dielectric spectroscopy and transmission spectroscopy, as well
as textural observations, we have established an electrical approach to generating a stable
ULH texture and clarified the unusual frequency-modulated textural switching mechanism
in terms of the frequency-dependent flexoelectric effect and frequency-independent dielec-
tric effect. In the present work, we refer to the alluring material feature specific to the
CB7CB-doped E7 CLC and aimed to develop a polymer-network (PN)-stabilized ULH
texture for implementing frequency-modulated electro-optic responses via the dielectric
and flexoelectric effects. Unlike previously developed polymer networks employing a
photocurable monomer with particular ultraviolet (UV) exposure conditions or with high
concentrations [2,21–25], the proposed one in this study was constructed by a monomer
mixture containing a bifunctional monomer RM257 and a trifunctional monomer TMPTA,
permitting the ULH texture to be highly stable and reversibly recoverable at a low concen-
tration of 5-wt% in a total. So far, the polymer system involving the copolymerization of
RM257 and TMPTA has widely been applied to the stabilization of blue phases in wide
temperature ranges [31,32], but it has not been adopted for stabilizing the ULH texture until
now. To demonstrate the unique combination of RM257 and TMPTA, another PN-ULH
texture with RM257 alone was fabricated as a comparative counterpart. The stability in
the static state and recoverability after stimuli-driven textural or phase transition of the
two PN-ULH textures with distinct polymer structures were discussed by textural obser-
vation along with transmission and dielectric measurements. Furthermore, the frequency
dependence of the flexoelectric and dielectric strengths was manifested by the real-part
dielectric spectra. Voltage and frequency-dependent transmission spectra were revealed
to clarify the electro-optic responses of the PN-ULH in specific frequency ranges and to
demonstrate the feasibility for complying with light intensity and phase modulations by
the voltage amplitude and frequency.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Materials used in this study include the calamitic nematic LC E7, bent-core LC dimer
CB7CB (1′′,7′′-bis(4-cyanobiphenyl-4′-yl)heptane), chiral additive R5011, photocurable
monomers RM257 (1,4-Bis-[4-(3-acryloyloxypropyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methyl-benzene) and
TMPTA (1,1,1-trimethylolpropane triacrylate), and the photoinitiator Irg184 (1-hydroxy
cyclohexane benzophenone). E7 was provided by Daily Polymer Corp., Kaohsiung, Tai-
wan, and TMPTA was purchased from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA. The others were
obtained from Jiangsu Hecheng Display Technology Corp., Nanjing, China. All the above-
mentioned materials with chemical structures, as illustrated in Figure 1, were used as
received without further purification. E7 with a rod-like molecular shape is a cyano-based
and four-component eutectic mixture with a clearing temperature Tc = 59 ◦C, birefringence
Δn = 0.225 (measured at the wavelength λ = 589 nm and temperature T = 20 ◦C), and posi-
tive dielectric anisotropy of Δε = +14.3 (measured at the frequency f = 1 kHz and T = 20 ◦C),
as given in the datasheet. CB7CB is a bent mesogenic dimer whose material properties
have been found particularly to exist as a nematic twist-bend phase (NTB) at T < 99 ◦C [33],
showing a high flexoelectric coefficient of ~31 pC/m and low dielectric anisotropy around
+1–2 [21]. R5011 exhibits right-handed chirality with a relatively high helical twisting
power (HTP) over 100 μm−1. RM257 is a bifunctional liquid crystalline monomer with a
rod-like molecular shape, and TMPTA is a trifunctional monomer with three acrylate ester
groups. The function of the photoinitiator Irg184, capable of generating free radicals under
UV exposure, is to accelerate the photopolymerization process of monomers.
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of (a) E7, (b) CB7CB, (c) R5011, (d) RM257, (e) TMPTA, and (f) Irg 184.

2.2. Sample Preparations

A binary achiral LC mixture, consisting of 55-wt% E7 and 45-wt% CB7CB, was blended
with R5011 at a weight percentage of cR5011 = 3.8-wt% to obtain a short-pitch CLC with
a reflective bandgap lying in the UV light regime in the Grandjean planar state and with
bimesogen-enhanced flexoelectro-optic responses in the ULH state. The HTP of R5011 in the
45-wt% CB7CB-containing E7 was proven to be 145 μm−1 [16] so that the helical pitch length
of the resultant CLC is 181 nm as calculated by (HTP × cR5011)−1. Two monomer/CLC
precursors, designated RM50 and RM25TM25, were prepared by incorporating the CLC
with 5.0-wt% RM257 and 0.2-wt% Irg 184, and with 2.5-wt% RM257, 2.5-wt% TMPTA,
and 0.2-wt% Irg 184, respectively. After thorough stirring for 2 h at 100 ◦C to allow
homogeneous blending. Each monomer/CLC precursor in the isotropic phase at 100 ◦C
was then injected via the capillary action into a planar-aligned cell (Chiptek, Miaoli, Taiwan)
with a cell gap of 5.0 ± 0.5μm and overlapped electrode area of 0.25 cm2. The inner surfaces
of the two substrates were spin-coated with the polyimide DL-2360 as the planar aligning
agent and rubbed in anti-parallel directions to impose the planar surface anchoring of
LC molecules with a pretilt angle of 4–6◦. The phase sequences of RM25TM25 and RM50
precursors as examined by optical textures in the cooling process from 70 ◦C to 0 ◦C are
Isotropic—58 ◦C—blue phase—17 ◦C—CLC—7 ◦C—SmA* and Isotropic—61 ◦C—blue
phase—18 ◦C—CLC—11 ◦C—SmA*, respectively. Note that the obtained blue phase within
a temperature range over 40 ◦C is not permanently stable because it would transfer to the
CLC phase after applying a significantly high voltage to unwind the helical structure or by
heating from a temperature in the SmA* phase.

2.3. Formation of a Polymer-Network Uniform Lying Helix (PN-ULH) Texture

Figure 2 illustrates the procedure for forming a given polymer structure in an RM25TM25-
CLC or an RM50-CLC cell with ULH alignment. All steps were performed at T = 25 ◦C
stabilized with a temperature controller (Linkam Scientific, T95-PE, Surrey Tadworth, UK).
First, a 90-Vrms voltage at 5 kHz was applied across the cell to sustain the LC orientation
in the homeotropic state (Figure 2a,d). Next, referring to the established electric field ap-
proach in our previous work [16], defect-free, monodomain ULH alignment was electrically
induced via the flexoelectric effect by switching the frequency of 90-Vrms voltage directly
from 5 kHz to 100 Hz (Figure 2b,e). By decreasing the voltage slowly from 90 Vrms to 0 Vrms
to avoid defect generation, the well-aligned ULH texture was stably preserved, and the cell
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at zero voltage was illuminated with UV light at λ = 365 nm and intensity of 6 mW·cm−2

derived from a Panasonic Aicure UJ35 LED spot-type UV curing system to allow chain
polymerization of monomers. After 8 min of UV exposure, two PN-ULH textures were
obtained with distinct polymer structures constructed by 2.5-wt% RM257 and 2.5-wt%
TMPTA in the RM25TM25-CLC cell (Figure 2c) and by 5.0-wt% RM257 in the RM50-CLC
cell (Figure 2f).

 

Figure 2. Schematic illustrations of steps for fabricating a PN-ULH texture in (a–c) an RM25TM25-
CLC cell and (d–f) an RM50-CLC cell. (a,d) Electrically sustaining LC orientation by a 90-Vrms voltage
at 5 kHz; (b,e) forming ULH texture by switching the frequency of 90-Vrms voltage from 5 kHz to
100 Hz; (c,f) constructing polymer network via photopolymerization after 8 min of 6 mW·cm−2

UV exposure.

2.4. Measurements

Measurements were performed at T = 25 ◦C unless specified. The types of mesophases
and CLC textures were identified by optical images using a polarizing optical microscope
(BX51-P, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) in transmission mode with a 10× objective lens. Im-
ages were taken by a digital camera (Olympus XC30, Tokyo, Japan) with a resolution
of 2080 × 1544 pixels mounted on the microscope. To evaluate optical and electro-optic
characteristics of a cell, transmission spectra in the visible range of 400 nm–750 nm were
acquired with a high-speed fiber-optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR2000+, Shanghai,
China) in conjunction with a halogen light source (Ocean Optics HL2000, Shanghai, China).
Time-dependent transmission features were monitored using a He–Ne laser operating at
λ = 632.8 nm as the light source. All the experiments mentioned above were accomplished
under crossed polarizers, and the angle between the helical axis of ULH in the field-off
state and the transmission axis of either polarizer is defined as the polarizing angle α. An
arbitrary function generator (Tektronix AFG-3022B, Beaverton, OR, USA) was connected
to an amplifier (TREK Model 603, New Taipei, Taiwan) to permit electric field (in square
waves) applied across a cell in a wide tunable range of 0 V–125 V. Dielectric spectra were
obtained using a precision LCR meter (Agilent-E4980A, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a
measurable frequency range from 20 Hz–2 MHz. The probe voltage was as low as 0.5 Vrms
to avoid reorienting LC molecules in the dielectric measurement.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Stability and Recoverability of PN-ULH Textures

Figure 3 shows optical textures in the static state of the RM25TM25- and RM50-CLC
cells as prepared and after treating with a cycle of voltage-induced helical unwinding.
In the case of the RM25TM25-CLC (Figure 3a), the uniform dark image at α = 0◦ and
bright image at α = 45◦, attributable to the birefringent effect, indicate that the PN-ULH
texture thus-formed following the said procedure in Figure 2a–c was stable and of high
quality with a unidirectional helical axis parallel to the rubbing direction. By applying a
significantly high voltage at V = 100 Vrms and f = 5 kHz across the cell thickness, enabling
the ULH helix to be unwound and LC orientation sustained in the homeotropic state, the
dark (bright) image at α = 0◦ (45◦) at V = 0 V was virtually unchanged after the voltage
removal (Figure 3a), connoting that the PN-ULH was retained as it was prior to the voltage
application. In comparison, the RM50-CLC as prepared revealed a stable PN-ULH texture
as implied by the appearance of high dark-to-bright contrast between images at α = 0◦ and
45◦ in Figure 3b. For cells prepared because more stripe defects were generated during the
generation of ULH in RM50-CLC step prior to photopolymerization, the optical texture
of the resulting PN-ULH (Figure 3b) is somewhat non-uniform as compared with that
of RM25TM25-CLC (Figure 3a). Nevertheless, when a cycle of helical unwinding and
rewinding process was performed by the switching of a 5-kHz voltage from 100 Vrms to 0 V,
the Grandjean planar texture instead of ULH was generated together with those already
existing stripe defects at V = 0 V, leading to equally dark optical images with visible tiny-
sized domains at α = 0◦ and 45◦ (Figure 3b). The validity of the Grandjean planar texture
in the RM50-CLC sample after voltage treatment has been double-checked by the visible
light transmission spectrum without any polarizer, which shows transmittance of ~80%
on average compared to that of ITO glass used (data not shown). The resultant Grandjean
planar texture with high transparency in visible light might be attributable to the CB7CB-
doped CLC host with matched bend and twist elastic constants so that the nucleation
process for the transition from the transient planar state to the initial Grandjean state was
reduced [34]. Subsequently, a continuous voltage waveform comprising V = 100 Vrms at
5 kHz for 3 s and V = 0 for 7 s in a period was designated to repeatedly unwind and rewind
the CLC helix. Figure 4 depicts the time-varying optical transmission (λ = 632.8 nm) of the
CLC cells in response to the voltage wave train. The reliability and recoverability of the
PN-ULH in the RM25TM25-CLC cell can be ascertained by the results in Figure 4a, showing
equally high contrast between transmittances at ~1% in durations with V = 100 Vrms at
5 kHz (i.e., the V-sustained H state) and ~70% in those with V = 0 V (i.e., the stable ULH
state) in every period. It is worth noting that the PN-ULH in the RM25TM25-CLC after
cycles of voltage treatments can stably be maintained for at least 2 weeks. In contrast,
Figure 4b indicates that driving the RM50-CLC with the designated voltage waveform
resulted in nearly invariant transmittance at ~1% over time. Because the optic axes in the
Grandjean planar and homeotropic states were perpendicular to the substrate plane and
along the propagation direction of normal incidence of light, no phase retardation was
accumulated, and the intensity of light passing through a CLC cell in either state under
crossed polarizers principally vanished. Consequently, it is suggested that the helices
in the RM50-CLC, firstly unwound by the 100-Vrms voltage, tended to rewind to form
the Grandjean planar texture rather than the ULH after removing the voltage. Although
the ULH configuration in the RM50-CLC can be electrically regenerated following the
steps illustrated in Figure 2d,e, it was still unstable after a cycle of helical relaxation
from unwinding to rewinding. The results described above support that the polymer
framework constructed by the copolymerization of 2.5-wt% RM257 and 2.5-wt% TMPTA
was significant, allowing the ULH texture to be optically stable in the static state, electrically
switchable to the homeotropic state, and recoverable from the helical unwinding state.
However, for the counterpart with the TMPTA content fully replaced by RM257, the
polymer structure made from the bifunctional reactive monomer alone (at 5.0-wt%) in the
RM50-CLC became insufficient to sustain the ULH helix, causing it to become unstable
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after the CLC helix was unwound. This underlines the importance of TMPTA, which has
been found to play the role of promoting the crosslinking density and introducing rigidity
to the resulting polymer network with RM257 [31,32].

 

Figure 3. Optical images under crossed polarizers in the static state at α = 0◦ and 45◦ of (a) RM25TM25-
CLC (b) RM50-CLC as prepared without any prior stimulus and after a voltage treatment at T = 25 ◦C.
The voltage treatment entails a 100-Vrms voltage at 5 kHz across a cell. Scale bar: 50 μm. P, A and
H.A. represent the orientations of the transmission axis of the linear polarizer, the analyzer, and the
ULH helical axis, respectively.

Figure 4. Dynamic transmission at λ = 632.8 nm of (a) RM25TM25 and (b) RM50 CLC cells (az-
imuthally oriented at 45◦ between crossed polarizers) subjected to voltage pulses consisting of
V = 100 Vrms at 5 kHz for 3 s and V = 0 for 7 s successively in a pulse.

Furthermore, the thermal stability of PN-ULH textures and their recoverability af-
ter thermally induced phase transition were assessed in accordance with simultaneous
measurements of optical images and real-part dielectric permittivity (ε′) at varying tem-
peratures as shown in Figure 5. Here, the ULH texture in the RM50-CLC was regenerated
following the electric field approach illustrated in Figure 2d,e. The two cells initially with
PN-ULH textures were first heated progressively from 25 ◦C to 70 ◦C at a rate of 1 ◦C/min.
As they were unraveled by the bright appearances in the optical images at α = 45◦ (e.g.,
Figure 5a at 25 ◦C), the PN-ULH textures in this heating process were preserved until
T > Tiso = 60 ◦C, where the CLCs were in the isotropic phase with dark appearances in
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optical images (data not shown). The value of ε′ in the partially ordered CLC ULH state,
equaling to (ε|| + ε⊥)/2, is greater than (ε|| + 2ε⊥)/3 in the disordered isotropic phase,
where ε|| and ε⊥ are respectively the parallel and perpendicular components of dielectric
permittivity of LC molecules.

Figure 5. Optical images under crossed polarizers at α = 45◦ and T = 25 ◦C of RM25TM25-CLC
RM50-CLC cells (a) before and (b) after a cycle of thermal treatment. (c) Temperature-dependent
real-part dielectric permittivity at f = 10 kHz of the two cells, as measured by first increasing T from
25 ◦C to 70 ◦C, followed by decreasing T back to 25 ◦C with a heating/cooling rate of 1 ◦C/min. The
subscript “iso” represents “isotropic.” Scale bar: 50 μm.

The CLC-to-isotropic phase transition behavior upon heating can be depicted by the
decreasing ε′ with elevating T, particularly in the temperature range of 56–60 ◦C (red open
circles in Figure 5c), and the exact value of Tiso = 60 ◦C be quantified by the first-order
derivative of T-dependent ε′. When the cells were subsequently cooled down from 70 ◦C
to 25 ◦C, the PN-ULH configuration in the RM25TM25-CLC cell was recovered with an
identical bright texture, but in RM50-CLC it disappeared and, instead, the blue phase with
a dark-blue texture emerged after the transition from the isotropic phase at T < Tiso = 60 ◦C
(Figure 5b). Therefore, the T-dependent ε′ curves, measured in the heating and cooling
processes, overlapped in the RM25TM25-CLC but behaved differently in the RM50-CLC
(Figure 5c). It is worth mentioning that the PN-ULH in the RM25TM25 cell could also be
retained after heating from the SmA* to CLC phase. While for the blue phase in the RM50
cell, it was still unstable and became a Grandjean planar CLC by electrically unwinding the
helical structure or by thermally induced phase transition from the SmA* phase.

To inspect morphologies of the polymer structures in the two CLCs, each cell was
opened, and the two substrates were rinsed with acetone to remove LCs and then subjected
to a scanning electron microscope (SEM; Hitachi S-4700 Type II, Tokyo, Japan). Figure 6
shows SEM images from the top-view of one of the two substrates of each PN-ULH CLC
cell. One can clearly identify that a periodical polymer network was obtained on the
surface of the RM25TM25 cell with a regular periodicity of ~96 nm equal to half of the
helical pitch of the CLC host used (Figure 6a), but no such a periodical morphology was
found at the substrate surface of the RM50-CLC (Figure 6b). The same result regarding
the existence of a surface-localized polymer network was observed for the other substrate
of a cell. With fixed UV exposure conditions (i.e., 6 mW·cm−2 for 8 min) in this work,
the polymer structure stemming from 5.0-wt% RM257 was primarily formed in the main,
but from 2.5-wt% RM257 and 2.5-wt% TMPTA was distributed not only in volume but at
the surface. So far, depending on the constituents of the CLC hosts and the UV exposure
conditions, a good number of studies have demonstrated stable PN-ULH textures enabled
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by polymer networks locally at one or two substrate surfaces [21,22], uniformly in volume,
non-uniformly in volume, and at surfaces [2,23,24], or even with polymer walls [25] by
using a kind of reactive monomer, such as RM257 or BAB6, in a wide span of concentrations
between 3.5-wt% and 25-wt%. It is likely that for the binary CB7CB/E7 CLC host used in
this study, a stable and recoverable PN-ULH texture could be created by increasing the
concentration of RM257 over 5.0-wt%, but the trade-off would be the degraded electro-optic
performance, especially at the expense of the increased operation voltage and residual
birefringence. As a result, the RM25TM25-CLC with a stable and recoverable PN-ULH
texture in a wide temperature range was adopted to explore electro-optic responses based
on the flexoelectric and dielectric effects in the next section.

 
Figure 6. SEM images from a top-view of polymer network morphologies on a substrate surface of
(a) RM25TM25 and (b) RM50 CLCs with PS-ULH textures.

3.2. Frequency-Modulated Electro-Optic Responses

Prior to electro-optic investigations, we first discussed the extent of the flexoelectric
effect, modified by the bimesogen CB7CB in the RM25TM25 CLC, via the real-part dielectric
spectrum (ε′(f )) of the cell in the PN-ULH state according to the flexoelectric contribution
to the dielectric permittivity. For a CLC in the ULH state with a strong flexoelectric
effect, two types of dielectric relaxation behavior by the coupling of molecules to the
electric field can be induced in distinct frequency regimes. The primary is connected to the
orientational polarization by the molecular rotation around the short axis, which typically
occurs beyond MHz in conventional thermotropic LCs and thus is excluded in this study.
The secondary from chiral-flexoelectric polarization with a relaxation frequency between
several hundred hertz and a few kilohertz is attributable to the splay-bend distortion
through flexoelectric coupling to the electric field [28]. As plotted in Figure 7, the resolved
frequency dispersion of dielectric permittivity with a relaxation frequency at ~710 Hz
in the frequency range of 20 Hz–30 kHz from the experimental data (open circles) is
undoubtedly attributable to the flexoelectric polarization, which has been theoretically
explained in [28] and experimentally demonstrated in [16]. Such a Debye-like dielectric
relaxation behavior contributed by flexoelectric polarization can be expressed in terms of
the relaxation frequency (f R), dielectric permittivities at low- (εL) and high-frequency (εH)
limits as:

ε′( f ) = εH +
εL − εH

1 + ( f / fR)
2 (1)
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Figure 7. Real-part dielectric spectra ε′(f ) of the RM25TM25-CLC cell in the PN-ULH state at T = 25 ◦C.
The simulated ε′(f ) curve (solid red line) is plotted with fitting parameters of f R = 710 Hz, εL = 12.21
and εH = 10.14, as deduced by fitting the experimental data (open circles) into Equation (1).

By fitting the experimental data of Figure 7 to Equation (1), we obtained f R = 710 Hz,
εL = 12.21 and εH = 10.14. The dielectric strength (εflexo ) of this relaxation proportional
to e2/K [28] is equal to 2.07 as calculated by εflexo = εL − εH, where e and K are average
values of splay and bend flexoelectric coefficients and elastic constants, respectively. Using
these fitting parameters and referring to Equation (1), the original profile of the dielectric
relaxation was simulated and plotted in Figure 7 (solid red line), which agrees with the
experimental data. Note that the slight increase (decrease) of dielectric permittivity with
decreasing (increasing) frequency at f < 100 Hz (f > 4 kHz) in the experimental dielectric
spectrum is attributable to the induction of another dielectric relaxation from space-charge
polarization via ion transport (non-ideal cell geometry with finite conductivity of ITO
electrodes). Because the flexoelectric switching is polar, the magnitude of the flexoelectric
response of LC molecules would be a function of the frequency of the AC electric field.
This allows us to divide the dielectric spectrum in Figure 7 into three frequency regimes
by two designated frequencies of f flexo = 200 Hz at ε ≡ εL − 0.1εflexo and f di = 2500 Hz at
ε ≡ εH + 0.1εflexo to characterize the frequency dependence of flexoelectric switching. As
specified in [16], the flexoelectric effect is significant and independent of the frequency in
region I (f < f flexo = 200 Hz), but it is completely suppressed in region III (f > f di = 2500 Hz).

Based on the frequency regions defined, optical properties of the cell in the PN-
ULH state driven by voltages at f = 100 Hz in region I (Figure 8) or 5 kHz in region III
(Figure 9) were discussed by measuring transmission spectra in the wavelength range of
400 nm–750 nm. According to Figure 7, the onset frequency for space-charge-polarization-
induced dielectric relaxation is lower than 100 Hz. Our pre-tests ensured that no helical CLC
textures could be electrically induced in the investigated frequency regime (100 Hz–5 kHz),
such as Grandjean planar and focal-conic in general by the dielectric effect, and dynamic
scattering, stripe, and Williams domains in particular via the ionic effect. Here, the cell was
situated between a pair of crossed polarizers; thus, the voltage-dependent intensity of light
propagating through the birefringent ULH texture can be written as:

I = I0 sin2{2[α + φ(V)]} sin2
{

πd
λ

[neff(V)− no]

}
(2)

where I0 is the intensity of incident light, α, as defined earlier in the Experimental section,
is the angle between the transmission axis of a polarizer and the ULH helical axis at
V = 0 V, λ is the wavelength of the incident light, φ (V) is the voltage-induced in-plane
deviation angle of the ULH helical axis by the flexoelectric effect, and neff (V) as the effective
refractive index is a function of the voltage-induced helical deformation by the dielectric
effect. In the field-off state (V = 0 V), φ (V = 0 V) = 0◦ and neff (V = 0 V) = (ne + no)/2
so that the transmittance is zero at α = 0◦ (Figure 8a) and the optical spectrum at α = 45◦
exhibits wavelength dispersion of transmission with a peak transmittance of T%peak ~84%
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at λpeark ~650 nm and a minimal transmittance of T%min ~0% at λmin ~440 nm (Figure 9a).
Accordingly, as supported by Equation (2), the magnitude of T%peak would be primarily
determined by φ (V) as long as the phase retardation in the second term is greater than
π/2, and λpeark, as well as λmin, would be a function of neff (V). By setting α = 0◦ and
applying a voltage at f = 100 Hz (<f flexo = 200 Hz in region I) across the cell thickness,
the optical transmission profiles as delineated in Figure 8a were strongly dependent on
the voltage amplitude, showing increased T%peak from ~3.7% at V = 10 Vrms to ~56%
at V = 70 Vrms and, in the meantime, blue-shifted λpeark and λmin at V > 20 Vrms. This
manifests a varying degree of splay-bend deformation by the flexoelectric effect and helical
unwinding by the dielectric effect, induced by voltage at a frequency in region I, giving
rise to the modulation of light intensity and phase retardation by changing φ (V) and neff
(V) simultaneously. Notably, while plotting the voltage-dependent transmission (V−T%)
curves with increasing and decreasing voltages from the optical spectral data, hysteresis-
free electro-optic responses with a contrast ratio of ~80 (as calculated by the ratio between
maximal transmittance of ~50.7% at 75 Vrms and minimal transmittance of ~0.6% at 0 V)
were demonstrated (Figure 8b) thanks to the stabilization of the PN-ULH texture with high
recoverability in the RM25TM25-CLC cell. The time in response to the voltage at f = 100 Hz
at T = 25 ◦C, attributed to the combination of flexoelectric and dielectric effect, was on the
order of sub-millisecond, varying from 1 ms at V = 10 Vrms to 0.28 ms at V = 70 Vrms (data
not shown). On the other hand, when the voltage frequency was changed from 100 Hz to
5 kHz (>f di = 2500 Hz in region III), it is clear from Figure 9a that the transmission spectra at
α = 45◦ with nearly invariant T%peak ~84% blue-shifted with ascending voltage amplitude
beyond a threshold at ~20 Vrms. This suggests that the flexoelectric effect is considerably
suppressed in the frequency region III, and the optical responses to the external voltage
are primarily dominated by the dielectric effect and thereby the change of neff (V) with the
voltage strength. The V−T% curves in Figure 9b denote that the electro-optic responses
characterized by the dielectric effect at f = 5 kHz in region III were hysteresis-free as well,
supporting again that the PN-ULH can be completely recovered after the CLC helix is
partially or fully unwound by the applied voltage. Deduced from the results in Figure 9b,
the threshold voltage for unwinding the helix was ~20 Vrms, and the voltage for sustaining
LC molecules in the homeotropic state was ~100 Vrms.

Figure 8. (a) Transmission spectra of the RM25TM25-CLC cell in the PN-ULH state driven by various
voltages at a fixed frequency of 100 Hz. (b) Voltage-dependent transmission curves at λ = 589 nm
and f = 100 Hz in the increasing- and decreasing-voltage processes. The cell for measurements at
T = 25 ◦C was placed between crossed polarizers at a fixed polarizing angle of α = 0◦.
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Figure 9. (a) transmission spectra of the RM25TM25-CLC cell in the PN-ULH state driven by various
voltages at 5 kHz. (b) Voltage-dependent transmission curves at λ = 589 nm and f = 5 kHz upon
increasing and decreasing voltage. The cell for measurements at T = 25 ◦C was placed between
crossed polarizers at a fixed polarizing angle of α = 45◦.

By fixing the voltage amplitude and permitting the frequency as a variable, an unusual
frequency-modulated electro-optic feature, demonstrating electrically tunable light inten-
sity without phase shift, was initiated for the first time to the best of our knowledge. This
is evidenced by the results shown in Figure 10a using V = 40 Vrms as the example, which
yielded invariant λmin at ~425 nm and a gradual decrement in T%peak with increasing
frequency. It has been ensured that the intense frequency-dependent optical characteristics
can also be realized at an arbitrary voltage in the range of 20 < V < 100 Vrms with a varying
degree of tunable light intensity range (Figure 10b) but the value of λmin as a constant
blue-shifted with increasing voltage. The underlying mechanism can be explained by the
frequency dependence of the flexoelectric effect and frequency-independent dielectric effect
in the frequency regime featuring the flexoelectric-polarization-dominated dielectric relax-
ation. The dispersion of transmittance of f –T% curves in Figure 10b is analogous to that of
the dielectric permittivity of the dielectric spectrum in Figure 7. Consequently, frequency-
dependent electro-optic responses reported in this work are beneficial. This advantage
enables the dual operation of the proposed bimesogen-doped CLC cell with a stable PN-
ULH texture in the amplitude mode for controlling the light intensity without phase shift
by the voltage frequency (based on the voltage-induced flexoelectric and dielectric effects)
and in the phase mode for modulating the phase retardation by the voltage amplitude at
a fixed frequency in region III (according to the dielectric effect). It is worth noting here
that the dielectric relaxation and frequency-modulated electro-optic responses obtained in
the PN-ULH are attributable to the CLC host with a significant flexoelectric effect due to
the incorporation of CB7CB. Therefore, all the results demonstrated in this section would
be enabled or reproducible by using other bent-core bimesogens if they can play the role
of the main component in the explored CLC mixture to obtain the bimesogen-enhanced
flexoelectric effect [28,35].
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Figure 10. (a) Transmission spectra of the RM25TM25-CLC cell in the PN-ULH state driven by
V = 40 Vrms at various frequencies. (b) Frequency-dependent transmission at λ = 450 nm, 550 nm,
and 650 nm of the cell applied with V = 20 Vrms, 40 Vrms, and 60 Vrms, respectively. Measurements
were performed with crossed polarizers at α = 0◦.

4. Conclusions

We have produced a PN-ULH texture and explored its electro-optic characteristics
in a bimesogen-doped CLC. With a fixed monomer concentration of 5-wt% incorporated
into the CLC, our experimental results showed that the polymer network structure with
2.5-wt% RM257 and 2.5-wt% TMPTA in the RM25TM25-CLC cell is more sufficient than that
with 5.0-wt% RM257 in the RM50-CLC for sustaining the desired ULH texture with high
stability in the static state and excellent recoverability after cycles of electrically induced
textural transition to the homeotropic state (Figures 3 and 4) and thermally induced phase
transition to the isotropic phase (Figure 5). Evidence from the SEM images inferred that
the copolymerization of RM257 and TMPTA promotes the generation of periodic polymer
networks at both substrate surfaces with a periodicity of ~96 nm, which equals the half-pitch
of the CLC (Figure 6).

Focusing on the PN-ULH texture in the RM25TM25-CLC, frequency-dependent flexo-
electric effect, originating from the bimesogen-doped CLC host, was characterized by the
real-part dielectric spectrum (Figure 7). In accordance with the profile of dielectric relax-
ation induced by the flexoelectric polarization, two frequency regions of f < f flexo = 200 Hz
(region I) and f > f di = 2500 Hz (region III), as specified with the pronounced and sup-
pressed flexoelectric effect, respectively, were defined to investigate the effect of voltage
frequency on the electro-optic responses of the PN-ULH texture. Results of the voltage-
dependent transmission spectra indicated that the light intensity is electrically tunable
together with the blue-shift of the optical spectrum (transmission minimum in Figure 8a)
with increasing voltage at f = 100 Hz in region I because of the induction of flexoelectric
and dielectric effects. By varying the frequency to 5 kHz in region III, LC molecules were
unable to respond to the electric field for flexoelectric switching so that only the phase-shift
effect was obtained by the dielectric coupling of LCs with the voltage (Figure 9a). It is
worth noting based on hysteresis-free V−T curves in Figures 8b and 9b that, particularly
due to the frequency-dependent flexoelectric effect and frequency-independent dielectric
effect in the frequency range highlighted by the flexoelectric-polarization-induced dielectric
relaxation, a superior feature, enabling frequency modulation of light intensity without
phase shift, was implemented (Figure 10). Accordingly, the proposed bimesogen-doped
CLC, featuring the highly stable ULH texture by polymer stabilization and the alluring
function of frequency-modulated electro-optic characteristics, paves a new pathway to-
ward developing a dual (amplitude and phase modulation)-mode electro-optic device for
potential applications in information displays, phase retarders, spatial light modulators,
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and other optical and photonic devices. For the proposed bimesogen-doped CLC system,
miscible bent-core and rod-like LCs are typically polar in nature, and a strong flexoelectric
effect is induced generally by low-frequency voltages. Further discussion on the issue of the
impact of ionic effect on the electrical and electro-optic characteristics (e.g., the threshold
voltage, hysteresis, response time, and voltage holding ratio) is essential for advancing
technical applications.
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Abstract: We consider Tamm plasmon polariton in a subwavelength grating patterned on top of
a Bragg reflector. We demonstrate dynamic control of the phase and amplitude of a plane wave
reflected from such metagrating due to resonant coupling with the Tamm plasmon polariton. The
tunability of the phase and amplitude of the reflected wave arises from modulation of the refractive
index of a transparent conductive oxide layer by applying the bias voltage. The electrical switching
of diffracted beams of the ±1st order is shown. The possibility of doubling the angular resolution of
beam steering by using asymmetric reflected phase distribution with integer and half-integer periods
of the metagrating is demonstrated.

Keywords: metasurface; metagratings; tamm plasmon polaritons; chirality

1. Introduction

The metasurface is an artificially structured layer with subwavelength-scaled elements
designed to effectively control the phase and amplitude of reflected light [1,2]. The interest
in such systems is fueled by a significant advance in subwavelength technologies such as
optical and e-beam lithography. Metasurfaces open up new opportunities for implementa-
tion of holograms [3], lenses [4], media with anomalous reflection [5,6], lasers [7,8], perfect
absorber with critical coupling [9], etc. Structures in which meta-atoms or metamolecules
form two-dimensional periodic lattices are often called metagratings [10,11]. Such construc-
tions have the ability to direct light into a certain diffraction channel, achieving remarkable
efficiency even at very large bending angles [6,12]. An actively tuned metasurface and meta-
grating with control of phase and amplitude of individual elements ensures the generation
of an arbitrarily complex wave front. There are several approaches to actively rearrange
the optical properties of a metasurface and metagrating. The first one is application of
liquid crystals [13–15]. The advantage of this method is the control over optical properties
via variation of both electric field and temperature. However, one of the key drawbacks
of such devices is their large switching times of several milliseconds. Another promising
approach is application of phase-change metasurfaces and metagrating. These systems
have proven to have excellent switching times of microseconds, but the phase modulation
schemes applied so far only allowed for discrete switching [16]. Variation of the external
electric field has already been implemented in plasmonic amplitude modulators [17,18]. It
is shown that classical semiconductor materials can be replaced by transparent conducting
oxides. Thus, the effective control of the volume concentration of charge carriers at the
interface between a conducting oxide and a metal film was demonstrated [19,20].

It was shown that the increase in the applied bias voltage leads to a zero and even
negative real part of the permittivity of the conducting oxide in a very thin layer near
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the metal. This results in a significant field enhancement in this region and provides the
necessary phase jump near the resonant wavelength.

In this work, we demonstrate effective tuning of the wavefront in the near infrared
region by introducing a controlled material into a structure (Figure 1a) supporting Tamm
plasmon polaritons (TTP) [21–25]. The beam steering in indium tin oxide (ITO) [26,27]
metasurfaces has been previously demonstrated in [20]. Here we show that our scheme
allows for doubling the angular resolution of beam steering with phase distributions with
integer and half-integer periods of the metagrating. The advantage of the proposed TTP-
based structure compared to conventional metal–insulator–metal devices is the excitation
of resonance with a higher Q-factor which makes the phase more sensitive to the control
parameters. Moreover, the proposed structure is attractive for implementing photonic
crystal surface-emitting lasers (PCSEL) [28]. Thus, the setup proposed paves the way for
engineering optical devices with both PCSEL and beam steering functionality.

Figure 1. (a) Sketch view of the structure; (b,c) electron concentration N and real part of the dielectric
permittivity ReεITO of the ITO layer for different applied bias voltage. The DBR layers’ thicknesses
are da = 165 nm and db = 135 nm, for silica and titanium dioxide, correspondingly. The number of
DBR layers are equal to 15. The 2D array with thickness h = 95 nm and width L = 470 nm has infinite
length along the y axis. The pitch of the array p = 500 nm. The ITO and Al2O3 layer thicknesses are
20 nm and 5 nm, respectively. The structure in the inset of Figure 1b is presented schematically to
demonstrate the non-uniform distribution of charges in the ITO in the case of applying a bias voltage
between Ag nanostripes and monolayer graphene.

2. Model

2.1. Electrostatic Simulation

The electron distribution in the ITO layer as a function of applied bias voltage was
define by numerically solving the Poisson and drift-diffusion equations. The ITO has
been presented as a semiconductor with the bandgap of E = 2.8 eV, electron affinity of
χ = 5 eV, effective electron mass of m∗ = 0.25me and permittivity ε = 9. The ITO carrier
concentration is N0 = 2.8 × 1020 cm−3. The DC permittivity of the Al2O3 is εAl2O3 = 9.
In our simulation, the Ag nanostripes and a monolayer graphene were used as electric
contacts. The change in the dielectric constant of Ag under the bias voltage was not taken
into account. We used the mesh size of 0.1 nm which has been validated by performing
careful convergence tests.

It can be seen from Figure 1b that at zero voltage, electron depletion is observed at the
ITO-Al2O3 boundary. This is due to the fact that the working function of the ITO (4.4 eV) at
this concentration is lower than the working function of silver (4.73 eV). The increase of
the bias voltage between nanostripes and graphene layer leads to electron accumulation at
the ITO-Al2O3 interface. Figure 1c shows the dependence of the real part of the complex
permittivity of the ITO layer at a wavelength of 1550 nm on the applied bias voltage and
the distance from the Al2O3 boundary. The increase in voltage leads to a significant change
in the dielectric constant of the conductive oxide in a thin 3 nm layer. At voltages greater
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than 2 V, it takes values close to zero. The epsilon near zero region area is highlighted
with blue. A further increase in voltage leads to the real part of the dielectric constant
becoming negative.

2.2. Full-Wave Simulation

The reflection spectra of the structure from Figure 1a and the reflection phases for
normally incident TM-polarized waves were calculated by the finite-difference time domain
(FDTD) method. The DBR unit cell is formed by silica and titanium dioxides. The geometric
parameters of the DBR are listed in the caption of Figure 1a.

The reflectance spectra of the structure at different values of the bias voltage applied
to the ITO are shown in Figure 2a. The dip observed near λ = 1550 nm in Figure 2a corre-
sponds to the Tamm plasmon polariton localized at the interface between the metagrating
and the multilayer mirror [29]. The minimum reflection at the TPP wavelength is due to
the critical couplin, at which the rate of energy decay into the radiation and absorption
channels of the metagrating are comparable. In practice, this effect is achieved by increasing
the number of layers of the multilayer mirror and tuning the height of silver nanostrips.
An increase in the bias voltage leads to a blue shift of the resonant wavelength. This effect
can be explained by the fact that the increase in voltage leads to an increase in the volume
concentration of the charge carriers near the ITO-Al2O3 boundary. As a result, the real
part of the complex dielectric permittivity of the ITO becomes negative, and it acquires
metallic properties. Thus, an additional term appears in the expression of phase matching
corresponding to the phase winding when passing through the ITO layer. The blue shift
of the localized state leads to a significant change in the reflection phase at a wavelength
of λ = 1550 nm (see Figure 2b). Thus, at a voltage of 3 V, it is possible to achieve a phase
change of 180◦, while at the maximum considered voltage of 5 V, the phase is 214◦.

The calculations have shown that by changing the bias voltage applied to the ITO film,
it is possible to control the reflection phase of each nanostrip. Thus, it becomes possible to
create a tunable diffraction grating, the period of which is determined by the number of
nanostrips with different applied bias voltages. The angular resolution of such a device
is limited by the width of the unit cell, since switching is carried out discretely, see the
diagram in Figure 2c. So, in the case when a voltage of 0 V is applied to two strips, and
3.5 V to the next two strips, the lattice period is two microns. Changing the number of
strips from four to eight leads to an increase of the grating period to four microns and, as a
consequence, results in a change of the first-order diffraction angle:

Θn = − arcsin
(mλ

np

)
(1)

here and after the diffraction order m = 0,±1, and n is the number of strips used in the
dynamic unit cell. In principle, n can be an arbitrary real number providing continuous
steering rather than discrete steering for integer n. The drawback of non-integer n is that
the TPPs of neighboring strips are mixed; their phases produce unrepeatable cell patterns
that are hard to control. Nevertheless, rational n produces few different patterns that are
periodic in space. For example, the half-integer value of n makes only two different cell
patterns that lead to relatively sharp beams, as illustrated in Table 1. If three and more
patterns are included, then the ±1 diffraction order intensity falls down and requires special
inverse design of applied voltages for effective beam steering.
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Figure 2. (a,b) Reflectance spectra of the structure presented in Figure 1a,b simulated phase shift as a
function of applied bias voltage between Ag nanostripes and monolayer graphene; (c) schematic of
the diffraction grating for a different number of nanostrip pairs; dark gray and orange nanostrips
depict nanostrips without bias voltage and with bias voltage of 3.5 V, respectively; an increase in the
number of nanostripes with bias voltage and without it leads to an increase in the grating period;
(d) Simulated far-field reflected intensity from the metagrating as a function of the diffraction angles
for a different grating period.

To numerically demonstrate this effect, we calculated the intensities of diffraction
maxima in the far field. The calculation was carried out for 50 nanostrips. The results are
presented in Figure 2d. It can be seen that a change in the lattice period leads to a significant
(about 30◦) change in the angles of −1 and +1 diffraction orders. Note that the intensity
of zeroth order is equal to zero. This is explained by the destructive interference of waves
propagating along the normal to the metagrating due to the fact that the phase difference
of the reflected waves from neighboring nanostrips is equal to π.

Table 1. The dependence of the ± first order diffraction angle on number of nanostrips. Half-integer
n corresponds to double resolution.

Number of Strips, n
Θn Simulated by

FDTD
Θn Calculated by

Equation (1) Results
3 >90 >90

3.5 62.3 62.33 Figure 3c
4 50.77 50.80 Figure 2d

4.5 - 43.54
5 38.3 38.32 Figure 3c

5.5 - 34.30
6 31.10 31.10 Figure 2d

6.5 - 28.48
7 - 26.28

7.5 - 24.41
8 22.8 22.79 Figure 2d

We aim at doubling the angle resolution of the device by continuously tuning the
voltage and, as a consequence, the phase from one nanostrip to another, see Figure 3a. For
double resolution, one can add a diffraction grating period consisting of a half-integer
number of nanostrips along with integer nanostrip periods, see Figure 3b. In this regard, it
becomes relevant to solve the inverse problem, i.e., to calculate the phase distribution over
nanostrips and to provide reflection at the necessary angle via the generalized Snell’s law:

sin(θr)− sin(θi) =
λ

2π

ΔΦ
p

, (2)
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where ΔΦ is the phase difference between neighbouring nanostrips, and θr and θi are
reflection and incidence angles, respectively. To demonstrate this effect, the required phase
distribution along the metagrating was determined, see Figure 3b. The calculations were
performed for 50 nanostrips and for θ = 38.3◦ and θ = 62.3◦. It can be seen from Figure 3b
that for an angle of 38.3◦ the diffraction grating period is formed of five nanostrips, while
the phase distribution turns out to be asymmetric. For larger angles, for example for 62.3◦,
the phase distribution is also asymmetric, but the period of the phase distribution consists
of a half-integer number of nanostrips and is equal to 3.5, see Table 1.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic representation of the structure for control over the angle of the first diffraction
order; (b) three types of the phase distribution along the metagrating; (c) simulated far-field reflected
intensity from the metagrating based on phase distribution presented in (b) in the case of asymmetric
phase distribution.

Based on this distribution, the corresponding bias voltages were determined by inter-
polating the data presented in Figure 2b. According to the obtained results, the dependence
of the refractive index of the ITO film on its thickness was determined. Then, the intensities
of diffraction maxima in the far field were calculated. The results are shown in Figure 3b. It
can be seen from Figure 3b that the intensity of −1 order is much greater than the intensity
of +1 order. This is explained by the fact that the phase profile shown in Figure 3b leads to
an increase in the intensity of the field only for −1 order, while for 0 and +1 order direction,
the waves are destructively extinguished. Thus, the designed scheme allows one to control
a nanoscale beam in a wide range of angles and has significant potential for engineering
ultrathin devices such as LIDARs and nanoscale spatial light modulators.

3. Conclusions

The paper demonstrates the control of the phase and amplitude of a wave reflected
from a Tamm plasmon polariton structure. The refractive index modulation in a thin
layer of transparent conductive oxide located at the boundary of a multilayer mirror and a
grating metagrating on the phase of the reflected wave is demonstrated. This effect makes
it possible to use such a structure as a dynamic phase diffraction grating. The calculations
showed that changing the number of nanostrips with different applied bias voltage allows
for efficient switching in ± first diffraction orders. In addition, it is shown that the reflected
beam can be controlled by a continuous phase change along the metagrating. This method
allows us to increase the beam steering angular resolution.
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Abstract: This study theoretically investigated light reflection and transmission in a system composed
of a thin metal layer (Ag) adjacent to a rugate filter (RF) having a harmonic refractive index profile.
Narrow dips in reflectance and peaks in transmittance in the RF band gap were obtained due to the
excitation of a Tamm plasmon polariton (TPP) at the Ag–RF interface. It is shown that the spectral
position and magnitude of the TPP dips/peaks in the RF band gap depend on the harmonic profile
parameters of the RF refractive index, the metal layer thickness, and the external medium refractive
index. The obtained dependences for reflectance and transmittance allow selecting parameters of the
system which can be optimized for various applications.

Keywords: Tamm plasmon; Bragg mirror; rugate filter; band gap; light reflection and transmission

1. Introduction

Recently, much attention has been paid to the study of Tamm plasmons and their
applications. Tamm plasmon (otherwise known as Tamm plasmon polariton—TPP) is
an electromagnetic mode localized at the interface between a metal film and a dielectric
Bragg mirror [1–5]. Kaliteevsky et al. [3] called these localized modes Tamm plasmons by
analogy with the electron states localized near the surface of a solid crystal and predicted
by Tamm [6]. TPP localization is provided by the negative dielectric constant of the metal
on the one side and the photonic stop band of the Bragg mirror on the other. In contrast
to ordinary surface plasmon polaritons that are only transverse magnetic (TM) -polarized
and have the dispersion relations outside the light cone, TPPs can be transverse electric
(TE)- and TM-polarized with the dispersion inside the light cone. This allows direct optical
excitation of TPP with TE- and TM-polarized light at any angle of incidence without the
need for a prism or grating [3–7]. These unique capabilities make TPPs very attractive for
various photoelectronic applications.

TPPs manifest themselves optically in the form of narrow dips/peaks in the reflec-
tion/transmission spectra in the spectral region corresponding to the photonic band gap of
the Bragg mirror. TPPs are a good alternative to conventional surface plasmons, with poten-
tial applications for sensors [8–14], Tamm plasmon-based lasers [15–17], optical switches
and filters [18–20], liquid crystal-tuned Tamm plasmon devices [21–23], and selective
thermal and light emitters [24–28].

Over the past couple of decades, the optical properties of rugate filters (RFs) have been
intensively studied [29]. RFs are dielectric thin films with a smooth periodic profile of the
refractive index, giving rise to spectral band gaps like Bragg mirrors, typically composed of
a square wave profile of the refractive index. The smooth profile of the RF refractive index
makes it possible to improve many characteristics of optical devices compared to dielectric
multilayer Bragg mirrors. RFs provide a photonic band gap without significant ripples in
the reflection spectrum outside the band gap and without its higher harmonics, and they
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enable the possibility to overlay multiple harmonic waves (giving rise to multiple spectral
notches). Furthermore, RFs have substantially higher laser-induced damage thresholds
with respect to Bragg mirrors (see, for example, [29–32]). There have been numerous
methods developed for obtaining RFs [33–37]; for example, porous silicon-based RFs
represent a popular approach [31,38–42].

In this paper, RFs are explored as structures to excite Tamm plasmons, replacing the
previously studied multilayer Bragg mirrors. The influence of RF parameters on the TPP
excitation at the metal–RF interface is theoretically studied. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 introduces a model of the metal–RF structure and derives equations
allowing for the calculation of reflectance and transmittance of this structure in the RF band
gap. Results of numerical calculations for a system using an Ag layer and their discussion
are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents some brief conclusions.

2. Theoretical Model and Basic Equations

Consider a structure, composed of an RF with a periodic dielectric function along the
z-axis and a metal layer adjacent to the RF. A light beam, polarized along the x-axis, is
normally incident on the metal layer along the z-axis and propagates through the metal
and adjacent dielectric RF. Assuming that the principal axes of the RF dielectric tensor
coincide with the Cartesian axes, the Cartesian indices of the electric and magnetic vectors
can be omitted. A schematic of the structure together with directions of the light beams
propagating in the system is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the “metal layer–rugate filter (RF)” structure together with directions of the
light beams propagating in the system and the refractive indices of the constituent substances.

In the area above the metal layer, z ≤ −l, the electromagnetic field of the incident and
reflected beams is described by the electric and magnetic vectors,

E0(z) = A0 exp(ikn1z) + B0 exp(−ikn1z),
H0(z) =

n1
μ0c [A0 exp(ikn1z)− B0 exp(−ikn1z)] (1)

where k = ω/c, n1 is a refractive index of the medium in front of the metal layer, and A0,
B0 are the amplitudes of the incident and reflected beams, respectively.
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In the metal layer, −l ≤ z ≤ 0, the electric and magnetic vectors of the wave field are
written as

E1(z) = A1 exp(ikne f z) + B1 exp(−ikne f z),
H1(z) =

ne f
μ0c [A1 exp(ikne f z)− B1 exp(−ikne f z)]

(2)

where ne f = nm + ikm is the complex refractive index of the metal, and A1, B1 are the
amplitudes of the forward and backward waves, respectively.

In the RF area, 0 ≤ z ≤ L, the dielectric tensor is periodic along the z-axis. Designating
the period with the letter a, the dielectric tensor principal value εxx(z) presented in the
wave equation can be expanded in a Fourier series,

εxx(z) = ε0 +
∞

∑
m = −∞
(m �= 0)

εmei 2π
a mz (3)

For the sake of simplicity, neglecting absorption in the RF, ε0 = n2 can be used in
Equation (3), where n is the RF average refractive index. Next, consider the case when a
wavelength of the incident beam is close to the Bragg wavelength λr satisfying the Bragg
resonance condition λr

n m = 2a, where m is an integer. Then, solving the wave equation in
the RF area, one can use the coupled wave method [43,44] and present the electric vector of
the electromagnetic field in the form of a superposition of the forward and backward waves,

E2(z) = A2(z) exp(iknz) + B2(z) exp(−iknz) (4)

where A2(z) and B2(z) are the slowly varying functions satisfying the Kogelnik Equa-
tions [39],

∂A2(z)
∂z = iχm exp(−i2δz)B2(z),

∂B2(z)
∂z = −iχ−m exp(i2δz)A2(z)

(5)

In Equation (5) δ = kn − π
a m is the offset from the Bragg resonance, χ±m = kε±m/2n.

Solving Equation (5) under the assumptions,

|δ|a << 1, |χ±m|a << 1 (6)

one can obtain solutions in the following form [45]:

A2(z) = [a1 exp(−γmz) + a2 exp(γmz)] exp(−iδz),
B2(z) =

[
a1rm exp(−γmz) + a2

χ−m
χm

1
rm

exp(γmz)
]

exp(iδz)
(7)

where γm ≈ (
χmχ−m − δ2)1/2, rm = iχ−m

γ−iδ , and coefficients a1, a2 can be determined from
the boundary conditions.

Using the Maxwell equation rot
→
E = −∂

→
B/∂t and Equations (4) and (5), the following

expression is obtained for the magnetic field vector in the RF area:

H2(z) = − 1
μ0c

[ χ−m
k exp[−i(kn − 2δ)z]− n exp(iknz)

]
A2(z)+

+ 1
μ0c

[ χm
k exp[i(kn − 2δ)z]− n exp(−iknz)

]
B2(z)

(8)

In the area below RF, z ≥ L, there is only an outgoing wave described by the electric
and magnetic vectors

E3(z) = A3 exp(ikn2z), H3(z) =
n2

μ0c
A3 exp(ikn2z) (9)

where n2 is a refractive index of the medium in the area z ≥ L.
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Now, to get expressions for the amplitudes of the reflected, B0, and transmitted, A3,
waves, one can write down the boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic vectors
at z = −l, z = 0 and z = L:

A0 exp(−ikn1l) + B0 exp(ikn1l) = A1 exp(−ikne f l) + B1 exp(ikne f l),
A0 exp(−ikn1l)− B0 exp(ikn1l) =

ne f
n1

[A1 exp(−ikne f l)− B1 exp(ikne f l)]
(10)

A1 + B1 = A2(0) + B2(0),
ne f (A1 − B1) = −( χ−m

k − n
)

A2(0) +
( χm

k − n
)

B2(0)
(11)

A2(L) exp(iknL) + B2(L) exp(−iknL) = A3 exp(ikn2L),(− χ−m
k + n

)
A2(L) exp(iδL) +

( χm
k − n

)
B2(L) exp(−iδL) = (−1)mpn2 A3 exp(ikn2L)

(12)
when writing Equation (12), the conditions (kn − δ)L = mπL/a and L/a = p are used,
where p is the number of periods of dielectric function along the RF length.

Substituting Equation (7) into Equations (10)–(12), these equations can be solved, and
expressions for the reflectance, R = |B0/A0|2, and transmittance, T = (n2/n1)|A3/A0|2,
of the system can be obtained in the following form:

R =

∣∣∣∣∣∣1 −
2ne f
n1

[1 − C + exp(−i2kne f l)]

(1 − ne f
n1

)(C − 1) + (1 +
ne f
n1

) exp(−i2kne f l)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(13)

T = 16 n2
n1

∣∣∣∣∣
(1+rm)

(
c3+

χ−m
χm

1
rm c4

)
−(1+ χ−m

χm
1

rm )(c3+rmc4)

(c1+rmc2)
(

c3+
χ−m
χm

1
rm c4

)
exp(γm L)−

(
c1+

χ−m
χm

1
rm c2

)
(c3+rmc4) exp(−γm L)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

×
∣∣∣∣∣ 1
(1− ne f

n1
)(C−1) exp(ikne f l)+(1+

ne f
n1

) exp(−ikne f l)

∣∣∣∣∣
2 (14)

where

C = 2
(1 + rm)

(
c3 +

χ−m
χm

1
rm

c4

)
exp(γmL)− (1 + χ−m

χm
1

rm
)(c3 + rmc4) exp(−γmL)

(c1 + rmc2)
(

c3 +
χ−m
χm

1
rm

c4

)
exp(γmL)−

(
c1 +

χ−m
χm

1
rm

c2

)
(c3 + rmc4) exp(−γmL)

(15)

c1 = 1 + n
ne f

− χ−m
k

1
ne f

, c2 = 1 − n
ne f

+ χm
k

1
ne f

,

c3 = (−1)mp(n − n2 − χ−m
k

)
, c4 = (−1)mp(−n − n2 +

χm
k
) (16)

To consider the case when the RF refractive index is a periodic function, the following
form is used:

n(z) = n + np sin
(

2π

a
z + α

)
(17)

In Equation (17), varying α changes the value of the refractive index in the loca-
tions immediately adjacent to the metal; this gives a more general form of the harmonic
function of the refractive index. Assuming np << n, the corresponding dielectric func-
tion is εxx(z) ≈ n2 + 2npn sin

( 2π
a z + α

)
. According to Equation (3), it has the following

non-zero Fourier components: ε0 = n2, ε1 = −inpneiα, ε−1 = inpne−iα. In this case,
in Equations (13)–(16), the integer m must be set to 1; therefore, the Bragg wavelength
λr = 2na.

3. Results of Numerical Calculations and Discussion

For numerical calculations, we take the “Ag layer–RF” structure with parameters that
are close to those previously studied for a system consisting of an Ag plate and a Bragg
mirror composed of alternating TiO2 and SiO2 layers with a thickness of d1 = 50.4 nm
and d2 = 86.7 nm, respectively. In this system, the Tamm plasmon resonances were
experimentally detected in the visible region [46]; therefore, we take the same period for
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the RF refractive index, a = d1 + d2 = 137.1 nm, and average refractive index n = 1.85,
calculated as n =

(
nTiO2 d1 + nSiO2 d2

)
/(d1 + d2) where nTiO2 and nSiO2 are the refractive

indices of TiO2 and SiO2, respectively [47,48].
The conditions in Equation (6) impose restrictions on the maximum values of a magni-

tude np of the RF refractive index modulation. Indeed, the RF band gap is proportional to
χ±1 [45] and, therefore, to np (taking into account that |χ±1| = |kε±1/2n| ≈ πnp/λr). The
value np = 0.2 or values close to it ensure the fulfillment of the conditions in Equation (6)
and are used further in the numerical calculations. For the complex refractive index of Ag,
frequency dispersion is taken into account [49]. The refractive indices of media before the
Ag layer and after the RF film are parameters that can be varied.

We calculated the reflectance and transmittance spectra of the system composed of
the RF film with a refractive index profile described by Equation (17) and the Ag layer
placed at the top of the RF (see Figure 1). For calculations, we set the refractive indices of
the media before the Ag layer and after the RF as n1 = n2 = 1, the Ag layer thickness as
45 nm, and the RF thickness as L = 1919.4 nm (i.e., 14 periods of the RF refractive index).
Values of α in Equation (17) used for the calculations are presented in Table 1 and selected
only as an example.

Table 1. The RF refractive indices used for numerical calculations.

α Rugate Filter Refractive Index Spectral Band Number in Figure 2

−π/2 n(z) = n − np cos(2πz/a) 1
0 n(z) = n + np sin(2πz/a) 2

π/2 n(z) = n + np cos(2πz/a) 3
π n(z) = n − np sin(2πz/a) 4

For each initial (at z = 0) phase α of the RF refractive index, reflection dips and
transmission peaks in the spectral region of the RF band gap were obtained, associated
with the excitation of TPP at the Ag layer–RF interface. Results of calculations are shown
in Figure 2a for all α values presented in Table 1. Figure 2b shows the reflectance of only
the RF with the same parameters that were used for each case of α in Figure 2a. As can be
seen, the inclusion of the thin layer of metal on top of the RF thin film drastically modified
the spectral content of the optical architecture.

Figure 2. (a) Reflectance and transmittance spectra of the “Ag layer–RF” system at different initial phase α: α = −π/2
(1, black), 0 (2, blue), π/2 (3, red), and π (4, orange); reflectance—Solid lines, transmittance—Dashed lines, Ag film
thickness = 45 nm. (b) Reflectance spectrum of only the RF, where the numbers near the curves correspond with the α

values used in Figure 2a.
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It can be seen from Figure 2a that the position and magnitude of the TPP spectral bands
depend strongly on the initial phase α, as the TPP wavelength decreases with increasing α
(Figure 2b). Comparing the RF refractive index profiles, which correspond to bands 1 and
3 [n(z) = n ± np cos(2πz/a)] or 2 and 4 n(z) = n ± np sin(2πz/a) we can conclude that
the sign of the term added to the RF average refractive index, n, significantly affects the
TPP wavelength.

The influence of the Ag layer thickness on the TPP wavelength and the TPP dip/peak
magnitude is shown in Figure 3 for the bands 1 (Figure 3a), 2 (Figure 3b), 3 (Figure 3c),
and 4 (Figure 3d). The TPP wavelength and reflectance dip, as a rule, decrease (the TPP
transmittance peak increases) with an increase in Ag layer thickness; however, for peak 3,
there is an optimal thickness of 35 nm.

Figure 3. Influence of the Ag film thickness l on the reflectance and transmittance of the system for different RF pro-
files n(z); (a) TPP band 1, n(z) = n − np cos(2πz/a); (b) TPP band 2, n(z) = n + np sin(2πz/a); (c) TPP band 3,
n(z) = n + np cos(2πz/a); (d) TPP band 4, n(z) = n − np sin(2πz/a). Reflectance—Solid lines, transmittance—Dashed
lines, l = 30 nm—Black, 35 nm—Orange, 45 nm—Blue, 55 nm—Red. The TPP bands refer to those found in Figure 2.

In Figure 4, we show the influence of the refractive index of the medium above the Ag
layer, n1, on the reflectance and transmittance of the system with the RF profiles n(z) from
Table 1. In all of these cases, an increase in the refractive index of the medium above the
Ag layer leads to a TPP wavelength decrease and a change in the dip/peak magnitude.

The influence of the refractive index of the medium below the RF, n2, on the reflectance
and transmittance of the system is shown in Figure 5 for the same cases as in Figure 4.
As in the case of a change of the refractive index of the medium above the Ag layer, an
increase in the medium refractive index below the RF shifts the TPP bands toward shorter
wavelengths and changes the dip/peak magnitude.
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Figure 4. Influence of the refractive index of the medium above the Ag layer, n1, on the reflectance and transmittance: n1 = 1
(black line), 1.5 (blue), and 2.5 (red); (a) TPP band 1; (b) TPP band 2; (c) TPP band 3; (d) TPP band 4. Reflectance—Solid
lines, transmittance—Dashed lines, thickness of the Ag layer = 35 nm.

Figure 5. Influence of the refractive index of medium below the RF, n2 on reflectance and transmittance: n2 = 1 (black line),
1.5 (blue line), and 2.5 (red line); (a) TPP band 1; (b) TPP band 2; (c) TPP band 3; (d) TPP band 4. Reflectance—Solid lines,
transmittance—Dashed lines, thickness of the Ag layer = 35 nm.
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As seen from Figures 4 and 5, the dependence of reflectance and transmittance on
the refractive index of the media above the metal layer and below the RF is different for
different profiles n(z) of the RF. Furthermore, the impact of n2 becomes weaker when
the transmittance of the system decreases. It takes place for some profiles n(z) (see, for
example, Figure 4c) or with increasing the number of periods n(z) along the RF. In both of
these cases, the electromagnetic field at the boundary of the RF with the adjacent medium
(after the RF) becomes weaker; therefore, the influence of the adjacent medium on TPP is
also weakened.

The TPP wavelength is proportional to the Bragg wavelength λr = 2an [3], and there
is an obvious shift in the spectral position of the TPP bands with a change in the RF period
a and the average refractive index n. However, the influence of the magnitude of the RF
refractive index modulation, np, is not obvious. In Figure 6, we show reflectance and
transmittance of the system with fixed a and n, but with different np values for the RF
refractive index profiles n(z) taken from Table 1.

Figure 6. Reflectance and transmittance of the system at different values np = 0.15 (red), 0.2 (blue), and 0.25 (black); (a) TPP
band 1; (b) TPP band 2; (c) TPP band 3; (d) TPP band 4. Thickness of the Ag layer = 35 nm, a = 137.1 nm, n = 1.85.

The RF band gap is proportional to np and, therefore, broadens with increasing np.
This broadening leads to a TPP wavelength shift (see Figure 6), which has an opposite
sign for the peaks to the right and left of the RF band gap center (see Figure 2a,b). As
a result, the TPP wavelength in the case of bands 1 and 2 increases with increasing np
(Figure 6a,b, respectively), while the TPP wavelength in the case of the bands 3 and 4
decreases with increasing np (Figure 6c,d, respectively). The magnitude of the reflectance
dips and transmittance peaks can change with increasing np depending on the dip/peak
spectral position.
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Calculations were also performed for the case when the Ag layer is placed at the
bottom of RF. The character of the dependence of reflectance and transmittance on the
parameters of the system in this case is the same as in the case of the Ag layer on the top
of RF. However, the degree of influence of these parameters decreases significantly with
an increasing number of RF periods due to a strong decrease in the electromagnetic field
exciting the TPP at the bottom of the RF.

We also compared the results of calculating the reflectance and transmission spectra
at np = 0.2 using Equations (13)–(16) to results obtained using COMSOL modeling. A
difference between these cases is barely noticeable.

Lastly, we also calculated the reflectance spectrum of the “Ag layer + RF” system
using Equation (13), slightly going beyond the conditions in Equation (6) for applicability
of the obtained analytical solution. For this, we set the magnitude of the RF refractive
index modulation to be np = 0.5. In this case, |χ±1a| ≈ 0.43 and the second condition in
Equation (6) is violated. Results of the calculation for all cases of the RF refractive index
profile n(z) presented in Table 1 at np = 0.5 are shown in Figure 7 (dotted curves). In
the same figure, we also show the results of calculating the reflectance spectrum obtained
using COMSOL software (solid curves).

Figure 7. Comparison of the reflectance spectrum of the “Ag layer + RF” calculated using COMSOL
software (solid lines) and using Equations (12)–(15) (dashed lines) at np = 0.5 TPP bands are
numbered according to Table 1: 1 (black), 2 (blue), 3 (red), 4 (orange). n = 1.85, a = 137.1 nm,
thickness of the Ag layer = 45 nm.

It can be seen that, for all considered cases of n(z), the qualitative picture of the
spectral distribution of TPP bands obtained using the analytical solution remains the same
as in the calculation using COMSOL software. This holds true even when there is a slight
violation of the condition in Equation (6), although, in this case, the wavelength of the TPP
bands is slightly shifted toward shorter waves, as shown in Figure 7.

4. Conclusions

We studied the light reflectance and transmittance of a system composed of a metal
(Ag) layer adjacent to a rugate filter having a harmonic refractive index profile. Narrow
dips in the reflectance and peaks in the transmittance were obtained, due to the excitation
of TPP at the Ag layer–RF interface. We show that parameters of the harmonic profile of
the RF refractive index significantly affect the TPP wavelength and magnitude of the TPP
dips/peaks. Depending on the profile of the RF refractive index, the spectral position of the
TPP can be at any point in the RF band gap. The influence of the metal layer thickness and
the external medium refractive index on the position and magnitude of the TPP dips/peaks
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was also established. It should be noted that the proposed analytical solution describes the
spectral position and magnitude of the TPP bands quite well, even when the RF parameters
slightly violate the conditions for its derivation.

Lastly, we would like to point out that the potential applications of TPPs on metal
with adjacent RF include all areas where TPPs on metal with an adjacent traditional Bragg
mirror are applicable, but with the advantages of RF mentioned in Section 1. In particular,
the possibility of superimposing several harmonic waves of the refractive index in RF
allows for the simultaneous use of several spectral notches, which makes it possible to use
TPPs excited in the spectral region of different notches.

We believe that the proposed analytical method for studying plasmonic structures
with an RF and the obtained dependences of reflectance and transmittance can be used for
designing devices based on Tamm plasmons.
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Abstract: The resonant splitting of optical Tamm state numerically is demonstrated. The Tamm
state is localized at the interface between a resonant chiral medium and a polarization-preserving
anisotropic mirror. The chiral medium is considered as a cholesteric liquid crystal doped with
resonant dye molecules. The article shows that the splitting occurs when dye resonance frequency
coincides with the frequency of the Tamm state. In this case the reflectance, transmittance, and
absorptance spectra show two distinct Tamm modes. For both modes, the field localization is at
the interface between the media. The external field control of configurable optical and structural
parameters paves the way for use in tunable chiral microlaser.

Keywords: localization of light; photonic crystals; chirality; dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal;
optical Tamm states; resonant frequency dispersion

1. Introduction

Recently, there have been an increasing number of fundamental and applied works devoted
to searching for new promising materials and designing the structures that exploit new ways of
controlling light. Of particular interest is the optical Tamm state (OTS), i.e., a surface state localized
at the interface between two media serving as mirrors, which does not transfer energy along the
interface and exponentially decreases with increasing distance on either side of the interface [1–3].
The OTS is an electromagnetic analog of the Tamm state of electrons at the superlattice boundary [4].
In experiments, the OTS manifests itself as a narrow peak in the energy spectra of a sample [4,5].
The interest in the OTSs is due to the potential of their application in lasers and emitters [6–8],
absorbers [9,10], sensors [11,12], as well as in photovoltaics [13], topological photonics [14,15], and
other devices [16–19].

It appeared a nontrivial task to induce the OTS at the interface between an isotropic medium
and a chiral medium, such as a cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC). A CLC is formed by oriented
elongated molecules with the preferred direction twisted in space in the form of a helix. The CLCs are
characterized by the continuous helical symmetry of the permittivity tensor and, due to its periodicity,
represent one-dimensional photonic crystals [20]. The CLCs attract attention by their high sensitivity
to electric and magnetic fields and temperature variation [21]. The qualitative difference between
the CLCs and other types of photonic-crystal structures is that the former exhibit the diffraction
selectivity to the polarization of light. Therefore, to localize a surface state at the interface between a
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CLC and an isotropic mirror, which does not preserve the polarization of light upon reflection, it is
necessary to compensate the polarization variation using a quarter-wave plate [22], an additional
anisotropic layer [23], or a chirality-preserving mirror [24]. Such mirror can preserve not only the
chirality sign, but also the value of the ellipticity of the incident radiation. This particular case can
be called a polarization-preserving anisotropic mirror (PPAM) or a mirror that does not change the
sign of polarization of the reflected light [25]. The simplest example of such structures is a pile of
identical anisotropic layers with alternating orientations of the optical axes. This structure was studied
by Reusch [26] as a polarization filter. Due to the chiral properties of the Reusch pile, the incident
wave of one circular polarization passes through the structure, while the component of the other
polarization is reflected. This property is observed both at the normal [27] and oblique incidence of
light [28]. A special class is the equichiral Reusch piles, in which the optical axes of neighboring layers
become perpendicular to each other [29]. Previously, we demonstrated the possibility of implementing
the OTS at the interface between a PPAM and a CLC; the obtained localized surface state was called
the chiral optical Tamm state (COTS) [23,24,30,31].

Liquid crystals doped with various micro- and nanoparticles [32] or dye molecules evoke great
interest, since they combine the fluidity, crystal anisotropy, and specific properties of dye particles or
molecules. In a dye-doped CLC, a distributed feedback lasing with the lowest laser pumping threshold
can be implemented [33–36]. The presence of dye molecules can lead to the qualitative rearrangement
of the band structure of the CLC spectrum, specifically, to splitting of the photonic band gap (PBG)
into several PBGs [37]. Embedding of a resonant defect layer doped with metal nanoparticles into a
CLC adds new features to the spectral and polarization properties of the latter [38].

In view of the persistent popularity of the discussed topic, we set a problem to examine the
spectral properties of the COTS localized at the interface between a PPAM and a dye-doped cholesteric
liquid crystal (DDCLC). The advantage of the proposed structure is the significant expansion of the
possibility of effective controlling the parameters of the photon energy spectrum and the transmittance,
reflectance, and absorptance spectra of the structure. A fundamentally new effect of COTS splitting at
the interface between the media at the coinciding dye and COTS resonant frequencies was established.
In this case, two energy levels corresponding to two new COTSs were observed at the intersection
of the DDCLC and PPAM band gaps. The complete or partial overlap of the band gaps of CLC and
PPAM in the energy spectrum is a condition for the COTS formation at the two environments border
plane. In this case, the energy level occurs at the overlap of the band gaps corresponding to the chiral
optical Tamm mode localized at the interface of the environments. The dye molecules included in the
CLC are influenced by an electromagnetic field located near the environments border. The resonant
mode of the mutual influence of COTS and the resonance of the dye molecules lead to the split of the
COTS frequency. The splitting effect depends significantly on the concentration of dye molecules as
well as on the step of the CLC helix. When reconstructing from the resonance, the splitting effect of
COTS is persistent as long as the COTS lies in the frequency dispersion of the dye molecules.

2. Description of the Model

The investigated finite structure schematically shown in Figure 1a consists of a PPAM conjugated
with a right-handed DDCLC. The multilayer PPAM structure consists, in its turn, of alternating uniaxial

dielectric layers with different refractive indices np
e =

√
ε

p
e and np

o =
√

ε
p
o and it is characterized by

dielectric tensors of two neighboring layers, which can be written as:

ε̂V =

⎛
⎜⎝

1.7 0 0
0 1.5 0
0 0 1.7

⎞
⎟⎠ , ε̂H =

⎛
⎜⎝

1.5 0 0
0 1.7 0
0 0 1.7

⎞
⎟⎠. (1)

In should be noted what the optical axes of the PPAM are directed along x (yellow layer) and y (grey
layer) axis respectively (see Figure 1a). The number of unit cells (the number of V-H pairs) in the
structure is NPPAM, the period of the structure is Λ = dV + dH , where dV and dH are the thicknesses
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of the unit cell layers; and the PPAM thickness is d = NPPAM × Λ. The CLCs with a continuous
helical symmetry of the permittivity tensor are characterized by the helix pitch p, the cholesteric
layer thickness L, the number of periods NCLC, and the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices
n‖ = ne =

√
ε‖ and n⊥ = no =

√
ε⊥. The structure under study is limited to a medium with the

refractive index (ne + no)/2.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the structure consisting of a PPAM with length d and a DDCLC with length L.
Inset: imaginary (yellow curve) and real (green and purple curves) are parts of the effective permittivity
component of the DDCLC tensor. (b) Reflectance spectra of the PPAM-CLC structure. The solid curve
corresponds to the diffracting polarization, i.e., the circular polarization that is reflected from CLC
and the dashed curve, to the nondiffracting one. The PPAM length is d = 3.92 μm, the period is
Λ = dV + dH , dV = 100 nm, dH = 96 nm, the number of periods is NPPAM = 20, and the refractive
indices are np

e = 1.7 and np
o = 1.5. The CLC layer length is L = 5.85 μm, the number of periods is

NCLC = 30, the helix pitch is p = 390 nm, and the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices are
ne = 1.7 and no = 1.5. The CLC band gap center is λ0 = 625 nm and φ = π/4. (c) Spatial distribution of
the local field intensity in the sample corresponding to a COTS wavelength of λ = 625.3 nm normalized
to the initial value.

We consider the normal incidence of light onto the structure. The angle between the CLC director
and the optical axis of the PPAM layer conjugated with a CLC is denoted by ϕ. If light propagates
along the axis, the CLC permittivity and permeability tensors are:

ε̂(z) = εm

⎛
⎜⎝

1 + δ cos(qz) ±δ sin(2qz) 0
±δ sin(qz) 1 − δ cos(qz) 0

0 0 1 − δ

⎞
⎟⎠ , μ̂(z) = Î, (2)

respectively, where q = 4π/p, εm = (εe + εo)/2 and δ = (εe − εo)/(εe + εo).
It is supposed that the order parameter that characterizes the degree of the dipole moment order

of the dye molecules transition is zero. This corresponds to the chaotic orientation of the dipole
moment of the dye molecules transition. In this case, the presence of dye molecules in the CLC matrix
causes the frequency dependence of the main values of the local dielectric tensor, and we assume
the Lorentz form of this frequency dependence [37]. In addition, a small volume concentration of
the dye molecules in the CLC matrix is suggested, since the coupling of oscillators through a local
field is not taken into account. The characteristic concentrations of the dye molecules correspond
to the concentration of molecules in an ideal gas under normal conditions. Lorentz form of their
frequency dependence:
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εe(ω) = εe +
f1

ω2
01 − ω2 − iγ1ω

, (3)

εo(ω) = εo +
f2

ω2
02 − ω2 − iγ2ω

, (4)

where γ1 and γ2 are the damping coefficients, ω01 and ω02 are the resonant frequencies, f1 and f2 are
the quantities proportional to the oscillator strength f 1,2.

f1,2 =
4πNe2

m
× f 1,2. (5)

In Equation (5), N is the number of dye molecules in the unit volume; the dipole oscillator strength
f 1,2 is, as a rule, about tenths of unity; and e and m are the electron charge and mass, respectively.
Hereinafter in the calculation, we assume f1 = f2 = f , γ1 = γ2 = γ, ω01 = ω02 = ω0.

The possible way of fabrication of the proposed structure is to use polymer-stabilized liquid
crystals [35,39–41]. Dye-doped polymeric cholesteric liquid crystal films can be made in the same
manner as Shmidtke et al. [35] and Jeong et al. [41] who studied defect mode lasing in such films.
PPAM can be created from polymerized nematic layers, for example 5CB. Each layer of LC should be
applied sequentially and polymerized. Despite the use of polymerized materials, the possibility of
manipulating CLCs remains [42,43].

A numerical analysis of the spectral properties of the system and the field distribution in the
sample of a dye-doped cholesteric conjugated with an anisotropic mirror is performed using the
Berreman 4 × 4 transfer matrix method [44]. The equation describing the propagation of light at
frequency ω along the z axis normal to the structural layers has the form:

dψ

dz
=

iω
c

Δ(z)ψ(z), (6)

where ψ(z) = (Ex, Hy, Ey,−Hx)T and Δ(z) is the Berreman matrix, which depends on the dielectric
function and the incident wave vector.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1b,c, show the reflectance spectra and the local field intensity distribution at wavelength of
COTS in the PPAM-CLC sample without dye molecules. It should be noted that, at the equal PPAM
and CLC refractive indices, the CLC band gap lies in the wavelength range of 580–670 nm, which is
20 nm higher than the PPAM band gap with the boundaries from 595 to 665 nm. It is well-known
that the complete or partial overlap of the band gaps in the energy spectrum is a condition for the
formation of a COTS at the interface between two media. The fulfillment of this condition ensures the
excitation of a localized state at the diffracting polarization at a wavelength of λ = 625.3 nm, while
at the polarization of the opposite sign (nondiffracting polarization), the COTS is not excited. The
observed state is high-Q and can be effectively tuned in frequency [30].

We add the CLC with fluorescent dye molecules, which have parameters of γ = 4 × 1012 s−1

and f = 2 × 1028 s−2. In this case, the principal values of the CLC local dielectric tensor become
frequency-dependent. If the resonant frequency of dye molecules coincides with the COTS frequency,
then two modes, instead of one, appear in the spectra. These modes yield dips at wavelengths of
λ1 = 619.3 nm and λ2 = 631.3 nm (see Figure 2). The splitting value is Δλ = 12 nm. At an oscillator
strength of f ≈ 0.5, Equation (5) yields an estimated number of N ≈ 1019 cm−3 of dye molecules in
the unit volume.

Figure 2d shows the spatial distributions of the COTS local field intensity at wavelengths of
619.3 and 631.3 nm, which correspond to the reflection maxima in the spectrum (Figure 2a). It can be
seen that the light is localized at the PPAM-DDCLC interface and the local field intensity decreases
exponentially with increasing distance from the interface. There are two different kinds of the local
intensity rippling inside PPAM and DDCLC.
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Figure 2. (a) Reflectance, (b) transmittance, and (c) absorptance spectra of the PPAM-DDCLC
structure. The solid curve corresponds to the diffracting polarization and the dashed curve, to the
nondiffracting one. The damping parameters are γ = 4 × 1012 s−1 and f = 2 × 1028 s−2. The rest
parameters are the same as in Figure 1b. (d) Spatial distribution of the local field intensity in the sample
normalized to the initial value.

First, the PPAM rippling is due to nonhomogeneity of PPAM material. The layers are virtually
quarter-vawelength. The multiple layer boundaries correspond to standing wave nodes and antinodes
of x and y components of electric field [30], that results in rippling of the overall field. Second, the local
intensity rippling in CLC has different origin, because the CLC material is homogeneously twisted
along z direction and its main eigenwave is a smoothly evanescenting exponential [20]. In total there
are four eigenwaves inside the CLC, and all of them are excited with the amplitudes depending on
boundary conditions and excitation wave polarization. The interference of eigenwaves results in some
rippling, small minima and maxima of the overall field.

The Q factor of the two modes obtained by splitting, at the resonant frequency of dye
molecules coinciding with the COTS center, will be approximately the same and equal to 774 for
the high-frequency mode and 702 for the low-frequency mode. At the detuning of the resonant
frequency from the COTS wavelength, one can enhance the Q factor of one peak by reducing the Q
factor of the other. Below, we show that the Q factor of the new COTSs obtained by the splitting can be
significantly increased by changing the parameters of dye molecules.

Let us consider the effect of the dye molecule concentration on the splitting value and the COTS
position. Figure 3a–c show that, with an increase in the dye molecule concentration by an order
of magnitude, two COTSs arise at wavelengths of 607 and 644.9 nm, respectively, and the splitting
value increases by 25.9 nm and attains Δλ = 37.9 nm. As the concentration of fluorescent molecules
decreases by an order of magnitude, the COTSs are observed at wavelengths of 623.4 and 627.1 nm
and the splitting value decreases down to Δλ = 3.7 nm.

Figure 3d–f illustrate the sensitivity of the COTS splitting to the changes in the damping coefficient.
We do not specify the physical origins of the damping, which can be very different. As the γ value
decreases by two times, the COTSs appear in the spectra at wavelengths of 619.3 and 631.3 nm and
the Q factor of the split modes grows to about 1000. In this case, the splitting value remains the same
and amounts to Δλ = 12 nm. As the γ value increases by an order of magnitude, the new COTSs
become poorly distinguishable, the peak maxima corresponding to wavelengths of 620.2 and 630.3 nm
approach each other, and the splitting value decreases to Δλ = 10.1 nm. We would like to note that, at
γ = 4 × 1014 s−1, the splitting effect does not manifest itself, and the low-Q dip at a wavelength of
625.3 nm is observed in the reflectance spectrum, which corresponds to the COTS wavelength in the
PPAM-CLC structure without dye.
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Figure 3. (a,d) Reflectance, (b,e) transmittance, and (c,f) absorptance spectra of the investigated
structure at different volume concentrations of dye molecules and damping coefficients. Solid curves
correspond to the diffracting polarization and the dashed curve, to the nondiffracting one. The rest
parameters are the same as in Figure 2. The insert in figure (e) shows the transmission spectra of the
structure for γ = 4 × 1014 s−1.

As was mentioned above, an important advantage of the CLCs over other types of photonic
crystals is their high sensitivity to external fields. A strong dependence of the helix pitch, for example,
on temperature or applied voltage can be used to effectively control the COTS splitting value. Thus,
a decrease in the helix pitch by 10 nm leads to an increase in the splitting value by 1.2 nm to Δλ =

13.2 nm (Figure 4a–c). In this case, as can be seen in Figure 4a,c, the positions of the COTS frequencies
shift to the short-wavelength spectral region by 615.6 and 628.8 nm, respectively. In the transmittance
spectrum shown in Figure 4b, due to the damping, the only short-wavelength localized peak at
a wavelength of 615.6 nm remains. With an increase in the helix pitch by 10 nm, the opposite
situation is implemented. It can be seen from the reflectance and absorptance spectra shown in
Figure 4a,c that, with an increase in the helix pitch to 400 nm, the positions of the COTS frequencies
shift to the long-wavelength spectral region to 621.7 and 635.5 nm and the splitting value increases to
Δλ = 13.5 nm. In the transmittance spectrum in Figure 4b, the only long-wavelength COTS remains
localized at a wavelength of 635.5 nm.

Figure 4d–f illustrate the possibility of controlling the spectral properties of the COTS by
optimizing the geometric parameters of the PPAM-DDCLC structure. Let us reduce the size of
the structure by decreasing the NPPAM value from 20 to 15 and the NCLC value from 30 to 20. In this
case, the spectral positions of the COTS frequencies do not change, i.e., the splitting value remains
unchanged, while the Q factor of the peaks decreases. At the increasing sample length, at NCLC = 40
and NPPAM = 25, due to the increased band gap contrast, the gaps in the reflectance spectrum are
about 38% and the corresponding COTS peaks in the transmittance spectrum are almost absent, due to
an increase in the length of examined sample.
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Figure 4. (a,d) Reflectance, (b,e) transmittance, and (c,f) absorptance spectra of the investigated
structure at different cholesteric helix pitches and PPAM and CLC geometric parameters. Solid lines
correspond to the diffracting polarization and the dashed lines, to the nondiffracting one. The rest
parameters are the same as in Figure 2.

The similar effects can be implemented in a different way, i.e., by changing the angle ϕ between
the PPAM and DDCLC optical axes at the interface between the media (inset in Figure 5). When
passing the interface between two mirrors, the geometric phase is controlled by rotation of the mirrors
in the interface plane. Figure 5a,b show that, in the reflectance and transmittance spectra, at the
diffracting polarization, depending on the angle ϕ, the reflection of the right-hand peak decreases
from 24% to 8%, while the transmittance increases from 11% to 50%, with an increase in φ from π/4
to π/3. Upon further rotation of the angle, the transmittance of the long-wave peak decreases and
the reflectance increases. We would like to note that, when φ is rotated in the opposite direction, the
inverse situation is observed in the transmittance spectrum, when the transmittance is only preserved
for the short-wave COTS.

Figure 5. (a) Reflectance and (b) transmittance spectra of the structure at different angles ϕ.
(c) Reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance spectra of the structure at ϕ = π/3. Insert: Definition
of angle φ as the angle between the CLC director at the boundary and the optical axis of the PPAM
layer conjugated with the CLC. The rest parameters are the same as in Figure 2.

Figure 5c shows the reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance spectra of the structure at
ϕ = π/3. In this case, the COTSs appear in the spectra at wavelengths of 622 and 636.4 nm.
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The splitting value increases by 4.4 nm to Δλ = 16.4 nm and the transmittance spectrum only
reflects the long-wavelength COTS. Note that when changing the helix pitch or angle ϕ, the position of
the COTS slightly deviates from the value of 625.3 nm. In this case, the splitting effect will be preserved
only if the frequency of COTS lies in the frequency dispersion range of the dye molecules.

4. Conclusions

Thus, the study of the properties of the PPAM-CLC-based model structures shows that doping
of a CLC with dye molecules leads to the splitting of the COTS localized at the PPAM-DDCLC
interface, if the resonant frequency of dye molecules coincides with the COTS frequency. As a result,
the resonances corresponding to the two modes localized at the interface appear in the spectra.
The possibility of effective controlling the spectral position and Q factor of these resonances, as well
as the COTS splitting value, by changing the dye parameters and the CLC and PPAM geometric
parameters was demonstrated. The proposed structure can be used to create miniature lasers with the
circularly polarized fundamental mode, as well as to design narrow-band and tunable filters.
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Abstract: Chiral-selective Tamm plasmon polariton (TPP) has been investigated at the interface
between a cholesteric liquid crystal and a metasurface. Different from conventional TPP that occurs
with distributed Bragg reflectors and metals, the chiral–achiral TPP is successfully demonstrated. The
design of the metasurface as a reflective half-wave plate provides phase and polarization matching.
Accordingly, a strong localized electric field and sharp resonance are observed and proven to be
widely tunable.

Keywords: metasurfaces; tamm plasmon polaritons; chirality

1. Introduction

In recent years, metamaterials have been widely utilized in photoelectronics due to
the advances in controlling the phase, polarizations, and chirality. Indeed, chirality gives
an additional degree of freedom in photonic systems. Therefore, chiral photonics has
received a lot of attention lately, such as chiral-selective metamirrors [1–4], chiral quantum
optics [5], spectropolarimetry [6], etc. Chiral properties can be effectively enhanced using
metamaterials and photonic-crystal cavities. In the literature, chirality surface states could
be observed on the surface of topological materials [7] or at the interface of two cholesteric
liquid crystals (CLCs) [8,9]. However, it would be difficult to be observed at a chiral–achiral
interface as the polarization state could not be preserved. An example of such an interface
state is Tamm plasmon polariton (TPP). It was first proposed in 2007 [10] and is similar to
the Tamm state in a semiconductor, where electrons are localized at the surface of the crystal.
The TPP appears between the metal and the periodic dielectric of high and low refractive
indices, which is called a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). Later it was shown that this
state can be utilized for absorbers [11], sensors [12–14], Tamm plasmon lasers [15–17], and
solar cells [18,19]. The excitation of chiral-selective TPP at the interface between a CLC and
a flat metal film is impossible (please see Figure 1a,b), and the resonance dip cannot be
seen within the CLC stopband [20] unless the polarization of reflected light from the metal
is changed. Then, the high reflection of the CLC stopband can be maintained without the
localization of the light at the interface between the CLC and the metal.
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In this regard, a novel design combining a CLC and a half-wave plate metasurface
is proposed. The possibility of excitation of a chiral TPP in this structure is demonstrated
experimentally for the first time and confirmed numerically. The tuning of the chiral-TPP
wavelength is shown by varying the temperature.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the right-handed helical CLC combined with a bottom film. Polarization
dynamics of the light between (b) CLC and a metal mirror and (c,d) CLC and a half-wave plate
metasurfaces. (e) Reflectance spectra of CLC–metal and CLC-half-wave plate simulated by the
software for Multiphysics simulation COMSOL. The rotation arrow direction indicates the right-
handed (RH) and the left-handed (LH) circular polarizations propagating along the z axis. The center
of the CLC stopband is at 750 nm. The refractive index of the SiO2 layer is fixed at 1.45, and that
of the gold nanobrick and PMMA layer comes from the databases of Johnson and Christy [21] and
Sultanova [22], respectively. The full reflectance spectra of the measurements is presented in the
Supplementary Materials.

2. Description of the Model

Figure 1b shows that partial right-handed circularly polarized light is transmitted
through the right-handed CLC layer of a finite thickness, and the polarization changes
when reflected from the metal. The reflected light with left-handed circular polarization
passes through the CLC, and the reflectance spectra correspond to the blue line in Figure 1e,
resembling the combination of reflection spectra of only metal and CLC. In order to pre-
serve the reflected circular polarization, a quarter-wave plate was proposed to match the
phase [23]. As the partial right-handed circular polarization transforms into linear polariza-
tion when light passes through the quarter-wave plate, the polarization of the reflected light
remained unchanged. Hence, right-handed circularly polarized light is localized between
the CLC and metal, yielding resonance. However, in reality, a typical quarter-wave plate
is much thicker than the wavelengths, which could not sustain the surface waves. For
example, a 75 μm thick conventional quarter-wave plate (Edmund Optics) has been tested
and it was found that the interference diminishes the TPP resonance. Here, we replace the
thick phase plate by a metasurface, with the function of a reflective half-wave plate (HWP),
as shown in Figure 2. The dimensions of the unit cell with a nanobrick fabricated using
electron beam lithography are shown (please see Supplementary Materials). The SiO2
layer and bottom metal film are used to control the phase of the reflected light [24–29].
This design allows the handedness of reflected light to be preserved and the polarization-
matching condition fulfilled. In this paper, the experimentally measured Q factor of the
chiral-selective TPP is 27.2. The Q factor of the TPP resonance is conventionally determined
by the losses and the volume of the resonator. In our case, the cavity volume is mainly
governed by the CLC thickness. In addition, loss is predominantly due to the absorption
in the plasmonic metasurface. Alternatively, the all-dielectric structures allowed us to
obtain higher Q values at the expense of compactness. Additionally, the experimental
implementation of all-dielectric handedness-preserving structures is difficult [30].
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Figure 2. (a,b) Schematic of a unit cell of metasurface consisting of an Au-SiO2-Au structure. The
dashed axes of “u” and “v” define the longer and shorter axes of the nanobrick. The “x” axis defines
the CLC director at the surface; it is oriented at χ = 45◦. (c) The scanning electron microscopic image
(the scale bar is 1.2 μm). The detailed images of the nanobricks are shown in the inset.

The phase matching is another crucial condition for localized state excitation. This
second condition is equivalent to the geometric phase condition for the angle between the
long axis of the metasurface nanobrick and the CLC direction [31,32]. In Figure 2b, this
angle is shown to be χ = 45◦ and the TPP resonance frequency approximately corresponds
to the center of the CLC stopband. By varying, the frequency can be easily tuned through
the entire CLC stopband and even switched off [31]. This possibility is provided by the
junction of two mirrors with unique and complementary properties. The CLC is chiral
and the metasurface is achiral hence anisotropic. The CLC is fluidic and tunable and
the metasurface serves as a robust solid basement for tunability. Such chiral tunability is
intensively investigated in self-organized structures related to tensagrity, durotaxis and
phototropism [33,34].

3. Results

The phase difference in reflection is defined as the phase of the u-polarized light sub-
tracting the phase of the v-polarized light (Figure 3a). It is assumed that the light is incident
on the metasurface from the air. The phase difference approaches π in the wavelength
range from 700 to 900 nm, which satisfies the properties of a half-wave plate [35–37]. Due
to the phase change, the direction of the rotation is opposite when circularly polarized light
impinges on the half-wave plate. Therefore, the handedness remains unchanged between
the reflected light and the incident light.

Figure 3. (a) Phase difference for reflection from the half-wave plate, with the phase for u-polarized
light subtracts the phase of v-polarized light and (b) amplitude of circular cross-polarized reflected
light, conventional mirror behavior (blue) and co-polarized reflected light, HWP behavior (red)
simulated by the software for Multiphysics simulation COMSOL.
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For the incidence of right-handed circular light, the electric field of the reflection in
circular basis can be written as [38]:

Eref =
1
2

[
(ru − rv)e−2iχ; (ru + rv)

]
. (1)

Here, χ is the angle between the x and u axis, and ru and rv are the complex reflection
coefficients for the u and v axes, respectively. To obtain the unchanged polarization of the
reflected light, only the first term of Equation (1) is considered. Therefore, the dimensions
of the nanobrick were adjusted to minimize ru + rv and maximize ru − rv. Figure 3b shows
the amplitude of the unchanged (co-polarized) and opposite (cross-polarized) handedness
of the reflected light. In this case, at a wavelength of 650 nm, a perfect reflection was
observed, since the reflection coefficient for co-polarized light was close to 0. Moreover, the
HWP effect sharply decreased to the left from the resonance; therefore, the CLC stopband
center λ0 = 750 nm was chosen to the right from HWP resonance.

According to the temporal coupled-mode theory [39] applied to chiral Tamm state [9],
the resonance is described by the reflection amplitude of the total CLC–HWP structure:

rTP(ω) = 1 − 2γ1

i(ω0 − ω) + (γ1 + γ2)
, (2)

where γ1 = 2kc exp(−2knL), γ2 = (1 − R)kc/2, k = πδ sin 2χ/λ0, λ0/p = n +
√

n2 − 1
cos 2χ, ω0 = 2πc/λ0 is resonant cyclic frequency, χ is the angle between the u axis of the
HWP–metasurface and the cholesteric director at the interface with the HWP-metasurface,
0◦ < χ < 90◦ , L is the cholesteric layer thickness, R is the co-handed reflectance of
metasurface, for the cholesteric p is the pitch, n =

√
n2

e − n2
o/2 is the average refractive

index and δ = (n2
e − n2

o)/(n2
e + n2

o) is anisotropy.
A novel design combining a CLC and a half-wave plate metasurface is proposed (see

Figure 1c,d). Between the CLC and the metasurface, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is
coated as a layer of 480 nm in thickness to protect the metasurface. Alignment of the CLC
is in the direction of the x axis on both the top substrate and bottom protecting layer by
a surface rubbing machine. The bonding process combines the superstrate and PMMA–
metasurface. Then, CLC was injected into the gap by capillary action, and the thickness of
the gap was 1.5 μm. The CLC used has ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of
no = 1.52 and ne = 1.75, respectively. The center wavelength λc of the CLC stopband was
750 nm, as calculated by the equation λ0 = p〈n〉, where p is the helical pitch and 〈n〉 is
the average refractive index of the CLC. The optical axis of the CLC lies on the x-y plane,
where the orientation depends on the position of the z axis along the helical pitch of the
liquid crystal. The equivalent permittivity of the dielectric tensor from CLC can be written
as [40]:

ε = ε0

⎡
⎢⎣

ε + 1
2 Δε cos

( 4πz
p
) 1

2 Δε sin
( 4πz

p
)

0
1
2 Δε cos

( 4πz
p
)

ε + 1
2 Δε cos

( 4πz
p
)

0
0 0 ε + 1

2 Δε

⎤
⎥⎦. (3)

Here, ε = (n2
e + n2

o)/2, Δε = (n2
e − n2

o), and z represents the position along the helical
axis of the planar CLC. Modeling was conducted by using the finite-element method
software COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b and verified by the Berreman matrix method [41].

The reflectance spectrum of Figure 4 was obtained through the Berreman method
simulation. It is in good agreement with Equation (2) for R = 0.7. When γ1(L) = γ2(R),
exp(−2nkL) = 2(1 − R), the optimal cholesteric thickness is L = 1.5 μm.

As for the design shown in Figure 1c, the most important point is that the polarization
of the reflected light remains the same as that of the incident light, which provides the
phase and polarization matching. As illustrated in Figure 1c,d, the energy of light would
be localized between the CLC and the half-wave plate to achieve the resonance condi-
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tion. Therefore, in Figure 4, a narrow reflection dip is clearly observed within the optical
stopband of the CLC.

Figure 4. Reflectance spectra of the structure versus the cholesteric layer thickness L simulated by
the Berreman method. The incident light is right-handed circular polarized (Figure 1b). Dark dip
in the center is the TPP resonance. Reflectance minimum corresponds to the optimal coupling with
equal losses through the cholesteric and the metasurface. The resonance bandwidth decreases with
increasing L. Small resonances are observed at the edges of cholesteric stopband. Vertical periodic
ripples are caused by additional reflection from the upper cholesteric interface; the rippling period
equals the half-pitch of cholesteric helix.

As shown in Figure 5, near-field analysis indicates that the strong electric field is
localized at the interface [42] between the CLC and the metasurface at the resonance wave-
length. In contrast, when the wavelength is nonresonant, the electric-field distribution
acts as at an ordinarily-reflecting mirror. The maximum amplitude of the localized electric
field at the resonant wavelength is approximately four times larger than that at a non-
resonant wavelength. At any point inside the structure the mode has two running wave
components with almost equal amplitudes. In Figure 5b, the electric field profile shows
spatial ripples due to the interference between the running waves. The ripple period is
half-wave. In contrast to a conventional Tamm mode, the interference makes no nodes or
antinodes as both running waves are right-handed circularly polarized. In other words,
every x-polarized node coincides with a y-polarized antinode and vice versa, which results
in a smooth profile [30]. The nontrivial field profile in CLC was thoroughly investigated
and illustrated in [43].

Figure 5. (a) Structure of the CLC combined with metasurfaces. (b) The maximum of the electric
field near CLC–metasurface interface. (c) Distribution of normalized electric fields at the resonant
and nonresonant wavelengths. Field distribution at the resonant wavelength in x-y plane is shown in
the Supplementary Materials.

The other advantage of using CLC to generate chiral-selective TPP is that CLC could be
easily controlled by external stimuli such as electric field [44] and ambient temperature [45].
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By utilizing the temperature dependence of the CLC stopband, the wavelength of resonance
can be effectively controlled to achieve a wide-range tunability [46].

As shown in Figure 6, with an increase in temperature from 26 to 29 ◦C, the resonance
dip shifts to a shorter wavelength due to the movement of the CLC stopband. The simula-
tion (dashed lines) and experimental (solid lines) results are in reasonably good agreement.
The deviation may result from the thickness of the CLC layer to be different from the setting
in the simulated model due to its changes within the measurement area. The imperfection
of the rubbing on the PMMA may be an additional reason for the discrepancy between
the measured and simulated data. The simulated temperature dependence of the helix
pitch was considerably tuned to satisfy Table 1. This restricted our prediction ability for
the first experiment. The widening in resonance bandwidth might be due to the extra
loss in metal during the nanofabrication process. Table 1 manifests the tunability of the
resonance wavelengths of TPP and CLC stopbands with varying temperatures. The differ-
ence between the resonant wavelength λTP and the center wavelength λ0 is presumably
due to the thin protecting layer. The quality factor obtained by coupled mode theory is
Q = ω0/2(γ1 + γ2) ≈ 27.2, which is in good agreement with the experimental data.

Table 1. Tunability of the resonant wavelength of chiral-selective TPP (λTP), center wavelength of
CLC stopband (λ0), pitch p and Q factor of the TPP with respect to the different temperatures.

26 ◦C 27 ◦C 29 ◦C

λTP (nm) 809 767 709
λ0 (nm) 890 805 665
p (nm) 495.4 468.5 428.1

Q factor 28.5 27.2 26.7

Figure 6. Reflectance spectra of the CLC–metasurface simulated by Berreman method (dotted lines);
COMSOL (dashed lines) and experiment results (solid lines) by increasing the temperature from
26 ◦C to 29 ◦C.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated that chiral-selective TPP can be successfully excited
at the interface between metasurface of reflective half-wave plate and CLC. This pho-
tonic surface state combines properties of both anisotropic metasurface and chiral CLC,
providing a wide-ranging orientational tunability. A strong localized electric field at the
interface between the CLC and the metasurface was observed. Furthermore, by changing
the center wavelength of the stopband of the CLC with different pitches and temperatures,
the resonance wavelength of TPP was tuned flexibly. This device can potentially be applied
to optical switches and polariton lasers.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/ma14112788/s1, Figure S1: Fabrication process of metasurfaces, Figure S2: (a,b) Structure
of the bonding devices of CLC and metasurface, which are composed of two plywoods and four
precision screws, Figure S3: Schematic of sample fabrication procedure. The plano-convex lens
is used as the superstrate to control the thickness of cell gap, and CLC is poured into the gap
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between the lens and metasurface by capillary action, Figure S4: Experimental setup for reflection
measurement. LS: Halogen light source; PH: pinhole; P: polarizer (Thorlabs, WP25M-UB); WP:
quarter-wave plate (Edmund, 75 μm in thickness); BS: cube beam-splitter (Thorlabs, BS016); Obj:
objective (Olympus, LMPLFLN 50x); S: sample of CLC-metasurface; Detector: spectrometer (Ocean,
USB2000+), Figure S5: (a) Measured reflectance for the co-(black line) and cross-polarized (red line)
light at normal incidence. Optical image of metasurfaces with (b) cross-polarized measurement and
(c) co-polarized measurement, Figure S6: The experimental and simulated reflectance spectra of the
structure, Figure S7: Ex (left) and Ey (right) components of the electric field in x-y plane.
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